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ABSTRACT 

Some types of repetitive and restrictive patterns of behavior characterized in autism and other 

developmental disabilities are maintained by automatic reinforcement assessed via functional 

analysis (FA).  Due to the nature of automatic reinforcement (i.e., nonsocial/internal sources of 

reinforcement), tools that are sensitive to biological/physiological activity, and that can 

potentially differentiate sources of automatic reinforcement, are needed to measure whether 

stimulation is gained or attenuated.  The current investigation applies the knowledge of FA and 

the use of physiological measures to investigate the role that positive and negative automatic 

reinforcement plays in the treatment problem behaviors.  Interventions that produce functionally 

equivalent physiological effects are utilized to determine if physiologically matched stimuli are 

more effective than non-matched stimuli in the treatment of automatically reinforced aberrant 

behaviors. The FA and physiological measure results show a connection between non-socially 

mediated behaviors and physiological outcomes differentiating automatic positive and automatic 

negative reinforcement. The treatment analysis showed differentiating outcomes for one 

participant, but not for the second participant.  From a theoretical perspective, this research adds 

to the empirical basis for differentiating operant psychology principles of automatic positive and 

negative reinforcement, as well as, assessing the role that respondent conditioning plays in 

maladaptive behaviors (i.e., the extent to which sensory stimulation affects targeted behaviors – 

whether stimulation is gained or ameliorated).  
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LIST OF NOMENCLATURE 
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Applied Behavior Analysis 
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Automatic Positive 

Reinforcement  
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Automatic Negative 

Reinforcement  
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Functional Communication 
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A training procedure focused on teaching the individual to use 

communication in the form of language, signs, or augmentative 

devices to gain reinforcement instead of problem behavior.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Developmental disabilities are conditions in which there are physical, behavioral, 

language, and/or learning impairments that impact daily functioning throughout a person’s 

lifespan (CDC, 2017).  According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, one in six 

children between the ages of three and 17 are impacted by these developmental disabilities.  

Developmental disabilities include the following diagnoses: Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity 

Disorder (ADHD), Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), cerebral palsy, hearing/visual 

impairment, and intellectual and learning disabilities (CDC, 2017).   

ASD is a developmental disability characterized by social communication and social 

interaction deficits, as well as, restrictive, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests or activities 

(APA, 2013). Recent changes to diagnostic criteria have shifted from categorical to dimensional 

traits that characterize ASD (APA, 2013).  Specifically, categories under pervasive 

developmental disorders such as aspergers, autistic, pervasive developmental disorder not 

otherwise specified (PDD-NOS), and disintegrative disorders are no longer considered sub-

diagnoses, but rather ASD is used as a single overarching term to more accurately represent this 

disorder (Frazier et al., 2012; Lord et al., 2012; Mahjouri & Lord, 2012).  In addition, there are 

three levels of severity or severity specifiers in which social communication and restricted 

interests and repetitive behaviors are rated (APA, 2013). This shift in diagnostic criteria has not 

changed the prevalence rates (-1.3 difference per 1000 from DSM-IV-TR to DSM-5) of autism 

upon changes in diagnostic criteria (Huerta, Bishop, Duncan, Hus, and Lord, 2012; Maenner, 

Rice, Arneson, Cunniff, Schieve, Carpenter, & Durkin, 2014). According to the CDC, about 1 

in 88 children have been identified as having an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) in the United 

States (CDC, 2014).   
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The severity of the diagnosis is based on deficits in communication and emitted 

restrictive/repetitive patterns of behavior. These restrictive and repetitive behaviors include: 1) 

stereotyped or restrictive motor movements or vocalizations (e.g., may include objects, 

echolalia, vocal and motor stereotypies), 2) insistence in sameness, inflexibilities with routines, 

ritualized vocal or non-vocal behavior (transition difficulties, trouble with changes in routines, 

rigid relational frames in language/thinking), 3) highly restricted/fixated interests (e.g., specific 

items or activities, etc.), and 4) hyper-/hypo-reactivity to sensory internal or environmental 

factors (APA, 2013; CDC, 2013).   

Outcomes of treatment for restrictive and repetitive behaviors are affected by the 

severity, topography, function, and history of reinforcement of the behaviors (Fisher, Piazza, & 

Roane, 2011).  History of reinforcement refers to an individual’s learning experiences (i.e., past 

conditioning) in respect to specific response classes in the behavioral repertoire of the 

individual (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). It is hypothesized that the longer the history of 

reinforcement, the more difficult it is to ameliorate these behaviors due to the increase in 

complexity of the maintaining functions of the behaviors. In fact, researchers have found that a 

particular problem behavior of interest (i.e., stereotypy) increases with age in children with 

autism (MacDonald, Green, Mansfield, Geckeler, Gardenier, Anderson et al., 2007; 

Shillingsburg, Lomas, & Bradley, 2012). The increased complexity arises when the history of 

reinforcement facilitates behavior once maintained by one source of reinforcement to become 

maintained by multiple sources of reinforcement or functions (Hagopian, Rooker, & Zarcone, 

2015). Due to this, aberrant behavior with shorter histories in children and adolescents may be 

more amenable to intervention than the longer histories of adults. Moreover, intervening early 

with children and adolescents may prevent more challenging and complex behaviors from 
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developing, as their histories of reinforcement become more complex by the time they reach 

adulthood.   

Individuals with ASD display maladaptive behaviors that are maintained via social and 

nonsocial variables (Copper et a., 2007).  Social variables responsible for maintaining problem 

behavior are more easily assessable by interventionists because antecedents and consequences 

are readily manipulated within the environment (e.g., escape from demands, attention by others, 

tangibles available).  Alternatively, behaviors with nonsocial functions produce the consequence 

(i.e., stimulation) upon engaging in them, and therefore, are not amenable for external 

manipulation.  That is, the sources of reinforcement are unavailable or challenging to identify or 

control (Vollmer, 1994).  Skinner termed behaviors maintained by nonsocial variables as 

automatically reinforced behaviors (Skinner, 1953). Vaughn and Michael (1982) followed up 

by coining the function as automatic reinforcement, consequently providing a function-based 

categorical designation for these behaviors.  Automatically reinforced behaviors fall under two 

categories: automatic positive and automotive negative reinforcement.  Automatic positive 

reinforcement refers to behaviors that produce stimulation to the organism, whereas, automatic 

negative reinforcement behaviors produce an attenuation or termination of an aversive stimulus 

(e.g., reduce or attenuate pain, or mask stimuli that are aversive, etc.) (Chu, 2011).   

The gold standard for assessing why individuals emit behaviors is a functional analysis 

(FA), in which possible social and nonsocial sources of reinforcement responsible for particular 

responses are experimentally manipulated to ascertain the maintaining function(s) (Iwata et al., 

1994).  Although there have been major advances in assessing social, and to some degree 

nonsocial functions of problem behaviors, there has been little research in discriminating 

automatic positive from automatic negative reinforcement as distinct functions for maladaptive 
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behaviors (Chu, 2002; Miltenberger, 2005; van Haaren, 2015).  It is hypothesized that most of 

the problematic behaviors maintained by automatic reinforcement are due to automatic positive 

reinforcement (e.g., sensory stimulation) since there is no empirical evidence to demonstrate the 

contrary (Hagopian et al., 2015).  One reason for the lack of evidence is that there have been 

limited attempts to identify the sources of automatic reinforcement. This is presumably due to 

automatic reinforcement’s assumed inaccessibility (Chu, 2002; Hagopian et al., 2015; Iwata, 

Dorsey, Slifer, Bauman, & Richman, 1994).  Due to the nature of reinforcement (i.e., internal 

sources), tools that are sensitive to biological or physiological activity are needed to measure 

whether stimulation is gained or attenuated.  Tools that clearly differentiate sources of 

automatic reinforcement have not been identified or used in the context of assessing nonsocial 

functions which has further restricted research in this area.   

Miltenberger (2005) hypothesized that the lack of research of automatic negative 

reinforcement may be due to two factors: 1) functional analysis necessitates the manipulation of 

antecedent and consequent events and 2) interventionists may not be able to differentially 

reinforce functionally alternative behavior.  That is, the behaviors are not accessible for 

alteration because the relief from aversive stimuli is a covert event.  Additionally, based on 

functional analysis, automatic reinforcement is deemed as the function of targeted behavior 

when the behavior occurs in the alone or ignore conditions, it is high across all conditions, or 

there is an undifferentiated pattern of responding across all conditions (Hagopian, 1997; van 

Haaren, 2015).  As a result, automatic reinforcement may be a default function when no other 

social factors have been identified (Hagopian, 1997).  Likewise, antecedents which may include 

biological underpinnings, complicate the subject matter because they are not easily directly 

observed or understood (Hagopian et al., 2015, Miltenberger, 2015; Richman & Lindauer, 2005; 
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van Haaren, 2015).  Iwata et al. (1994, p. 207) indicated that their seminal functional analysis 

study did not “address the issue of environmental versus physiological determinants of self-

injury" for a thorough understanding of the etiology.  The lack of research in the underlying 

mechanisms of automatic reinforcement continue to this day with the exception of a handful of 

studies that have delve into physiological underpinnings (e.g., Barrera, Violo, & Graver, 2007; 

Chok & Koesler, 2013; Hall, Hammond, & Hustyi, 2013; Jennett, Hagopian, & Beaulieu, 

2011). The lack of research in this area and barriers associated with it is a topic that needs to be 

addressed given that automatic functions account for 25% of all self-injurious behavior (SIB) 

(Hagopian, 2015). According to a literature review conducted by Beavers, Iwata, and Lerman 

(2013), automatic reinforcement also accounts for 16.9% of all functions of behaviors 

determined by functional analyses.  It is recommended that psychophysiological assessment of 

individuals as part of a functional analysis can help determine response patterns, as well as, 

their relationship to physiological and environmental events (Romanczyk and Gillis, 2006).  

Nonetheless, physiological assessments have been conducted in only a handful of studies.  

There are ways that functional analyses can be useful when examining the sources of 

automatic reinforcement for conducting this type of research.  Foremost, functional analyses are 

a powerful tool to rule out socially mediated behaviors.  Consequently, behaviors that are 

historically thought of as being maintained by sensory stimuli (e.g., stereotypes) can be 

empirically ruled out when social functions are at play.  This distinction is important given that 

the antecedents of the behaviors may differ between socially mediated and non-socially 

mediated behaviors.  For instance, the antecedent for non-socially mediated hand flapping may 

be due to an internal state (i.e., the need to remove or apply stimulation).  Conversely, the 

antecedent for socially mediated hand flapping may be due to a state of social deprivation (i.e., 
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to gain attention or tangibles) or due to presentation of demands (i.e., the individual is trying to 

escape or avoid social interactions/demands). 

The distinction between social and non-social maintained behavior is important given 

that behaviors that are maintained by social and nonsocial reinforcement differ in the type of 

consequences that are available. That is, behaviors that occur due to social functions are 

possibly not accompanied by changes in physiological arousal, whereas those that are nonsocial 

in nature may result in antecedent or consequent changes in physiological activity (Lyndon, 

Healy, and Dwyer, 2013).  Hence, to properly investigate automatic reinforcement as a 

construct, a degree of certainty can be achieved by using functional analyses.  Functional 

analyses help to assure that social and nonsocial behaviors are differentiated when assessing 

automatic reinforcement.  Additionally, once social functions have been ruled out, physiological 

measures can be used to assess antecedent and consequent activity to automatically reinforced 

behaviors.  Whether the hypothesis that function has an effect on the physiological responses of 

individuals is yet to be determined and warrants further investigation (Lydon, Healy, & Dwyer, 

2013).     

Statement of the Problem 

 Problem behaviors maintained by non-socially mediated reinforcers are some of the 

most difficult to treat (Patel, Carr, Robles, & Eastridge, 2000). Despite the best efforts of 

clinicians to decrease problem behaviors, it is oftentimes difficult to successfully intervene 

when the behavior function is linked to automatic reinforcement.  These type of behaviors 

present challenges that are different from those that are socially-mediated, because the 

reinforcers are difficult to identify and/or control.  Specifically, differentiating automatic 

functions between positive and negative reinforcement is necessary to better match sources of 
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reinforcement.  Differentiating sources of reinforcement facilitates choosing treatments for 

automatically reinforced behaviors.  To date, there have not been any measures to differentiate 

positive from negative reinforcement in the literature.  

Purpose and Significance of the Study 

 The purpose of this research study is to differentiate behaviors that have a positive 

versus a negative automatic function.  The current investigation seeks to apply the knowledge of 

functional analysis and the use of physiological measures to investigate the role that automatic 

positive and automatic negative reinforcement play in problem behaviors.  From a theoretical 

perspective, this research seeks to add to the empirical basis for differentiating operant 

psychology principles of automatic positive and negative reinforcement.  

Research Questions 

The research questions this research sought to answer were: 1) To what extent does an 

empirically validated assessment (FA) facilitate seeking sources of automatic reinforcement via 

physiological outcomes; 2) To what degree can physiological measures help to differentiate 

between automatic positive and negative reinforcement?; and 3)  How do outcomes of the 

functional and physiological assessments assist in determining interventions that replace 

maladaptive behavior maintained by automatic reinforcement via matching the stimulation 

gained or attenuated by the targeted behavior? 

Theoretical Framework and Assumptions 

Radical Behaviorism 

The principles outlined in this study (e.g., reinforcement functions) originate from the 

discipline of applied behavior analysis. The philosophy known as radical behaviorism informs 

the field of applied behavior analysis (Chiesa, 1994). According to Skinner (1969), behaviorism 
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is “a philosophy of science concerned with the subject matter and methods of psychology” (as 

cited in Chiesa, 1994, p. 7). Radical Behaviorism emphasizes operant conditioning while 

methodological behaviorism emphasizes non-behavioral mediators or processes to explain 

behavior) (Moore, 2013).  Operant conditioning explains behavior as being strengthened by its 

consequences and occasioned by antecedents (Skinner, 1974).  In other words, it is the 

relationship between the organism and its environment (in the form of antecedents and 

consequences from inside and/or outside of the organism) that control behavior.  Although 

individuals are controlled by their environment, such environment is one of its own making 

(Skinner, 1971).  The environments of some individuals with limited behavioral repertoires can 

be arranged so as to ameliorate the negative effects of their aberrant behaviors.  

Similar to socially-mediated behaviors, automatically reinforced behavior is controlled 

by the interaction between the organism and its environment (Cooper et al., 2007).  Individuals 

whose behavior function is automatic reinforcement, engage in behavior to gain sensory 

stimulation (e.g., the behavior itself produces sensory stimulation) or to attenuate aversive 

stimuli (e.g., the behavior itself ameliorates irritating stimuli) that originate from inside or 

outside the body.   

The use of operant conditioning principles and more specifically, the adoption of 

functional analyses, have demonstrated that inappropriate (and often dangerous) behaviors can 

be replaced with functionally appropriate behaviors.  Treatments that are based on functionally 

equivalent replacement behaviors have shown to be effective for the treatment of problem 

behaviors (Beavers, Iwata, & Lerman, 2013).   
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Environmental Restriction and Arousal Modulation Theories 

Two common theories for explaining the etiology of automatically reinforced behavior 

are environmental restriction theory and arousal modulation theory (Berlyne 1960; Hadley, 

1984).  These theories attempt to explain behavior by taking into account lack of stimulation or 

attenuation of aversive stimulation.  Environmental restriction theory suggests that lack of 

motor activity results in increased levels of problem behavior, presumably because an 

establishing operation is set for automatic reinforcement (Dufrene, Watson, & Kazmerski, 2008; 

Hadley, 1984).  For example, lack of stimulation can occur when a person paces due to lack of 

activity available while waiting for a doctor’s appointment or stretching to release muscle 

tension from being in one position (as cited in Hansen, Tishelman, Hawkins, & Doepke, 1990).  

Specifically, the lack of opportunities for motor activity creates a state of activity deprivation, 

and hence, sets the occasion for pacing.  This theory helps to explain aberrant behavior 

exhibited when individuals are in a non-stimulatory environment, such as with the alone 

condition in functional analyses.  For instance, Woods et al. (2001) found that environmental 

restriction theory was supported for all of the 6 research participants who engaged in nail biting 

during the alone-idle or alone-tv conditions versus in conditions with physical activity.   

Another theory that helps to explain automatically reinforced behavior is Berlyne’s 

arousal modulation theory (1960) which stipulates that there is an optimal level of arousal 

depending on the internal or external environmental stimuli of each individual at any point in 

time.  Arousal modulation theory combines anxiety and activity level (i.e., equivalent to activity 

level in environmental restriction theory) and suggests that some behaviors may produce 

calming effects in anxiety provoking situations or induce arousal in instances of lack of activity 

(Berlyne, 1960; Dufrene, Watson, & Kazmerski, 2008; Hansen et al., 1990).  For example, an 
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individual may bite their nails when they are waiting for a job interview in order to produce a 

calming effect to counteract the anxiety of being interviewed.  An example of a behavior 

producing arousal in instances of lack of activity may be a person tapping their pen during a 

long and boring meeting (i.e., tapping the pen produces a state of arousal in a non-arousing 

situation).   

Arousal modulation and environmental restriction theories closely align with operant 

functions (escape-avoidance, gaining stimulation, etc.) and establishing operations that set the 

occasion for the behavior, specifically in regard to automatic negative and positive 

reinforcement as functions.  These theories have been compared when assessing automatic 

reinforcement outcomes (Dufrene, Watson, & Kazmerski, 2008; Woods & Miltenberger, 1996).  

 Woods and Miltenberger (1996) tested these theories by manipulated boredom (lack of 

activity), anxiety (difficult tasks), and neutral activities (watching a movie) in three 

experimental conditions and found that both lack of activity and anxiety conditions increased 

engagement of habit behaviors in college students (Woods & Miltenberger, 1996).  Specifically, 

behaviors that involved hair and face manipulation increased during the anxiety condition and 

object manipulation increased during the bored condition (Woods & Miltenberger, 1996). 

  Dufrene et al. (2008) also tested these theories in a follow-up study by testing FA 

conditions which could result in either automatic negative or automatic positive outcomes in a 

college student who engaged in nail biting.  During the alone condition of the FA, there were no 

consequences (positive or negative) for engaging in nail biting.  Alternatively, the demand 

without escape condition did not allow a break from a statistics test upon nail biting while the 

demand with escape condition contingently allowed a break upon nail biting.  The participant 

engaged in higher levels of nail biting while alone (environmental restriction theory) versus 
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during escape from an anxiety producing situation (arousal modulation theory).  Given these 

results, treatment was based on awareness training, teaching a competing response, and 

providing social support.  Perhaps, if the FA resulted in higher nail biting in the demand without 

escape condition (anxiety inducing), then a relaxation technique could've been effective instead.   

It is possible that arousal modulation theory (based on anxiety construct) is involved 

when automatic negative reinforcement is the function.  Alternatively, environmental restriction 

theory may better explain automatic positive reinforcement condition when the individual is 

attempting to gain stimulation.  Some studies have looked at these theories as being in direct 

opposition of each other (i.e., they discredit one based on the results that support the other one), 

but it is possible that each is involved depending on the individuals’ source of reinforcement. 

Given that automatic reinforcement enables particular stimulation effects in the organism, 

changes in arousal and/or environmental restriction may further help to elucidate the etiology of 

automatically reinforced behaviors in a measurable way.   

The Operant/Respondent Model of Arousal  

In addition to closely aligning with operant conditioning (behavior shaped and 

maintained via consequences and elicited by antecedents), these theories also align with 

respondent conditioning.  A model that takes both respondent and operant conditioning into 

account is known as the operant/respondent model of arousal (Baron, Groden, Groden, & 

Lipsitt, 2009).  The model proposes that some behavior may be elicited by physiological arousal 

(i.e., the person is in a heightened state of arousal; respondent conditioning) and that 

environmental contingencies may shape and maintain the behavior. This may be evident with 

multiply-controlled behavior when an individual’s particular response is due to internal or 

external stimulus initially but may also acquire social functions as people react to the behavior 
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(e.g., attention in the form of concern by others’, etc.).  Most importantly when discerning 

automatic negative reinforcement, this model may account for its function since some evidence 

suggests that engaging in certain behaviors (e.g., self-injurious behaviors – SIB) results in a 

decreased state of arousal as evidenced by patterns of heart rate (Barrera, Violo, & Graver, 

2007).  It is unknown whether the same physiological mechanisms of SIB are involved with 

non-SIB automatically reinforced behaviors (Barrera et al., 2007).  

Limitations 

One potential limitation of this research is that there may not be any discovered 

differences in physiological activity between socially- and non-socially mediated responses.  

Previous research has demonstrated that physiological activity is idiosyncratic when functions 

are not considered (Lydon et al., 2013).  Hence, the hypothesis indicating that function has an 

effect on the physiological activity of non-social mediated behaviors (versus social mediated 

responses) may not hold validity.  Nevertheless, the lack of effect is a discovery in itself and 

may guide future research.  Treatment outcomes can also be achieved regardless of the 

outcomes of the first phase of the study (i.e., assessment), yet the treatment would not be based 

on the original intent of the physiological assessment.   

Organization of the Study 

 The following chapters include a literature review of all studies found involving 

functional analysis with automatic functions and physiological measures of challenging 

behaviors.  Although the particular population of interest is children and adolescents on the 

autism spectrum (given their history of reinforcement and type of behaviors exhibited as 

mentioned above), all populations were included.  These parameters were used due to the 

limited research involving physiological measures used to assess repetitive or restrictive 
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behaviors in individuals with autism.  The literature review section includes the participants, 

behaviors, assessments, and interventions found for automatically reinforced behaviors.  

Additionally, the literature review outlines gaps in the literature that guided this investigation. 

The method section includes an outline and specifics of the procedures, data analysis, and data 

management plan. The results include graphical representations of the data and the conclusion is 

based on the results and future directions for this research.  

Summary 

 Automatic reinforcement is a broad term that is used to explain behavior that produces 

sensory consequences.  There are theoretical perspectives that attempt to clarify the mechanisms 

underlying this type of reinforcement.  Given that the consequences produced by behaviors with 

an automatic function are sensory in nature, measures that are sensitive to internal states may 

elucidate the mechanisms involved in automatic reinforcement.  Particularly, identifying the 

physiological responses produced by engaging in repetitive and restrictive behaviors, may be a 

necessary component to discriminating automatic positive from automatic negative 

reinforcement.  Few studies attempting to measure physiological responses during episodes of 

aberrant behavior have taken into the account function as a confounding variable (i.e., behavior 

that produces sensory consequences is functionally different than behavior that is socially-

mediated).  Understanding the mechanisms of automatic reinforcement serves to expand the 

theoretical basis of this construct and may lead to better assessment and treatment of ASD. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

A literature review involving studies from 1994-2017, on functional analyses that 

determine automatic functions was conducted. The year 1994 marks the reprint of Iwata’s 

seminal article “Toward a Functional Analysis of Self-Injury” in the Journal of Applied 

Behavior Analysis’ (JABA) Special Issue called “Functional Analysis Approaches to 

Behavioral Assessment and Treatment” (Iwata et al., 1994; JABA, 1994).  The first publication 

was in 1982 and the assessment procedure gained empirical support by the time of its reprint in 

1994 (Reef, 1994; editor’s note).  Key words involved “automatic reinforcement” and 

“functional analysis”.  Inclusion criteria for the articles reviewed were studies that conducted 

functional analysis and found automatic reinforcement functions of behaviors (resulting from 

alone, ignore, undifferentiated, and across all conditions).  Articles that stated that automatic 

reinforcement was the function or that included a graphical representation of the functional 

analysis were also included.  Articles with multiple participants that had at least one automatic 

reinforcement function were selected for review as well.  All types of diagnoses and ages of 

participants were included.   

Articles excluded were those without functional analyses to determine automatic 

functions.  Also, studies with social function, no clear function outcomes (inconclusive results), 

or multiply controlled behavior (except if it was undifferentiated across all conditions or high in 

all conditions) were excluded.  Articles that did not compare social functions with nonsocial 

functions or without all the necessary conditions to establish an automatic function were 

excluded.  That is, pairwise analyses were not included unless they were conducted with an 
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analysis of all conditions first (e.g., Miguel, Clark, Tereshko, & Ahearn, 2009; Querim et al., 

2013).  Also, articles without sufficient information regarding function results were excluded 

(e.g, those without graphical representations that alluded to multiple functions and/or did not 

specify automatic function).  Studies that reported functional analyses of automatically 

reinforced behavior with aggregated data were also excluded from the analysis (e.g., Hagopian, 

Rooker, & Zarcone, 2015).   In addition, all master’s thesis and dissertations were excluded; only 

peer reviewed articles were included.   

 A literature review involving physiological measures of challenging behaviors was 

conducted to determine studies involving functional analysis with physiological measures.  The 

studies found in this literature review were included to the articles found in the original 

literature review of functional analysis of automatic reinforcement.  Key words included 

“functional analysis,” “heart rate,” “applied behavior analysis,” “automatic reinforcement,” and 

"physiological measures".  The studies had to include physiological measures to assess 

challenging behaviors to meet inclusion criteria.  There were no exclusion criteria for this 

literature review.   

Search engines used for the literature review for both studies were Medline/PubMed, 

Wiley online library, ABI/Inform Global, EBSCO, and Google Scholar.  The literature review 

was conducted in April 2016 and a follow up was conducted in April 2017.  Additionally, 

article references were reviewed for additional studies.   

 This chapter outlines participant’ characteristics, types of behaviors assessed and 

intervened on, types of assessments used to assess functions, interventions that have been used 

to address automatically reinforced behavior, and a summary.  Additionally, a review of the 

type of articles in which these articles are published is included in the summary to determine the 
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breath of dissemination of studies in this area. The summary also includes the knowledge gaps 

identified in this literature review.  

Literature Review Outcomes 

 The literature review on automatic reinforcement using functional analysis revealed a 

total of 1,460 results.  Each abstract, and method section when necessary, was reviewed for 

relevance and resulted in 275 articles selected for detailed review.  The final selection for 

inclusion in the literature review resulted in a total of 287 participants in the 143 articles used in 

the final review.   

Participants 

The general literature review covered automatic reinforcement across populations to 

obtain a comprehensive review of applications of functional analysis and treatment to 

automatically reinforced behaviors. Table 2.1 shows the descriptive statistics of age and gender 

groupings across all the participants. According to this data, there were more males than 

females, which is consistent with the overall autism population. The average age for the females 

and males in the studies were 19.76 and 15.16 years, respectively.  The standard deviation age 

for both groups ranged between 11.86 to 12.75 years indicating a wide variance of age in the 

participants within the studies reviewed.   

Table 2.1 Means and Standard Deviations for Mean Age and Gender 

Gender N Mean Std. Deviation 

Female 

 

104 19.76 12.75 

Male 

 

182* 15.16 11.86 

Total 286* 16.83 12.37 

*The age of one participant was omitted because it was reported as an age range.  

 The majority of the participants in the studies were diagnosed with ASD alone or with 

multiple diagnoses including ASD (43.5%). The second most common diagnosis was 
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intellectual disability (25%; e.g., ID, MR, dual diagnosis of ID/MR and others).  Table 2.2 

shows the breakdown of all the diagnoses found within the literature review.  

Table 2.2 Descriptive Statistics of Diagnoses 

Type of Behavior Frequency Percentage 

ASD 81 28.2 

ASD & PD-NOS 5 1.7 

ASD & MR or ID 18 6.3 

ASD & others 21 7.3 

2+ Diagnoses w/out ASD 63 21.9 

No Diagnosis 11 3.8 

Down Syndrome 2 .7 

Prader-Willi Syndrome 12 4.2 

Rett Syndrome 1 .3 

PDD-NOS 12 4.2 

Tourette Syndrome 2 .7 

OCD 1 .3 

MR or ID non-specified 3 1.0 

MR Moderate 3 1.0 

MR Severe 9 3.1 

MR Profound 39 13.6 

Other or N/A 4 1.3 

Total 287 100.0 

 

Type of Automatically Reinforced Behaviors Targeted  

A wide range of automatically reinforced behaviors were targeted for assessment and/or 

treatment.  From the 143 articles reviewed, behaviors consisting of various repetitive behavior 

topographies were analyzed.  These stereotypies included non-self-injurious behaviors, self-

injurious behaviors, tics, higher order behaviors, pica, property destruction, disruptions, and 

aggression.  Table 2.3 lists all the behaviors targeted within studies of the literature review.  

 Stereotypies (non-SIB). Stereotypies (Non-SIB) are repetitive motor and vocal 

responses (Hagopian & Toole, 2009).  Generally, descriptions or labels of repetitive or non-self-

injurious behaviors (non-SIB) include: “stereotypies”, “self-stimulation” or “ritualistic acts.” 

(Roscoe, Iwata, & Goh, 1998).  Stereotypy is a general term based on a topographical response 
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class (i.e., the form of the behavior) versus on the functional response class (i.e., what is 

maintaining the behavior).  Therefore, some repetitive behaviors termed as “stereotypy” may be 

maintained by either social or nonsocial functions, or both (Hagopian & Toole, 2009).  This 

review only included those stereotypies maintained by automatic reinforcement. 

 It was found that 63 out of 143, or 44%, of the studies intervened on some form of 

stereotypy.  Based on this review, the most common forms of stereotypies were vocalizations, 

mouthing, and repetitive body movements.  Stereotypy behaviors accounted for 40% of all 

stereotypies assessed and some studies assessed more than one type of stereotypy at a time. For 

example, Ahearn, Clark, Gardenier, Chung, & Dube (2003) assessed vocal stereotypy (i.e., 

repetitive grunts, squeals, and phrases unrelated to the situation at hand) and hand movements 

(i.e, repetitive hand tapping, wringing or flapping) within the same study with multiple 

participants.   

 Vocal stereotypies were often characterized in the literature as any nonfunctional or 

noncontextual speech vocalization or similar variation including specifications of the sounds 

heard (Ahearn, Clark, DeBar, & Florentino, 2005; Ahrens, Lerman, Kodak, Worsdell, & 

Keegan, 2011; Chu & Baker, 2011; Dickman, Bright, Montgomery, Miguel, 2012; Dounavi, 

2011; Moore, Cividini‐Motta, Clark, & Ahearn, 2015; Saini, Gregory, Uran, & Fantetti, 2015).  

 Studies that assessed mouthing as a form of stereotypy included both injurious and non-

injurious hand mouthing and mouthing body parts and/or objects. Mouthing was most often 

characterized as insertion of any part of the body or object past the plane of the lips or contact 

between some part of the mouth and any part of the body or object (Cannella-Malone & 

O'Reilly, 2014; Carr, Dozier, Patel, Adams, & Martin, 2002; Goh, Iwata, Shore, DeLeon, 

Lerman, Ulrich, & Smith, 1995; Irvin, Thompson, Turner & Williams, 1998; Lanovaz & 
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Argumedes, 2010; Lindberg, Iwata, Roscoe, Worsdell, & Hanley, 2003; Mazaleski, Iwata, 

Rodgers, Vollmer & Zarcone, 1994; Roane, Piazza, Sgro, Volkert & Anderson, 2001; Roscoe, 

Iwata & Zhou, 2013; Simmons, Smith & Kliethermes, 2003; Tang, 2004; Tarbox, Tarbox, 

Ghezzi, Wallace & Yoo, 2007; Tiger, Hanley & Bessette, 2006; Vorndran & Lerman, 2006).  

 A majority of the studies that assessed repetitive body movements as a form of 

stereotypy included rocking, weaving, flapping, spinning, and visual tracking.  Rocking or 

weaving involved the movement of the head or body rhythmically bending torso or some part of 

the body forward and backwards or side to side or a similar variation (Britton, Carr, Landaburu 

& Romick, 2002; Fritz, Iwata, Rolider, Camp & Neidert, 2012; Kennedy, Meyer, Knowles & 

Shukla, 2000; Morrison, H., Roscoe, E. M., & Atwell, A., 2011; Neely, Rispoli, Gerow & 

Ninci, 2015; Pence, Roscoe, Bourret & Ahearn, 2009; Pence, Roscoe, Bourret & Ahearn, 2009; 

Rooker, Iwata, Harper, Fahmie & Camp, 2011; Tang, 2006; Wilder, Kellum & Carr, 2000). 

Hand flapping or other hand and finger movements involved rapid movement of the hand or 

fingers in a back-and-forth motion or in a non-contextual manner or repetitive posturing or 

movement of the finders, hands, or arms (Britton, Carr, Landaburu & Romick, 2002; Conroy, 

Asmus, Sellers & Ladwig, 2005;  Davis, Durand, Chan, 2011; Lloyd, B. P., Finley & Weaver, 

2015; Potter, Hanley, Augustine, Clay & Phelps, 2013; Saini, Gregory, Uran, & Fantetti, 2015; 

Tang, Patterson & Kennedy, 2003). In a couple of studies, the authors evaluated visual tracking 

that involved slowly moving the hands across the face and watching it with the eyes or back and 

forward movements of the hand in front of the face (Saini, Gregory, Uran & Fantetti, 2015; 

Higbee, Chang & Endicott, 2005).  Other studies evaluated general body movements typically 

characterized as nonfunctional body movements (e.g., multiple body parts simultaneously, rapid 

tongue movements, body part swinging, opening & closing of the hands, etc.) or a combination 
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of movements (e.g., hand waving & head movements, clapping & waving, etc.) (Kennedy, 

Meyer, Knowles & Shukla, 2000; Moore, Cividini‐Motta, Clark & Ahearn, 2015; Neely, 

Rispoli, Gerow & Ninci, 2015; Patel, Carr, Kim, Robles & Eastridge, 2000; Van Camp, 

Lerman, Kelley, Roane, Contrucci & Vorndran, 2000).  

 Self-injurious behaviors. It was found that 48 out of 143, or 33%, of the studies 

intervened on some form of self-injurious behavior (SIB).  This review only included those 

stereotypies maintained by automatic reinforcement.  The most common forms of self-injury 

were pica, hits to the head, and scratching self or skin picking.  Additionally, 28 out of the 48 

studies that included SIBs assessed multiple forms of SIB per individual and another 24 

included other types of self-injury.   

 Pica was most commonly referred as placing or inserting an inedible or bated item 

passed the plane of the lips or inedible item or bated item passing the plane of the lips 

(Falcomata, Roane & Pabico, 2007; Hagopian & Adelinis, 2001; Hagopian, Gonzalez, Taylor 

Rivet, Triggs & Clark, 2011; Ing, Roane, & Veenstra, 2011; Kern, Starosta & Adelman, 2006; 

Piazza, Fisher, Hanley, LeBlanc, Worsdell, Lindauer & Keeney, 1998; Piazza, Roane, Keeney, 

Boney & Abt, 2002; Rapp, Dozier, & Carr, 2001; Saini, Greer, Fisher, Lichtblau, DeSouza & 

Mitteer, 2016; Smith, Smith, Dracobly & Pace, 2012; Wasano, Borrero & Kohn, 2009).  

Researchers simulated items for the functional assessment of pica and bated the environment to 

provide an opportunity for the participants to engage in pica safely.  The simulated items used 

were uncooked beans, dried grits, rice cakes, dissolvable crackers, cotton candy, beef jerky, 

lettuce mix, cookie crumbles, and mixtures (water, food coloring, flour) to replace eating rocks, 

plastic, metal, twigs, cotton, lint, plants, dirt, crayons, Play Doh®, and feces  (Falcomata, Roane 
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& Pabico, 2007; Hagopian, Gonzalez, Taylor Rivet, Triggs & Clark, 2011; Ing, Roane, & 

Veenstra, 2011; Wasano, Borrero & Kohn, 2009).   

 Thirty-seven percent of SIBs included hits to the head with body parts or objects.  A 

category of hits to the head with body parts or objects was face slapping (Camp, Iwata, 

Hammond & Bloom, 2009; Kern & Mauk, 2003; Ringdahl, Vollmer, Marcus  & Roane, 1997), 

head banging (Borrero, Vollmer, Wright, Lerman, & Kelley, 2002; Garcia & Smith, 1999; 

Garcia, Starin & Churchill, 2001;).  Another type of hits to the head was face punching (Powers, 

Roane & Kelley, 2007) or other forceful contact with the head area with any body part or object 

(Demanche & Chok, 2013; Hanley, Piazza, Keeney, Blakeley-Smith, Worsdell, 1998; Iwata, 

Pace, Cowdery & Miltenberger, 1994; Lerman, Iwata, Shore & DeLeon, 1997; Lindberg, Iwata, 

Roscoe, Worsdell  & Hanley, 2003; Morrison, Roscoe & Atwell, 2011; Patel, Carr, Kim, Robles 

& Eastridge, 2000; Piazza, Fisher, Hanley, Hilker & Derby, 1996; Rosales, Worsdell & Trahan, 

2010; Thompson, Iwata, Conners & Roscoe, 1999). 

 Self-scratching or skin picking behaviors occurred in 16 out of the 48 self-injurious 

behaviors.  Skin picking occurred most of the time (15 out of 16 times) across the studies 

reviewed and it was most commonly described as finger to skin contact with variations such as: 

pressing, pressure, rubbing, digging, dragging, closing thumb and finger on the skin (DeRosa, 

Roane, Wilson, Novak & Silkowski, 2015; Hall, Hammond & Hustyi, 2013; Hall, Hustyi, Chui 

& Hammond, 2014; Kliebert, Tiger & Toussaint, 2011; Tiger, Fisher & Bouxsein, 2009). 

Scratching was described as contact of the fingernail to the skin of the hand, arm, or neck 

(Roane, Lerman, Kelley & Van Camp, 1999). 

 Other SIBs assessed in the studies were trichollomania or hair pulling (Borrero, 

Vollmer, Wright, Lerman  & Kelley, 2002; Miltenberger, Long, Rapp, Lumley & Elliott, 1998; 
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Rapp, Miltenberger, Galensky, Ellingson & Long, 1999), bruxism or teeth grinding (Armstrong, 

Knapp & McAdam, 2014; Neil & Jones, 2016), self-biting (Davis, Dacus, Strickland, Copeland, 

Chan, Blenden, Scalzo, Osborn, Wells & Christian, 2013; Morrison, Roscoe & Atwell, 2011; 

Saini, Greer, Fisher, Lichtblau, DeSouza & Mitteer, 2016; Van Camp, Lerman, Kelley, Roane, 

Contrucci & Vorndran, 2000), ear digging (Davis, Dacus, Strickland, Machalicek & Coviello, 

2013), and rumination/regurgitation (DeRosa, Roane, Bishop, Silkowski, 2016; Kenzer & 

Wallace, 2007; Lyons, Rue, Luiselli & DiGennaro, 2007; Wilder, Register, Register, Bajagic, 

Neidert & Thompson, 2009; Woods, Luiselli & Tomassone, 2013). 

 Motor and vocal tics. Several studies assessed motor and vocal tics as a dependent 

variable.  Tics are reflexive or unconditioned responses that are commonly associated with 

chronic motor, vocal tic disorder, or Tourette’s syndrome (Richman & Lindauer, 2002).  For 

instance, Carr, Sidener, Sidener, and Cummings (2005) assessed a combination of tics that 

included both vocal (throat clearing, whimpering, coughing, saliva swishing, gulping, squealing, 

and various other phonic tics) and motor tics (head nodding, head shaking, arm jerking, head 

nodding, arm extensions, mouth opening, eyebrow raising, nose twitching, eyebrow raining) in 

three individuals with Tourette’s Syndrome.   

 Higher order behaviors. Higher order behaviors refer to more complex forms of 

repetitive and restricted behaviors, such as rigidity in routines, arranging items in patterns, need 

for completeness, excessive cleaning/ordering, and other compulsive-like behaviors (Chock & 

Koesler, 2013; Rodriguez, Thompson, Schlichenmeyer & Stocco, 2012).  These behaviors differ 

from the repetitive behaviors mentioned above in that they are associated with Obsessive 

Compulsive Disorder (OCD).  Additionally, individuals who engage in these repetitive and 
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complex behaviors report that there is an urge built up when they are not allowed to engage in 

the behavior (Chock & Koesler, 2013).  

Table 2.3 Descriptive Statistics of Behaviors Targeted for Automatically Reinforced Behaviors 

Type of Behavior Frequency Percent 

Vocal stereotypy or vocal tics 

 

34 11.8 

Rubbing or manipulating body 

or object  

 

16 5.6 

Mouthing self or objects 

 

51 17.8 

Scratching self or skin picking 

 

16 5.6 

Body Movements or motor tics 

(e.g., body rocking, spinning, 

head weaving, etc.) 

 

31 10.8 

Pica 

 

19 6.6 

Hits to the head with body part 

or object 

 

18 6.3 

Higher order behaviors (e.g., 

arranging, ordering, washing, 

cleaning, etc.) 

 

4 1.4 

Non-specified or other 

stereotypy (e.g., saliva play, 

hand smelling, etc.) 

 

8 2.8 

Non-specified or other SIB 

(e.g., bruxism, trichollomania, 

biting self, ear digging, etc.) 

 

24 8.4 

Multiple stereotypies combined 

(e.g., vocal & motor, clapping 

& tapping, body rocking & 

finger flicking, etc.)  

 

18 6.3 

Multiple SIBs combined (e.g., 

hitting & scratching, hand 

banging & biting, eye poking & 

scratching, etc.) 

28 9.8 
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Table 2.3. Continued 

 

Multiple of any combination 

(e.g., SIB & stereotypy, etc.) 

 

12 4.2 

Other (e.g., aggression, property 

destruction, disruption, etc.) 

8 2.8 

 

Functional Behavior Assessments 

 There are various types of assessments used to determine the function of behaviors, 

including indirect assessments (e.g., interviews and rating scales), descriptive assessments 

(Antecedent-Behavior-Consequence-ABC and scatterplots), and experimental (i.e., functional 

analysis-FA).  These assessments are included in the process of conducting Functional Behavior 

Assessments (FBAs). Typically, when the function is not determined by indirect and descriptive 

assessments, a functional analysis is recommended (Fisher et al., 2011). All of the studies in this 

literature review involved functional analysis to experimentally determine that the aberrant 

behaviors assessed and/or intervened on were automatically reinforced. 

 Functional analysis (FA). The context in which behavior occurs is important in order to 

reduce problem behaviors. To do this, antecedents and consequences to behavior are 

systematically analyzed.  A functional approach to treatment means that the contingencies for 

maintaining behaviors are manipulated to produce effective behavior change (Cooper et al., 

2007).  Iwata et al. (1982) developed the Functional Analysis (FA) procedure as a standard and 

systematic approach to accurately assess social and nonsocial functions.  Specifically, they 

evaluated the effects of possible establishing operations (EOs) and reinforcers (Iwata et al., 

1982). That is, social functions are identified when the targeted behavior is present or at 

elevated levels during conditions when EOs are present as compared to the control conditions in 

which the EOs are absent (Lloyd, Finley, & Weaver, 2015).  The goals of FAs are to identify 
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the setting events and antecedents to help identify and manipulate the motivating variables and 

consequences maintaining the behavior (Richman & Lindauer, 2002).   

Types of FAs. There have been several FA variations that have been developed since its 

inception by Iwata et al. in 1982 and 1994.  The original FA involved random assignments of 

15-minute conditions per targeted behavior(s) and it is referred to extended or traditional 

functional analysis (Iwata et al., 1982/1994).  It typically includes 30-70 sessions of 15 minutes 

extended for up to 12 days (Iwata et al., 1982/1994).   

A variation of the extended functional analysis is the brief functional analysis (BFA).  

The BFA is conducted in about 90 minutes or less with 5-10 minute conditions and a 

contingency reversal phase in which the maintaining reinforcement condition is repeated during 

the initial conditions of the assessment (Northup, Wacker, Sasso, Steege, Cigrand, Cook, 

DeRaad, 1991). The brief functional analysis was developed to conserve time and effort 

associated with the extended FA.    

A trial-based FA is another variation of a FA which include two-minute trials (Sifagoos 

& Meikle, 1996).  The first trial is a one-minute control trial and the second trial for the one-

minute trial of a targeted function.  In this type of FA, the condition (in this case, the trial) is 

terminated once the aberrant behavior occurs (Sifagoos & Meikle, 1996).  This type of FA 

makes it possible to conduct experimental analysis of behavior in naturalistic settings like 

homes and schools.   

A limited number of studies also use a reversal design to assess functions.  A reversal 

design is a procedure in which a control condition is tested until consistency of the behavior 

occurs, and it is subsequently compared with a hypothesized condition (e.g., ABAB; control-

condition-control-condition).   At times when the function is not initially clear with the more 
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traditional analysis (extended or brief FAs), a pairwise FA can be conducted to assure that the 

function is determined (Sifagoos & Meikle, 1996).  The pairwise FA consists of alternating the 

hypothesized condition with the control condition.  The pairwise FA may assist with condition 

discriminations for individuals who find it hard to discriminate among different environmental 

manipulations.  The pairwise FA is more efficient than the reversal design because the 

researcher can quickly alternate conditions between the control and the hypothesized condition.  

Table 2.4 lists the various FA utilized in the studies from the literature review of automatically 

reinforced behaviors.  

Table 2.4 Descriptive Statistics of Types of FAs Conducted for Automatically Reinforced 

Behaviors 

Function Outcomes Frequency Percent 

Analogue-not specified 

 

82 28.6 

Brief analogue 

 

159 55.4 

Extended analogue 

 

25 8.7 

Multiple 

 

18 6.3 

Trial-based 2 .7 

 

Reversal 

 

1 

 

.3 

Total 287 100 

 

Functions in FA.  According to the American Psychiatric Association APA), 

stereotypic and compulsive behaviors are thought to generally serve either automatic positive 

reinforcement functions or automatic negative reinforcement functions (APA, 1994).  There 

have been four identified functions that maintain behavior under two categories (Iwata et al., 

1982/1994; Miltenberger, 2004/2005). 

I. Socially-Mediated Functions: These functions require other individuals to reinforce 

the occurrence of behavior.  
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a. Social Positive Reinforcement: Presentation of a stimulus following the 

occurrence of behavior which in turn causes strengthening of that behavior (i.e., 

the probability of the behavior occurring in the future increases). Some 

reinforcers in this category include attention from others and access to 

tangibles/activities.   

b. Social Negative Reinforcement: Removal of a stimulus following the 

occurrence of behavior which in turn causes strengthening of that behavior (i.e., 

the probability of the behavior occurring in the future increases). Some 

reinforcers in this category include escape/avoidance from demands or other 

aversive tasks.  In addition, it has been reported in the literature that medical 

issues (i.e., allergies, sleep deprivation) exacerbate inappropriate behaviors that 

have a social negative reinforcement function (Kennedy & Meyer, 1996).  

II. Automatic-Mediated Functions: These functions are mediated by the behavior 

itself; that is, the act of engaging in the behavior produces the desired outcome.  

Behaviors maintained by automatic reinforcement are learned and have covert 

behavioral maintenance (Roscoe, Iwata, & Goh, 1998).  Some of the behaviors 

maintained by automatic reinforcement may be engaged to gain perceptual 

reinforcement (tactile, auditory, vestibular, etc.) or attenuate painful or 

uncomfortable stimuli (Lovaas, Newsom, and Hickman, 1987; Roscoe, Iwata, & 

Goh, 1998). 

a. Automatic Positive Reinforcement: Stimulation is produced followed by the 

occurrence of a behavior which in turn causes strengthening of that behavior 

(i.e., the probability of the behavior occurring in the future increases). Some 
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reinforcers in this category may include motions that produce self-stimulation in 

which the behavior itself causes a desirable stimulation; these include: body 

rocking, digit sucking, hand flapping, etc.    

b. Automatic Negative Reinforcement: Stimulation is reduced or terminated 

followed by the occurrence of a behavior which in turn causes strengthening of 

that behavior (i.e., the probability of the behavior occurring in the future 

increases). Some reinforcers in this category may include behaviors that 

ameliorate discomfort, pain, excess stimulation and/or emotional outbursts.    

 Various conditions are tested in FA to determine the function of behaviors (e.g., 

automatic negative/positive, automatic negative/positive) (Iwata et al., 1994).  Four to five 

conditions are manipulated to test the different types of reinforcement (Iwata et al., 1994). The 

variables tested in FAs are alone/ignore/ignore, attention, demand, tangible, and play/control 

conditions.  The alone/ignore condition tests for behaviors maintained by automatic 

reinforcement.  In this condition, the individual is in a barren room with no instructions placed 

on him/her.  The demand, attention, and tangible conditions test for social reinforcement (i.e., 

demand tests for escape; attention and tangible test for access to social and/or physical 

interaction or access to preferred items). In these conditions, escape from demands, attention, 

and tangibles are provided in the presence of the aberrant behaviors.  The play condition is the 

control condition of the FA.  The establishing operations (EO) for engaging in problem 

behavior are absent because all potential reinforcers are already freely available (Iwata et al., 

1982/1994).  The researcher concludes the function according to the highest rate, duration, or 

the lowest latency of the targeted behavior in each condition (Iwata et al., 1982/1994).  That is, 

the condition with the most aberrant behavior (or shortest latency) is concluded to be the one 
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that is maintaining the problem behavior.  It is important to rule out social functions or risk 

resorting to treatments that may be counter therapeutic (e.g., medications for attention-

maintained tic-like behaviors) (Richman & Lindauer, 2002).  Table 2.5 provides the results of 

the functional analysis of automatically reinforced behaviors in the literature review.  

 

Table 2.5 Descriptive Statistics of Function for Automatically Reinforced Behaviors 

Function Outcomes Frequency Percent 

Alone 

 

66 23 

Ignore &/or no interaction 

 

31 10.8 

High across all conditions 

 

24 8.4 

Undifferentiated 

 

115 40.1 

Alone & play 4 1.4 

 

Play – stimulation with item 

 

 

1 

 

.3 

None provided 

 

46                   16 

Total 287 100 

 

Researchers use frequency/rate, duration, or latency to measure the problem behaviors 

when conducting FAs (Cooper et al., 2007).  Once the behavior data is collected, a visual 

analysis is conducted to determine the function of the targeted behavior (Cooper et al., 2007).  

There are expected data patterns for each condition including visual analysis for social and 

automatic reinforcement.  

The data patterns, with higher levels of the target behavior in the attention, escape, 

and/or tangible conditions compared to control or alone/ignore conditions, indicate social 

reinforcement.  For the purposes of finding social reinforcement functions, the play and alone 

conditions are used as control conditions because neither condition involves demands (Asmus, 
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Franzese, Conroy, & Dozier, 2003).  Also, the play condition provides continuous attention, 

while the alone condition provides no attention as a test for a possible automatic reinforcement 

function (Asmus et al., 2003).  

 There are three patterns of responding for automatic reinforcement according to Fritz, 

Iwata, Rolider, Camp & Neidert (2012).  The alone/ignore pattern shows higher levels of the 

target behavior in the alone or ignore condition, compared to all other conditions indicating 

automatic reinforcement.  Undifferentiated patterns of the target behavior across all conditions 

with maintenance in alone or ignore also indicate automatic reinforcement (Fritz et al, 2012).  

When undifferentiated patterns emerge, there may be an indication that there are few sources of 

reinforcement competing successfully with the targeted behavior across the conditions 

(Lindberg, Iwata, & Kahng, 1999).  Additionally, undifferentiated results may result due to 

participants’ lack of discrimination between conditions (Lyons, Rue, Luiselli, & DiGennaro, 

2007).  The third pattern is when the data points are high across all conditions.  This pattern 

indicates that the problem behavior occurs despite the availability of other sources of 

reinforcement and also indicates an automatic reinforcement function (Lyons et al., 2007).  

 Lack of differentiation during visual analysis may occur when more than one behavior 

topography is simultaneously assessed.  In these cases, the chances of undifferentiated results 

are higher and a false positive for automatic reinforcement may occur because the different 

typographies may have different funtions.  The studies assessed in this literature review showed 

that many studies assessed more than one behavior at a time.  In fact, as indicated in table 1.3, 

58 of the 287 participants (or 20%) had multiple behaviors assessed simultaneously.  
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Automatic Negative Reinforcement  

Researchers typically assume that some automatically reinforced behaviors (i.e., SIB) 

are maintained by automatic positive reinforcement (i.e., the individual is trying to gain sensory 

stimulation) because there has been no research demonstrating that automatic negative 

reinforcement plays a role in those behaviors (Hagopian et al., 2015).  In this literature review, 

there were studies that demonstrated preliminary evidence of automatic negative reinforcement.  

The majority of the studies that attempted to assess automatic negative reinforcement lacked the 

instruments to measure internal events that were associated with a relief of negative stimulation. 

Some researchers reported the lack of assessment, differentiating automatic positive from 

automatic negative reinforcement, as a limitation or confounding variable in their studies 

(Davis, Dacus, Strickland, Machalicek, & Coviello, 2013; Neil & Jones, 2013).  According to 

Davis et al. (2013), choosing a matched stimulation procedure for intervention without knowing 

the specific source of sensory stimulation is a confounder.  Specific sources of stimulation are 

not just confined to the location of the stimulation, but also the type of stimulation that the 

individual gains from engaging in the behavior.  Additionally, Neil and Jones (2016) indicated 

that a lack of follow-up assessment to determine whether positive or negative reinforcement 

contingencies played a role in maintaining the behavior was a limitation in their study.  

Currently there is no systematic assessment to determine this.   

The studies from the functional analysis of automatic reinforcement literature review fell 

under three general categories: 1) hypothesized a possible automatic negative reinforcement 

(ANR) function without the testing for it; 2) tested for ANR function and found conflicting or 

positive results for ANR; or 3) found ANR results based on physiological data.  Studies prior to 
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1994 are included in the following section due to the limited research conducted in this area.  

For example, FAs without testing all possible conditions or studies without FAs were included.    

 Studies with hypothesized ANR function (not tested).  Carr, Sidener, Sidener, and 

Cummings (2005) found that there were different functions for typically developing individuals 

and those with intellectual deficits when assessing tics.  According to the authors, there are four 

possible explanations for the functional analysis outcomes for tics.  One explanation is that the 

function of tics is automatic negative reinforcement due to reports of “brief premonitory 

sensations” that were ameliorated when the tics occurred (Leckman, Walker & Cohen, 1993 as 

referenced in Carr et al., 2005, p. 197).  The authors concluded that the tics were most likely 

ANR function because these individuals displayed relatively sophisticated behavioral 

repertoires and that engaging in distressing behaviors, such as tics, was unlikely due to a lack of 

sensory stimulation (Carr et al., 2005).   

 In a study conducted by Rodriguez, Thompson, Schlichenmeyer, and Stocco (2012), it 

was found that an intervention consisting of exposure and response prevention was effective in 

reducing high order behaviors. It was unknown whether compulsive-like behaviors in ASD and 

OCD shared functional similarities.  It was presumed that OCD behaviors were maintained by 

automatic negative reinforcement (Rodriguez et al., 2012).  

 Another study that sought to test for ANR of hair pulling found that free access of hair 

manipulation occurred independent of hair pulling (Rapp, Miltenberger, Galensky, Ellingson & 

Long, 1999).  That is, access to the stimulation of manipulating hair decreased hair pulling.  

High levels of hair manipulation occurred during the free hair manipulation and alone 

conditions, and near zero and zero levels of hair pulling occurred during the free hair and glove 

conditions.   
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 Studies that tested for ANR with conflicting or positive results. In a study by 

Dufrene, Watson, and Kazmerski (2008), the authors included a FA condition that tested for 

ANR of nail biting in a female graduate student.  To test this, the researchers added a demand 

without escape condition.  The results did not indicate that she engaged in nail biting due to 

anxiety inducing situations (i.e., problem solving of statistics problems without escape), 

although it was not tested whether working on such problems was an aversive stimulus for this 

individual.  Perhaps, a stressor assessment may help to empirically choose a stressful event to 

test for this function.  

 In another attempt to test for ANR, pre- and post- FAs were conducted to assess the 

effect of medication on loud grunting and snorting (i.e., vocal stereotypy) in clinic and school 

settings (Anderson, Yu, Goris & McLaughlin, 2002).  The researchers found that stereotypy 

decreased during the post-intervention FA in both settings.  They also found that the aberrant 

vocalizations decreased throughout the time in which the medication was used. 

 Carter (2005) also found that biological conditions (i.e., sinus infection) influenced FA 

results. It was concluded that the sinus infection had an effect on the level of SIB engaged in 

during the FA.  That is, the analysis resulted in undifferentiated outcomes during the sinus 

infection and instances of the problem behavior dropped significantly in the absence of the 

illness.  The adverse effects of the infection resulted in higher rates of the problem behavior, 

indicating an escape from aversive stimulation.  

 An additional study by Carter & Wheeler (2007) assessed the function of inappropriate 

spitting in a woman with profound MR.  It was found that an undiagnosed medical condition 

affected FA results.  The medication for the gastrointestinal reflux disorder (i.e., 30 mg of 
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Prevacid) decreased inappropriate spitting, indicating that the adverse stimulation of the illness 

was the cause of the behavior.  

 Another study that showed a biological cause of problem behavior was conducted by 

Christensen, Ringdahl, Bosch, Falcomata, Luke, and Andelman (2009).  In this study, 

constipation was associated with self-injurious and aggressive behavior exhibited by a child 

diagnosed with autism.  Treatments of Miralax and Senokot resulting in a bowel clean out, 

diminished SIB and aggression in the research participant.  

 According to Fisher, Grace, and Murphy (1996), termination of the painful effects of 

SIB may be maintained by ANR for self-retraint.  Their results were consistent with the 

negative reinforcement hypothesis because blocking SIB resulted in near-zero levels of SIB and 

moderate decreases in self-restraint.  Another study indicating an ANR hypothesis was 

conducted by Smith et al. (1992).  Their results indicated that self-restraint was maintained by 

escape from the aversive effects of SIB for two participants.  Their study provided empirical 

support for the ANR functional property of self-restraint.  In a final study that tested ANR on 

self-restraint and SIB, Silverman, Watanabe, Marshall, and Baer (1984) showed that there were 

characteristics that the function of the self-restraint was to avoid or escape SIB.    

 Hypothesized ANR based on physiological data.  A few studies have assessed ANR 

using physiological data. One study using a heart rate (HR) measure during a FA was conducted 

by Barrera, Violo & Graver (2007).  The authors found that all SIB occurrences, despite of 

function, were accompanied by a clear reduction in HR.  Specifically, all of the participants had 

a sharp increase in HR prior to the SIB.  Also, HR during random non-occurrences of SIB 

showed no apparent pattern.  The researchers discussed that similar physiological patterns were 

observed with self-mutilation and OCD, suggesting an escape function.  Moreover, Barrera et 
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al. (2007, p. 30) concluded that their “findings make for a coherent and credible argument for 

the physiological form and function of severe SIB as a fundamental escape response” for the 

participants in their study. Interestingly, they did not conclude that the construct of automatic 

reinforcement is necessary to identify these biological underpinnings.  

 An additional study that measured physiology associated with problem behavior was 

conducted by Chok and Koesler (2013).  The researchers found that for one of the participants, 

exposure & response prevention (ERP) served to decrease the “physiological reactivity in the 

presence of evocative stimulus” that set the event for the repetitive behavior to occur (Chock & 

Koesler, 2013, p. 362).  For this participant, ERP resulted in significant decline in heart rate.  

Specifically, the intervention consisted of placing evocative material (i.e., salt) under Plexiglas 

to prevent his wiping behavior until his heart rate decreased to resting levels.  For this 

participant, preventing his wiping behavior increased his heart rate, but engaging in the 

behavior resulted in decreased heart rate.  Therefore, the treatment consisted of exposure to the 

aversive stimulation until his heart rate showed resting levels.     

 A final study that used FA and physiological measures was conducted by Jennett, 

Hagopian, and Beaulieu (2011).  In this study, the researchers manipulated the presence and 

absence of restraints while measures of SIB and heart rate were recorded.  A control condition 

in a reversal design (i.e., ABCBABCDA) was included to rule out increases in heart rate related 

to physical exertion.  The results indicated that when restraint was applied, the heart rate was 

typically within or close to the resting heart rate range.  When the restraint was removed or 

signaled to be removed, the heart rate increased drastically.  Once more, when the restraint was 

reapplied, the heart rate decreased and eventually returned to resting range levels within two 

minutes. 
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 Although these studies showed automatic negative reinforcement functions, there were 

several others that did not demonstrate a negative reinforcement function.  Currently, there are 

manipulations in experimental designs that need to be tested to increase the confidence in these 

results.  For example, in a study by Woods et al. (2001), the researchers tested five different 

experimental conditions (i.e., environmental restriction, contingent attention, contingent escape, 

tension or anxiety, and arousal modulation).  Their results indicated that the environmental 

restriction theory was supported in all the participants.  That is, the "alone-idle" condition 

without much motor activity or movement resulted in higher levels of nail biting compared to 

the "alone-tv" conditions with more motor activity.  These results support an automatic positive 

reinforcement function since the participants were attempting to gain stimulation in a low motor 

activity environment.  Based on these results, the functions associated with the alone conditions 

may benefit from an environmental enrichment intervention.  Alternatively, undifferentiated or 

high across all condition patterns may require a different intervention approach, because those 

individuals engage in the behavior irrespective of stimulation available across multiple 

conditions.  These studies show that FAs not only provide effective ways to accurately assess 

the function of aberrant behavior, but the results also help to identify treatment designs and 

effective interventions (Carr, 1994).  

Types of Interventions 

 The types of treatments identified in the functional analysis of automatic reinforcement 

literature review consist of both social- and nonsocial-based intervention protocols, irrespective 

of the automatic reinforcement function.  Social interventions are divided between antecedent 

and consequent interventions.  Nonsocial interventions consist of biological and medical 
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interventions.  Out of the 143 studies with FA reviewed, 115 included intervention protocols.  

Table 2.6 illustrates the breakdown of the articles according to type of intervention.  

Table 2.6 Descriptive Statistics of Treatments for Automatically Reinforced Behaviors 

Treatment Types Frequency Percent 

Antecedent 

 

48 42 

Consequent 

 

23 20 

Combination 

 

38 33 

Biological 

 

6 5 

Total 115 100 

   

 Socially mediated interventions: antecedents.  Antecedent interventions refer to 

protocols used to prevent the problem behavior from occurring by altering what typically occurs 

prior to the response.  Antecedent interventions also involve any type of training of behaviors 

that replace or ameliorate aberrant behaviors (e.g., functional communication training).   

An antecedent protocol used in both basic and applied research is Behavioral Momentum 

(Nevin, 1992).  In behavioral momentum theory, a low probability (low-p) behavior is expected 

to occur in the context of antecedent high probability (high-p) sequence requests (Fisher et al., 

2013).  In a study that assessed the effects of behavioral momentum on stereotypy, it was found 

that the aberrant behavior was more resistant post-access to preferred items delivered on a 

variable schedule (Ahearn, Clark, Gardenier, Chung, Dube, 2003).  That is, behavioral 

momentum affects behavioral persistence.  

Some studies also manipulated the motivating operations affecting problem behavior by 

providing pre-session conditions by using satiation or response effort.  Chung and Cannella-

Malone (2010) manipulated four pre-session conditions (i.e., attention, blocking, attention with 

blocking, & non-interaction) to assess how these environmental arrangements contribute to the 
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elimination of automatically maintained behaviors. They found that pre-session access to the 

conditions affecting motivating operations were successful in reducing stereotypy and 

increasing correct responding in two out of three participants evaluated (e.g., pre-session walk). 

A couple of studies also evaluated other satiation effects on stereotypy and SIB.  In one study, it 

was found that participants engaged in lower levels of stereotypy and higher activity 

engagement during access to material activities compared to the ones with no access to 

materials (Rispoli, Camargo, Neely, Gerow, Lang, Goodwyn, Ninci, 2013).  Increasing trend in 

stereotypy across sessions also occurred (Rispoli et al., 2013).  Kenzer and Wallace (2007) 

compared increased meal size and increased meal portions spaced over time (i.e., supplementary 

feeding condition) as satiation-based treatments on rumination.  It was found that 

supplementary feedings produced greater reduction in the rate of rumination than the larger 

portions.   

The amount of effort that is required to engage in a response can be altered to affect the 

individuals’ motivation to engage in undesirable behavior.  This technique has been used to 

prevent problem behaviors from occurring via flexible arm restraints (Irvin, Thompson, Turner, 

& Williams, 1998; Zhou, Goff & Iwata, 2000).  The flexible arm restraint is a sleeve that 

increases the degree of effort necessary to bend the elbows when engaging in stereotypy that 

requires this type of movement (e.g., hand and objects mouthing).  The effects of increased 

response effort on level of stereotypy and SIB were shown to decrease the targeted behavior 

(Irvin et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2000). 

  Another type of antecedent intervention that is related to motivation is Noncontingent 

Reinforcement (NCR). NCR refers to reinforcement provided without any contingency on the 

behavior occurring.  NCR is an antecedent strategy for treatment of automatically reinforced 
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behaviors because it alters the motivation to engage in the problem behavior when other 

reinforcement is provided intermittently (Cooper et al., 2007).  A type of NCR arrangement is 

Environmental Enrichment (EE) in which multiple sources of noncontingent reinforcement are 

available to the individual (Fisher et al., 2013).  An example of EE is the play or control 

condition in functional analyses.  EE has been demonstrated to reduce stereotypy when it is 

provided on its own or with other interventions (e.g., Kahng & Wilder, 2001; Rapp and 

Vollmer, 2005; Wilder, Kellum, & Carr, 2000).  

  Some advantages of NCR are that it requires little effort to implement, has 

shown to decrease responses better than extinction alone, and occasions appropriate alternative 

responses in the absence of programmed contingencies (Goh, Iwata, Shore, DeLeon, Lerman, 

Ulrich, & Smith, 1995; Ing, Roane, & Veenstra, 2011; Jennett, Jann, & Hagopian, 2011; 

Lindberg, Iwata, Roscoe, Worsdell, & Hanley, 2003; Luiselli, Ricciardi, Schmidt, & Tarr, 2004; 

Lyons, Rue, Luiselli, & DiGennaro, 2007; Rosales, Worsdell, & Trahan, 2010; Wilder,Register, 

Register, Bajagic, Neidert & Thompson, 2009).  Additionally, NCR may suppress problem 

behavior even when the reinforcers provided are different than those responsible for behavioral 

maintenance (Roscoe, Iwata, & Goh, 1998).  These advantages have resulted in treatment 

effectiveness when alternative forms of stimulation compete with problem behavior.  For 

example, mouthing was reduced by providing NCR when treating mouthing, saliva play, pica, 

head hitting, and other forms of SIB (Goh et al., 1995; Ing et al., 2011; Lindberg et al., 2003; 

Luiselli et al., 2004).  Effects of NCR have also been generalized to other settings and 

maintained throughout extended periods of time (Ing et al., 2011; Lindberg et al., 2003).  NCR 

has been effective during different presentation methods, such as NCR single item, NCR 

rotating items, and NCR multiple item presentations (Rosales et al., 2010).  NCR food-based 
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treatments have also been effective for the treatment of rumination.  For example, rumination 

was eliminated or reduced when noncontingent food was provided during various periods of 

time (Lyons et al., 2007; Wilder et al., 2009).  Moreover, NCR provided in the form of access to 

restraint (i.e., restraint served as a reinforcer for the participant) served to decrease SIB as 

demonstrated by a return in a resting heart rate and decreased SIB (Jennett et al., 2011).  

  Disadvantages of NCR are the following: 1) children with a lack of socially appropriate 

repertoires may not engage appropriately with the alternative materials provided, 2) it may 

decrease social or academic engagement, and 3) it may increase untargeted aberrant behaviors 

(Cook, Rapp, Gomes, Frazer, & Lindblad, 2014).  In several studies, the effectiveness of NCR 

has been limited or not evident for certain participants.  For instance, Britton, Carr, Landaburu, 

and Romick (2002) demonstrated that NCR was effective at reducing levels of stereotypy, but 

only during prompted conditions.  The results from Lanovaz, Sladeczek, and Rapp (2012) on 

two participants exposed to NCR indicated that NCR with music marginally decreased 

vocalizations for one participant, but it did not increase toy manipulation.  For the other 

participant, NCR music immediately decreased vocal stereotypy, but did not increase toy 

manipulation as well (Lanovaz et al., 2012).  A study with five participants by Berg, Wacker, 

Ringdahl, Stricker, Vinquist…& Mews (2016) showed that NCR alone was sufficient for only 

one out of four participants.  

  Researchers and practitioners also have attempted to match the source of the stimulation 

gained by engaging in problem behavior with access to the same type of stimulation from a 

more acceptable response.  This type of intervention is referred to as matched stimulation 

(Piazza, Adelinis, Hanley, Goh, & Delia, 2000).  Additional assessments may be required to 

determine the type of sensory stimulation that is correlated with problem behavior in order to 
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match stimulation and replace problem behaviors (Patel, Carr, Robles, & Eastridge, 2000).  

Some of these assessments include antecedent assessments and stimulus preference assessments 

using stimuli hypothesized to compete with the target behavior.  Once sources of matched 

stimulation are identified, researchers and practitioners provide noncontingent access (e.g., 

NCR) of the alternative stimuli.  Matched stimulation has been demonstrated to be more 

effective than unmatched stimulation when decreasing visual stereotypy, ear digging SIB, and 

head hitting (Davis, Dacus, Strickland, Machalicek & Coviello, 2013; Demanche & Chok, 

2013; Higbee, Chang & Endicott, 2005).  Unmatched stimulation included reinforcers that were 

associated with a different sensory modality, such as lights for visual stereotypy versus listening 

to music.   

Ahearn, Clark, DeBar, and Florentino (2005) demonstrated that both matched and 

unmatched stimulation reduced motor and vocal stereotypy, with a slightly higher reduction 

with unmatched stimuli. They noted that both the matched and unmatched stimuli were highly 

preferred in the preference assessment; therefore, concluding that highly preferred unmatched 

stimuli may compete as matched stimuli.  

 Given that highly preferred unmatched stimulation can compete with problem behavior, 

may be an indication of why there is a preference for unmatched stimulation in the literature 

(Rispoli, Camargo, Neely, Gerow, Lang, Goodwyn, & Ninci, 2013).  This preference is despite 

data indicating that unmatched items may be associated with higher levels of aberrant responses 

(Rispoli et al., 2013).  Reinforcer assessments that provide information of item preferences and 

problem behaviors associated with those preferences, may help to determine what matched 

stimuli results in less problem behavior and higher appropriate item engagement (Rispoli et al., 

2013).  The ways in which preference assessments are conducted may also affect the items 
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chosen and the intervention outcomes (Piazza et al., 2000).  It is recommended that identifying 

specific dimensions of sensory stimulation may be necessary for a treatment of matched 

stimulation to be effective (Piazza et al., 2000; Rispoli et al., 2013).  That is, the types of stimuli 

used for reinforcement, and not just broad sensory reinforcement, should be considered when 

implementing matched stimulation protocols (Piazza et al., 2000; Rispoli et al., 2013).    

  Another factor to consider when choosing potential reinforcers for automatic 

reinforcement is whether the preferred stimuli compete with the targeted behavior.  Some 

preferred items may exacerbate or co-occur with the aberrant behavior.  Competing stimuli 

assessments help to determine whether stimuli chosen for intervention compete with the target 

behavior (Long, Hagopian, DeLeon, Marhefka & Resau, 2005).  Long et al. (2005) assessed 

whether competing stimuli assessments (CSA) helped to identify stimuli that competed with 

problem behavior maintained by its own sensory consequences.  The CSA helped to identify 

stimuli that effectively competed and produced substantial reduction of targeted responses for 

all participants (Long et al., 2005).  Competing stimuli within the same broad sensory category 

maintaining problem behavior has been assessed to identify the particular stimulation within the 

sensory category (Long et al., 2005).  Specific sensory stimuli within sensory categories have 

been found when comparing tactile (e.g., touching zipper versus strap; back versus foot 

stimulation; massage versus vibration), olfactory (e.g., smelling perfume versus incense), ocular 

(e.g., video game), and gustatory stimulation (e.g., among various types of foods) (Tang, 

2004/2006; Tang, Patterson & Kennedy, 2003; Wilder, Kellum & Carr, 2000; Woods, Luiselli, 

& Tomassone, 2013).  The stimuli chosen via competing stimuli assessments decreased 

stereotypy in all instances in which the competing sensory stimuli ware found (Tang, 

2004/2006; Tang et al., 2003; Wilder et al., 2000; Woods et al., 2013).  Moreover, Roberts-
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Gwinn, Luiten, Derby, Johnson, and Weber (2001) used the sensory consequences provided by 

automatic behavior as reinforcement for appropriate alternative responses and found that 

kinesthetic stimulation competed with all topographies of the problem behavior.   

Stimulus control procedures are also used in situations in which the target responses are 

problematic during certain times, locations, or when trying to reduce the current rate of the 

problem behavior (Cooper et al., 2007).  Stimulus control procedures are used to train 

individuals to engage in the target behavior only during certain times or schedules (Fisher et al., 

2013).  Specifically, stimuli that helps to discriminate situations in which the participant can 

engage in the behavior are taught.  Stimuli used to train to discriminate schedules in the 

literature include the use of red and green cards, cue cards, balloons, awareness enhancement 

device (AED), and verbal statements (Brusa & Richman, 2008; Conroy, Asmus, Sellers & 

Ladwig, 2005; Hagopian, van Stone & Crockett, 2003; Stricker, Miltenberger, Garlinghouse, 

Deaver, & Anderson, 2001; Simmons, Smith & Kliethermes, 2003; Doughty, Anderson, 

Doughty, Williams & Saunders, 2007).  Stimulus discrimination items effectively served as 

discriminative stimuli for access and denied access to aberrant behaviors (Brusa & Richman, 

2008; Conroy et al., 2005; Hagopian et al., 2003; Stricker et al., 2001; Simmons et al., 2003; 

Doughty et al., 2007).  The discriminative stimuli signaled the availability of reinforcement in 

all but one study in which the discriminative stimuli signaled the availability of punishment.  

For instance, the green card was used to signal the time to engage in stereotypy and the red card 

was used to signal the time to not engage in the response (Brusa & Richman, 2008).  

Conversely, Doughty et al. (2007) paired a verbal statement with a procedure that included a 

physical prompt to put the hands down and found that the statement later served as a signal for 
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the physical prompt.  That is, the verbal statement decreased engagement in stereotypy because 

it signaled the availability of punishment (Doughty et al., 2007).  

Interventions that have focused solely on sensory stimulation to prevent problem 

behavior have had little support in the literature (Davis, Durand, & Chan, 2011).  These 

interventions are based on Sensory Integration Theory.  In accordance with this theory, 

individuals with autism engage in stereotypic behaviors to gain or avoid sensory stimulation in 

attempts to create homeostasis in their central nervous system (Heflin & Simpson, 1998 as per 

Davis et al., 2011). Specifically, sensory integration therapy is meant to stimulate the “neural 

processes involved in receiving, modulating, and integrating sensory input” (Davis et al., 2011).  

Some stimulation procedures involve brushing, weighted vests, wrist weights, swinging, 

sensory diet, and deep pressure (Davis, Dacus, Strickland, E., Copeland, Chan, Blenden, Scalzo, 

Osborn, Wells & Christian, 2013; Davis et al., 2011).  For instance, Davis et al. (2011) used a 

protocol that involved brushing seven times per day on the arms, hands, back, legs, and feet for 

6 weeks.  The intervention did not have an effect on stereotypy and only showed a slight 

decrease in problem behavior with overlapping levels across conditions (David et al., 2011).  

The authors concluded that stereotypy may have been inadvertently reinforced on a fixed 

interval throughout the brushing protocol or brushing increased reinforcing properties of the 

stereotypy (Davis et al., 2011).  Davis et al. (2013) also assessed the effects of weighted vests 

and found that levels of aggression and SIB were similar across phases irrespective of wearing 

the vest.  When comparing various forms of sensory integration protocols, such as sensory diet, 

brushing, and deep pressure, it was found that the problem behavior was not reduced for any 

participants (Moore, Cividini‐Motta, Clark, & Ahearn, 2015).   
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Mixed or positive results of sensory interventions have resulted when using wrist 

weights and swinging.  For instance, Mancil, Haydon, and Boman (2016) found that linear 

swinging increased academic tasks and lowered problem behaviors compared to control 

conditions, although the results varied across participants.   Hanley, Piazza, Keeney, Blakeley-

Smith, and Worsdell (1998) found that wrist weights did not interfere with adaptive tasks and 

decreased SIB in an individual with profound intellectual disabilities.  These mixed results may 

be due to matching and nonmatching stimulation characteristics in these studies.  That is, certain 

stimulation occurs by chance when specific sensory preferences are not assessed prior to 

intervention.  It is noteworthy that there were limited or no positive effects on all the 

interventions that were conducted on behaviors with automatic reinforcement function, despite 

targeting sensory stimulation in general.  

 Antecedent exercise as an intervention to decrease automatically reinforced behaviors 

show promising outcomes for preventing problem behavior (Morrison, Roscoe, & Atwell, 

2011). Morrison et al. (2011) demonstrated that antecedent exercise and access to leisure items 

reduced problem behavior in all their participants. Specifically, the intervention produced 

moderate reductions of problem behavior post-intervention for three of four participants 

(Morrison et al., 2011).  Exercise with satiation index conducted prior to instructional sessions 

produced lowered levels of stereotypy in two participants with autism (Morrison et al., 2011).   

 Antecedent interventions used in some studies used a combination of protocols as part of 

a package for the interventions to be effective (Chu, 2002; Piazza, Fisher, Hanley, LeBlanc, 

Worsdell, Lindauer, & Keeney, 1998).  Chu (2002) assessed enriched environment (EE) with 

preferred stimuli and Functional Communication Training (FCT) and found that EE worked to 

decrease aberrant behaviors for all participants but required adding FCT to reduce the behaviors 
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to near zero levels.  It was also found that a combination of matched stimulation, noncontingent 

items, and attention reinforcement were all effective interventions for reducing pica (Piazza et 

al., 1998).  Additionally, using protective equipment and NCR with preferred toys decreased 

SIB and self-restraint to zero levels (Piazza et al., 1998).  The protective equipment by itself 

was insufficient for decreasing self-restraint behaviors, but served to decreased SIB (Piazza et 

al., 1998).  Dozier, Vollmer, Borrero, Borrero, Rapp, Bourret, and Gutierrez (2007) compared 

EE and FCT interventions and found that the participant preferred both over one antecedent 

protocol.  Specifically, the participant preferred both environmental enrichment and 

communication training versus environmental enrichment alone (Dozier et al., 2007).  

 Socially mediated interventions: consequences. Consequence-based interventions may 

be necessary when antecedent interventions alone are insufficient to decrease inappropriate 

behaviors.  Differential reinforcement procedures are commonly used as consequent 

interventions (Cooper et al., 2007; Fisher et al., 2013).  Differential reinforcement procedures 

such as response competition, substitutability, and incompatibility refers to providing 

reinforcement to responses that are more appropriate than the targeted behavior while not 

providing reinforcement to the target behavior (i.e., extinction) (Cooper et al, 2007; Fisher et al., 

2013; Roane, Falcomata, & Fisher, 2007).  For participants to engage in behaviors other than 

the aberrant behaviors (i.e., response allocation), variables such as quality of reinforcement 

associated with a particular response may be required (Herrnstein, 1970 as cited in Roane et al., 

2007).  Another factor affecting response allocation includes the matching law (Hernstein, 

1961).  The matching law refers to the parameters that affect choice between access to 

concurrent reinforcers (i.e., between aberrant behavior and alternative behavior) (Herrnstein, 

1961).  Per Herrnstein (1961), matching law indicates the ratio of responses emitted between 
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two reinforcers as equal to the ratio of reinforcement made available by the responses. Choice is 

also affected by parameters such as the amount, frequency, and delay of reinforcement available 

upon responding (Shore, Iwata, DeLeon, & Kahng, 1997).  Hence, the probability that one 

behavior will be chosen over another (e.g., substitutability; behavioral economics) depends on 

these parameters (Shore et al., 1997).   

 Differential reinforcement of alternative (DRA), incompatible (DRI), other (DRO), and 

lower and higher (DRL/DRH) behaviors are consequent interventions used to decrease 

inappropriate behaviors while increasing socially acceptable behaviors (Cooper et al., 2007).  

All interventions that reinforce appropriate communication are considered DRA, because it is 

reinforcing communication that replaces problem behaviors (Cooper et al., 2007).  Additionally, 

reinforcing playing with toys in a functional manner or as intended is also DRA when it is 

replacing repetitive toy play (Fisher et al., 2013).  DRI is functionally and procedurally 

equivalent to DRA, except that the behavior reinforced in the DRI procedure is incompatible 

with the aberrant behavior (Cooper et al., 2007).  That is, the individual is physically incapable 

of engaging in the replacement behavior and the problem behavior at the same time.  DRO 

varies from DRA and DRI in that all behaviors other than the target behavior are reinforced 

(Cooper et al., 2007).  DRO is used when the problem behavior occurs too frequently and/or the 

individual engages in limited functional responses (Fisher et al., 2013).  DRL and DRH 

procedures are used to decrease (DRL) or increase (DRH) behaviors that are appropriate in 

general, but occur at inappropriate rates (e.g., too much or too little) (Cooper et al., 2007).  An 

example of behaviors that are appropriate but may occur too often could be hand washing or 

hand-raising to answer questions in the classroom.   
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 DRA procedure is an effective strategy for treating problem behaviors (Podlesnik, 

Kelley, Jimenez‐Gomez, & Bouton, 2017).  Conversely, DRO may be relatively ineffective in 

treating automatically reinforced behaviors potentially due to competing reinforcement from 

problem behavior compared to reinforcement obtained from not engaging in SIB (Roane, 

Falcomata, & Fisher, 2007).  As per Roane et al. (2007), DRO schedules may be thinned (i.e., 

reinforcement is delivered increasingly less) when schedule thinning is used in conjunction with 

increasing reinforcer magnitude.  Specifically, as the DRO schedule is thinned, the amount of 

reinforcement needs to be increased (Roane et al., 2007).    

 A component used with differential reinforcement procedures is extinction (Cooper et 

al., 2007).  Extinction refers to withholding reinforcement when the problem behavior occurs 

(Cooper et al., 2007).  Extinction is not tied to any particular form of intervention because it can 

be used independent from other procedures (Iwata, Pace, Cowdery & Miltenberger, 1994).  The 

premise of extinction is that if a behavior is no longer reinforced, it will cease to occur (Cooper 

et al., 2007).  Response blocking of automatically reinforced behavior has been used as an 

intervention to prevent reinforcement and it is functionally equivalent to sensory extinction 

(Fisher et al., 2013).  Response blocking prevents a response by physically stopping or 

redirecting response.  Sensory extinction is the underlying mechanism presumed to occur when 

using response blocking (Giles, Peter, Pence, & Gibson, 2012).  That is, extinction involves the 

elimination or attenuation of sensory stimulation when engaging in automatically reinforced 

behaviors (for social functions, extinction is when the social reinforcer is eliminated or 

discontinued; e.g., withdrawal of attention) (Giles et al., 2012).  Response blocking reduces 

behavior problems by either the process of extinction or punishment (Rincover, 1978).  For 

example, if a behavior decreases sharply, the mechanism hypothesized to be responsible for the 
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decrease is punishment.  Alternatively, if the decline is gradual, extinction is assumed to be the 

mechanism responsible for the decrease (Rincover, 1978).    

 Tarbox, Tarbox, Ghezzi, Wallace, and Yoo (2007) successfully reduced stereotypy for 

two participants without adversely affecting reinforcer efficacy or appropriate toy play.  The 

researchers concluded that maladaptive stereotypic reinforcer interaction may be interrupted 

without diminishing the ability of the object to serve as a reinforcer (Tarbox et al., 2007).  In 

another investigation, response blocking alone reduced problem behavior by 75% in a therapy 

room and 80% in a classroom with generality across teachers (Tiger, Hanley & Bessette, 2006).  

The effects of response blocking versus redirection were evaluated by Hagopian and Adelinis 

(2001).  It was found that pica decreased with response blocking and redirection but blocking 

alone elicited aggression when used alone (Hagopian & Adelinis, 2001).  

Response Interruption and Redirection (RIRD) is a set of consequent procedures that has 

been successfully used as an intervention package (Ahearn, Clark, MacDonald, & Chung, 2007; 

Ahrens, Lerman, Kodak, Worsdell, & Keegan, 2011; Liu‐Gitz & Banda, 2010; Saini, Gregory, 

Uran, & Fantetti, 2015; Wunderlich & Vollmer, 2015).  RIRD includes blocking plus 

redirecting the individual to engage in alternative behaviors (Ahearn et al., 2007).  The 

mechanism for this intervention can be extinction, punishment, and/or differential reinforcement 

of alternative behavior by providing desirable consequences upon engaging in the alternative 

response (Ahearn et al., 2007).  A number of studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of 

RIRD to reduce both vocal and motor stereotypy with generalization effects to other appropriate 

vocalizations or motor responses (Ahearn et al., 2007; Liu‐Gitz & Banda, 2010; Saini et al., 

2015; Wunderlich & Vollmer, 2015).  Furthermore, both vocal and motor responses have been 

equally effective when used for redirection during RIRD interventions (Ahrens et al., 2011). 
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 Exposure and Response Prevention (ERP) consists of exposing the individual to 

situations that set the occasion for problem behavior to occur, and consequently, preventing the 

response from occurring (Chok & Koesler, 2013).  This intervention is typically used for 

obsessive compulsive behaviors (i.e., OCD) or escape/avoidance behaviors (typically associated 

to anxiety) (Chok & Koesler, 2013).  The premise is that the response associated with an 

evocative situation can be inhibited in the presence of the situation without the impulse to 

engage in the problem behavior via repeated exposure (Chok & Koesler, 2013).  Chok and 

Koesler (2013) used ERP to treat repetitive behavior while measuring heart rate residuals and 

maximum decline in heart rate.  The participant was exposed to the materials associated with 

the repetitive behavior while the interventionist prevented the problem behavior from occurring 

(Chock & Koesler, 2013).  ERP was effective in decreasing the repetitive behaviors and 

diminishing physiological reactivity associated with the problem behavior (Chok & Koesler, 

2013).    

 As with antecedent interventions, interventions that involve consequences were more 

common in combination (e.g., Giles, St. Peter, Pence, Gibson, 2012; Kliebert, Tiger & 

Toussaint, 2011; Lindberg, Iwata & Kahng, 1999). The interventions included comparing basic 

consequence intervention components (e.g., response interruption, reinforcement, blocking), 

package procedures (e.g., RIRD plus tokens), and punishment procedures (e.g., time-out) (e.g., 

Giles et al., 2012; Kliebert et al., 2011; Lindberg et al., 1999).  Interventions that compared 

basic components demonstrated that skin picking was effectively treated by response 

interruption with up to a 30 second delay in one study (Kliebert et al., 2011).  Additionally, 

prompting, response blocking, and reinforcement effectively decreased SIB and increased 

appropriate object manipulation across individuals (Lindberg et al., 1999).  When comparing 
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preference of procedures, Giles et al. (2012) demonstrated that both RIRD and response 

blocking resulted in decreased stereotypy and that all participants showed a preference for 

redirection compared to response blocking. 

Packages including differential reinforcement procedures also demonstrated 

effectiveness across studies (Dickman, Bright, Montgomery & Miguel, 2012; Dounavi, 2011; 

Neil & Jones, 2016; Hanley, Iwata, Thompson, and Lindberg (2000); Roane, Falcomata, & 

Fisher, 2007; Roane, Piazza, Sgro, Volkert & Anderson, 2001).  Hanley et al. (2000) conducted 

a component analysis of a treatment package involving prompting, blocking, and DRA.  They 

found that the DRA component of the intervention was unnecessary for two participants and 

that only prompting, and blocking were needed (Hanley et al., 2000).  For the final participant, 

the DRA component of the intervention was needed.  That is, prompting and blocking were 

insufficient to reduce his stereotypy and increase object manipulation (Hanley et al., 2000).  

DRO procedures were demonstrated to be effective when fading tokens, for schedule thinning, 

and for decreasing lower and higher order behaviors (Dounavi, 2011; Neil & Jones, 2016; 

Roane et al., 2007).  DRI procedures were also found to be effective when used with prompts 

and RIRD for reducing tics and vocal stereotypy (Roane et al., 2001; Dickman et al., 2012). 

Packages including punishment procedures (i.e., procedures targeting reduction of 

behaviors exclusively) were also effective at decreasing problem behavior (Lerman, Iwata, 

Shore & DeLeon, 1997; Ringdahl, Call, Mews, Boelter & Christensen, 2008; Vorndran & 

Lerman, 2006).  Lerman et al. (1997) demonstrated the efficacy of timeout and restraint as 

consequences for reducing self-injurious behaviors (SIB).  Additionally, they demonstrated that 

intermittent punishment (delivering timeout and restraint less often) maintained lower rates of 

SIB for all individuals (Lerman et al., 1997).  A package combination of DRO and timeout was 
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effective after response effort was increased for reducing aggression (Ringdahl et al., 2008). 

The treatment was also reduced to its least restrictive component for effectiveness (Ringdahl et 

al., 2008).  The least restrictive components consisted of low effort and response cost (Ringdahl 

et al., 2008).  Less intrusive interventions based on punishment have been evaluated for 

reducing hyperventilation and mouthing (Vorndran & Lerman, 2006).  It was demonstrated that 

a pairing procedure was effective when generalizing effects of conditioning across settings and 

therapists (Vorndran & Lerman, 2006).  It was also demonstrated that the effects were 

maintained for up to 56 sessions (Vorndran & Lerman, 2006).  Specifically, walking as a 

punishment procedure was paired with the occurrence of aberrant behavior, and the situations 

associated with it, to successfully prevent the behavior across people, settings, and time 

(Vorndran & Lerman, 2006).   

 Combination of antecedent and consequent packages. The majority of the treatments 

for automatically reinforced behaviors involved a combination of both antecedent and 

consequent interventions.  The interventions varied across various levels of restrictiveness based 

on the resistance of the behavior change.  The least restrictive combinations involved those with 

trainings and NCR for antecedents and DR variations as consequences for problem behavior.  

The most restrictive interventions involved some sort of punishment-based interventions (e.g., 

response cost, timeout, etc.).  Another set of treatment combinations involved common 

treatment packages, such as self-management and habit reversals.   

    A study using minimally invasive and least restrictive package involved using sensory 

extinction and discrimination training to reduce digit sucking in typically developing children 

(Ellingson, Miltenberger, Stricker, Garlinghouse, Roberts, Galensky & Rapp, 2000).  

Specifically, gloves to mask the sensory stimulation eliminated digit sucking for one participant 
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and the use of an Awareness Enhancement Device (AED) eliminated finger sucking in another 

participant (Ellingson et al., 2000).  Functional Communication Training (FCT) with delayed 

reinforcement and NCR procedures were also effective in reducing disruptive behaviors 

(Tucker, Sigafoos & Bushell, 1998).  Additionally, DRA combined with NCR and schedule 

thinning protocols have resulted in effective interventions for the treatment of SIB and pica 

(Healy, Ahearn, Graff & Libby, 2001; Kern, Starosta & Adelman, 2006).  NCR with extinction 

has been shown to decrease SIB when certain leisure items were available non-contingently or 

when protective equipment (i.e., sensory extinction) was worn, although NCR was observed to 

suppress the behavior more efficiently (Roscoe, Iwata, & Goh, 1998).  Furthermore, both a 

stimulus control intervention and physical guidance procedure showed reductions in aerophagia 

or excessive air swallowing (Garcia, Starin, & Churchill, 2001).   DRO procedures with 

multiple schedules, behavioral momentum, and competing stimuli have all been successful in 

treating stereotypies and SIBs (Patel, Carr, Kim, Robles, & Eastridge, 2000; Piazza, Fisher, 

Hanley, Hilker, & Derby, 1996).  Conversely, when using DRO and NCR (i.e., noncontingent 

stimulation) or response effort interventions, NCR and response effort demonstrated superior 

effects to DRO for decreasing stereotypy, SIB, and pica (Lanovaz & Argumedes, 2009/2010; 

Shore, Iwata, DeLeon, Kahng & Smith (1997).   

 Interventions that required response blocking, physical prompts, or more than two other 

procedures were considered intermediate restrictive interventions as per this literature review. 

Intermediate restrictive interventions do not include punishment.  NCR with response blocking, 

competing stimuli plus blocking, and DRA plus blocking decreased mouthing, SIB, and pica, 

but only when NCR was used in combination with the other interventions (Carr, Dozier, Patel, 

Adams & Martin, 2002; Higgins, Falcomata, Roane, & Thomas, 2012; Roscoe, Iwata & Zhou, 
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2013; Saini, Greer, Fisher, Lichtblau, DeSouza & Mitteer, 2016; Tarbox, Wallace & Tarbox, 

2002).  When evaluating multiple components of packages, Van Camp, Vollmer & Daniel 

(2001) found that preferred stimuli, response effort, or inhibitory stimulus control in the context 

of environmental enrichment (EE) only had an effect when used in combination (any single 

component was negligible).  Different combinations of treatments based on DRO, DRA, EE, 

and prompting procedures were also found to be effective, but results were participant specific 

(Ringdahl, Vollmer, Marcus & Roane, 1994).  Prompting or prompting plus reinforcement was 

necessary to maintain engagement, suggesting that items did not function as reinforcers and 

response blocking or extinction were necessary to obtain desirable treatment effects compared 

to matched items (not successful when used alone) when decreasing higher order behaviors 

(Rodriguez, Thompson, Schlichenmeyer, & Stocco, 2012).  A study testing whether participants 

differentially chose preferred treatments (e.g., activities, prompting, blocking, & DR) 

demonstrated that stereotypy for all the participants could be used as reinforcers and that they 

chose desired treatments accordingly (Potter, Hanley, Augustine, Clay, & Phelps, 2013).    

 Treatments that include punishment are considered to be the most intrusive treatments in 

this literature review.  Punishment is chosen for intervention when all other types of 

reinforcement-based interventions have been exhausted and when the aberrant behavior 

warrants it.  For example, response interruption and redirection (RIRD) punishment procedure 

may be justified when immediately decreasing self-injury.  Punishment-based treatments 

typically also combine reinforcement protocols within their packages, particularly to increase 

desirable behavior to replace maladaptive behaviors (e.g., Chu & Baker, 2011; Hagopian, 

Gonzalez, Taylor Rivet, Triggs, & Clark; 2011).  For example, when RIRD was used with NCR 

and DRA, it was demonstrated that combined treatment resulted in the greatest reductions of 
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pica and stereotypy (Chu & Baker, 2011; Hagopian et al., 2011).  Contingent removal of a 

preferred item when problem behavior occurs is also considered a punishment procedure (i.e., 

response cost procedures) (Fisher et al., 2013).  These procedures have shown to be effective 

when treating stereotypy and SIB (Kennedy & Souza, 1995; Magnusson & Gould, 2007; 

Mazaleski, Iwata, Rodgers, Vollmer & Zarcone, 1994; Van Camp, Lerman, Kelley, Roane, 

Contrucci & Vorndran, 2000).  Numerous studies have demonstrated that there is a reduction or 

suppression of target behaviors such as pica, stereotypy, rumination, bruxism, and other types of 

SIB only when treatment protocols containing punishment are combined with reinforcement 

(Armstrong, Knapp, & McAdam, 2014; DeRosa, Roane, Bishop, & Silkowski, 2016; 

Falcomata, Roane, Hovanetz, Kettering, & Keeney, 2004; Falcomata, Roane, & Pabico, 2007; 

Kahng, Abt, & Wilder, 2001; Rapp, Dozier, & Carr, 2001; Shillingsburg, Lomas, & Bradley, 

2012; Thompson, Iwata, Conners, & Roscoe, 1999).  

 Azsin and Nunn (1973) created a training package, known as habit reversal, consisting 

of awareness training, competing activity training, reinforcement procedures, and generalization 

procedures (as described in Richman & Lindauer, 2002).  Carr, Sidener, Sidener & Cummings 

(2005) found that this treatment package decreased tics to zero levels in two participants.  

Another treatment package known as Behavioral Skills Training (BST) consisting of 

instruction, feedback, modeling, and rehearsal has been used to train teachers to implement a 

DRA and RIRD procedure to decrease inappropriate touching of the genital area in a participant 

with Emotional and Behavioral Disorder and ASD (Flynn & Lo, 2015).  It was demonstrated 

BST was effective in training the teachers and that the intervention was effective in reducing the 

inappropriate behaviors of the students (Flynn & Lo, 2015).  Self-management interventions, 

such as self-recording and other self-administered reinforcement and punishment procedures, 
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have also been effective in treating problem behaviors (Fritz, Iwata, Rolider, Camp, & Neidert, 

2012; Rapp, Miltenberger, Galensky, Roberts & Ellingson, 1999; Tiger, Fisher & Bouxsein, 

2009).  In combination, self-management procedures have been shown to reduce stereotypy and 

SIB (Fritz et al., 2012; Rapp et al., 1999; Tiger et al., 2009).    

 Nonsocial mediated interventions.  Some interventions from the literature review 

included biological or medical treatments to ameliorate problem behavior.  For example, opiate 

antagonists such as naltrexone/naloxone have shown to attenuate self-injurious behavior (Chu, 

2002; Garcia & Smith, 1999; Sandman, Barron, & Colman, 1990; Sokol & Campbell, 1988).  It 

is hypothesized (opiate hypothesis) that endogenous opiates naturally produced by the body 

upon injury result in a “high” effect in the individual engaging in self-injury (Garcia & Smith, 

1999).  Another role of naturally produced opiates can be self-induced to attenuate withdrawal 

symptoms if the individual has become addicted to their own self-injurious behavior (Chu, 

2011; Sandman et al., 1990; Sokol & Campbell, 1988).  Garcia and Smith (1999) hypothesize 

that NLTX enables extinction of SIB for automatically reinforced behaviors.  That is, the drug 

does not allow the individual to experience the euphoric effects of the opioid release upon 

engaging in SIB.  Lithium carbonate, clomipramine, and haloperidol have also been used to 

treat aggression, destructive behavior, stereotypy and repetitive behavior, aggression, 

impulsivity, hyperactivity, and self-injurious behaviors (Joshi, Capozzoli, & Coyle, 1988 as 

cited in Chu, 2002).   

 Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS) is another form of stimulation that 

has been used to decrease self-injury (Fisher, Bowman, Thompson, and Contrucci, 1998).   

TENS is a method of electrotherapy used for the treatment of chronic pain (Fisher et al., 1998).  

In regard to self-injurious behavior (SIB) with an automatic reinforcement function, it has been 
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hypothesized that the behavior is either maintained by sensory input or by the release of 

endogenous opiates when engaging in SIB (Fisher et al., 1998).  The mechanisms at work may 

be that TENS either floods nerve fibers and interrupts the transmission of the sensation 

associated with pain or enables the release of opiates (Fisher et al., 1998). The mechanisms at 

play during the sensory input hypothesis may be sensory extinction potentially caused by TENS 

(Fisher et al., 1998).  Similarly, the mechanism involved with the release of opiates is a form of 

noncontingent reinforcement upon receiving TENS as a treatment (Fisher et al., 1998).  Fisher 

et al. (1998) used TENS to decrease SIB and found that TENS decreased SIB at the onset of the 

experiment but did not last to a clinically significant level.   

 Medical conditions have also been known to cause problem behaviors when left 

untreated (Carter, 2005; Carter & Wheeler, 2007; Chrsitensen, Ringdahl, Bosch, Falcomata, 

Luke & Andelman, 2009; Kern & Mauk, 2003).  Medical treatments for sinus infection, 

gastrointestinal reflux disorder, and irritable bowel movement have reduced self-injurious 

behaviors, inappropriate spitting, and aggression (Carter, 2005; Carter & Wheeler, 2007; 

Chrsitensen et al., 2009).  Anesthetics to block sensory stimulation have also been used to 

reduce self-injury (Kern & Mauk, 2003).  In fact, the individual in the study was only observed 

to engage in self-hitting on uncovered skin where no anesthetic was applied (Kern & Mauk, 

2003).   

Journals Used for Publication 

 Table 2.7 shows a breakdown of the journals in which the articles in the literature review 

were published.  It is interesting to note that the majority (72%) of the articles were published in 

journals with a behavior analytic perspective (e.g., JABA, Behavioral Interventions, Behavior 
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Modification, and other behavioral journals).  The second largest group of publications occurred 

in disability journals (17.5%).   

Table 2.7 Descriptive Statistics of Journal Articles for Automatically Reinforced Behaviors 

Journal Name or Type Frequency Percent 

JABA 64 44.8 

 

Behavioral Interventions 
22 15.4 

 

Research in Developmental 

Disabilities 

10 7.0 

 

Behavior Modification 
8 5.6 

 

All Other Disability Journals 
15 10.5 

 

All Education Journals 
7 4.9 

 

Other Behavioral 
9                   6.3 

 

Rehabilitation & Therapy  

Journals 

6 4.2 

 

Other 

 

2 1.4 

Total 143 100.0 

   

Conclusions of the FA of Automatically Reinforcement Literature Review 

There are areas of improvement in assessing and treating automatically reinforced 

behaviors.  One area of improvement is a careful consideration when choosing the behaviors to 

be assessed or targeted.  Assessing one behavior independent of others with clear and 

parsimonious operational definitions can help to elucidate behavioral functions and create 

specific treatment protocols.  Regarding treatment specifically, it is difficult to compare 

interventions when there are few systematic ways in which automatically reinforced behaviors 

are treated.  There are many successful treatments in the literature, but we lack an established 

system to choose the best intervention for automatic functions (except for moving from least to 
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most restrictive interventions).  For instance, many of these studies try various interventions at a 

time or packages until one of them works.  Another area of improvement to facilitate 

interventions is regarding measurement.  It is difficult to compare data when studies report 

measurements in percentages versus rates and sessions versus dates.  When the effect of an 

intervention is demonstrated in percentage, it cannot be determined if the client engaged in 80 

instances versus five instances of the behavior.  The effect of an intervention that reduced a 

problem behavior from 80 to 40 instances (by 50%) will look very different than an intervention 

that reduced a behavior from five to zero instances (by 100%).  Also, when reporting sessions, it 

is unclear how long the intervention took to work and the pauses in between intervention 

protocols.  A more systematic way of measuring behavior is needed to be able to compare 

studies.  One suggestion may be to use a standard celebration chart (SCC).   

Additionally, we can improve the scope in which we disseminate the research.  As 

indicated above nearly 45% of all the research in this area has been published in one journal.  

Expanding our reach may allow us to collaborate with each respective field to better help 

individuals who are impacted by life altering behaviors.  

Limitations of the literature review.  There are several limitations of this systematic 

literature review.  First, some articles did not contain details about the conditions of the FAs but 

were included based on the general description of the FA and the automatic reinforcement 

results (e.g., Moore et al., 2015).  For these articles, the automatic reinforcement data patterns 

were not available.  A second limitation, which is related to the first, is that there was some 

level of subjectivity when choosing the articles to include in the review.  For example, extended 

conditions were used to determine inclusion even if the initial results did not show clear 

functions.  Also, some articles provided enough information about the FA to be able to 
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determine that some conditions were not tested (e.g., no attention condition, etc.), hence were 

excluded from the analysis.  Other studies were included based on limited information.  For 

example, these studies reported that an FA was conducted with referenced protocols from other 

papers, particularly the Iwata et al. (1994) paper.   

Some determinations were made depending on the dependent variable measurement due 

to the lack of systematic measurement (as discussed above).  For instance, a participant may 

have been included if the rate of the behavior indicated a “small” number of instances (three per 

hour) as per the visual analysis but was significant based on the other conditions and the fact 

that rate was used versus frequency.  Similarly, if frequency was used (e.g., behavior occurred 

two times in a condition), significance was considered based on the occurrence in the other 

conditions.   

Despite these limitations, measures to decrease subjectivity were incorporated to reduce 

error within the analysis, such as using the three data patterns that indicate automatic 

reinforcement (Fritz, Iwata, Rolider, Camp & Neidert, 2012).  It is noteworthy that to date, even 

the most rigorous measures of interpreting visual data still require (and considered acceptable) a 

certain level of subjectivity.  Measures of effect size are now being used by some researchers to 

indicate a quantitative analysis of effect size for single-subject design research.  Given the 

nature of automatically reinforced behaviors (e.g., describes what is not the function and 

reinforcer is largely inaccessible), some level of inference has been necessary to interpret FA 

results (Ringdahl, Call, Mews, Boelter, & Christensen, 2008).  

Research questions and gaps in the literature.  This dissertation study set to answer 

the following questions: 1) To what extent does an empirically validated assessment (FA) 

facilitate seeking the sources of automatic reinforcement via physiological outcomes; 2) To 
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what degree can physiological measures help to differentiate between automatic positive and 

negative reinforcement?; and 3)  How do outcomes of the functional and physiological 

assessments assist in determining interventions that replace maladaptive behavior maintained by 

automatic reinforcement via matching the stimulation gained or attenuated by the targeted 

behavior? 

The research questions relate to the gaps in knowledge identified by the results of this 

literature review.  The first gap is in the lack of systematic assessment of automatic 

reinforcement that expands from overt measures of behavior.  A handful of researchers have 

suggested, and used, physiological measures to help elucidate the sources of automatic 

reinforcement (e.g., Barrera, Violo, & Graver, 2007; Chok & Koesler, 2013; Hall, Hammond, & 

Hustyi, 2013; Jennett, Hagopian, & Beaulieu, 2011; Romanczyk and Gillis, 2006).  The studies 

in this area have not empirically compared differences between socially- versus automatic 

sources of reinforcement.  The present study addressed this gap in our knowledge by comparing 

physiological responses (i.e., heart rate) on empirically proven automatically reinforced 

behaviors and comparing it to socially-mediated behavior when possible (for behaviors that 

were socially-mediated when a non-social function was hypothesized).  Specifically, this 

investigation sought to determine whether physiological measures can be used to differentiate 

sources of non-socially mediated behaviors when assessed via functional analysis procedures.  

It was hypothesized that non-social mediated behaviors produce significant changes in 

physiological outcomes compared to the social mediated behaviors and that nonsocial-mediated 

behaviors have differentiated physiological outcomes for automatic positive and automatic 

negative reinforcement.  
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Furthermore, this study sought to add to the limited number of studies using 

physiological responses for automatically reinforced behaviors.  The limited number of studies 

in this area have not permitted conclusions to be drawn in this area of assessment.  

Physiological measures will be used to address this by researching whether automatically 

reinforced behaviors produce increases or decreases in arousal level.  It is hypothesized that 

heart rate will increase upon engaging in the target behaviors maintained via automatic positive 

reinforcement and that heart rate will decrease for behaviors that are maintained by automatic 

negative reinforcement.  This hypothesis is based on the operant/respondent model of arousal 

and arousal modulation theory. 

Finally, this study sought to assess whether the outcomes of the assessment protocols 

help to determine an intervention that replaces maladaptive behavior maintained by automatic 

reinforcement by matching the stimulation gained or attenuated by the aberrant behaviors.  It is 

hypothesized that matched physiological stimulation will produce higher reductions in problem 

behavior compared to the unmatched physiological stimulation.  If sources of automatic 

reinforcement were better identified, more effective and efficient interventions can be available.   

Summary 

Automatic reinforced behaviors are idiosyncratic in nature as participants differentially 

respond to interventions (Chung & Cannella-Malone, 2010).  Considering this, more research 

needs to be conducted to better understand automatic reinforcement and its sources.  There has 

been much research assessing and intervening on these types of behaviors, but they remain one 

of the most difficult behaviors to treat.   
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

 This chapter describes how the study will be conducted in order to answer the research 

questions regarding the mechanisms underlying automatic reinforcement.  Specifically, the 

procedures involving the recruitment of participants, conducting the research design and 

protocols, data collection and analysis, and data management plan are outlined in this chapter.  

The specifics of each protocol from both phases of the study, and why they were included, is 

described throughout this chapter.  Additionally, outcomes of interobserver agreement and 

procedural integrity data are provided for the habituation, functional analysis, and treatment 

analysis procedures for each of the participants.       

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

This dissertation sought to answer the following research questions: 1) To what extent 

does an empirically validated assessment (FA) facilitate seeking the sources of automatic 

reinforcement via physiological outcomes; 2) To what degree can physiological measures help 

to differentiate between automatic positive and negative reinforcement?; and 3)  How do 

outcomes of the functional and physiological assessments assist in determining interventions 

that replace maladaptive behavior maintained by automatic reinforcement via matching the 

stimulation gained or attenuated by the targeted behavior? 

It was hypothesized that functional analyses could facilitate seeking sources of 

automatic reinforcement when using physiological measures.  It was also hypothesized that 

nonsocial-mediated behaviors have differentiated physiological outcomes for automatic positive 

and automatic negative reinforcement.  In regard to the treatment analysis, it was hypothesized 
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that matched physiological stimulation resulted in higher reductions in problem behavior 

compared to the unmatched physiological stimulation.   

Rationale 

This study sought to add to the empirical basis for differentiating operant psychology 

principles of automatic positive and negative reinforcement, as well as, assessing the role that 

respondent conditioning plays in maladaptive behaviors (i.e., the extent to which sensory 

stimulation affects targeted behaviors – whether stimulation is gained or ameliorated).  

Additionally, individuals affected by autism, particularly those with communication deficits, 

may benefit from interventions that more effectively treat the effects of their condition.  

Therefore, this research was conducted in an effort to potentially enhance the current 

assessment strategies and design of interventions to address aberrant behaviors associated with 

autism spectrum disorders by examining the influence of specific physiological measures on the 

efficacy of current assessment and treatment protocols.   

Data Sources 

 The data were collected by the investigator and a research assistant in the facility in 

which the participants received Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) therapy (center or home).  

The primary investigator is a Board Certified Behavior Analysist (BCBA) and Licensed 

Behavior Analyst (LBA) with over nine years of professional experience working with 

individuals with autism and other developmental disabilities.  The assistant was a BCBA/LBA 

with 15 years of experience working with individuals with developmental disabilities and 

psychiatric diagnoses.   
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Participants 

Prior to conducting this study, all procedures were reviewed and approved by the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas (refer to 

appendix A for approval letter).  Parental consent and participant assent were obtained (see 

appendix C) to conduct the study and collect physiological measures. The study was conducted 

in the home or clinical setting that permitted the experimental conditions to take place as 

described below.  

Recruitment 

A recruitment letter (see Appendix B) was sent to local agencies that provide treatment 

and/or services for individuals with autism in a major city in the southwest region of the United 

States.  The letter described the purpose of the study and a request for interested caregivers or 

service providers contact the investigator.  The investigator met with interested individuals to 

outline the details of the study and address any issues or concerns and review the caregiver 

consent and child/adolescent assent forms. 

Free consultative services by the primary investigator (certified behavior analyst) were 

offered as incentive for participation in the study for up to two months follow-up for the 

interventions recommended for the study for both current and recruited individuals who chose 

to participate in the study.  The services were available at the end of the study based on 

caregiver concerns and/or follow-up on the intervention recommendations based on the 

treatment analysis outcomes.  Additionally, a $25 Visa gift card was provided as incentive for 

participation upon the conclusion of the study (funds for the gift cards were provided by the 

primary investigator).  
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Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

Children and adolescents from three to 21 years of age were recruited for this study with 

no medical illnesses that may affect heart rate or other physiological responses (seizure 

disorders, irritable bowel syndrome, etc.) at the time of the study. Additionally, none of the 

participants had existing tissue damage that could affect responses resulting in a potential 

confounding variable.  The medical status of the participants was based on the responses to 

recruitment questions during the initial parent meeting.  Areas of the body impacted by the 

repetitive behavior were visually inspected by the investigators to assure that the skin was not 

broken and to assure that there was no current tissue damage such as bruising.  Children and 

adolescents taking psychotropic medications were included in the study, if their medication 

regimen had not changed immediately before the study (within two weeks) or during the course 

of the study in order to avoid interactions with the physiological measures or affect the 

outcomes.  

Characteristics of Participants 

There were five individuals who participated in this study.  Due to the complexities of 

aberrant behavior of individuals with long histories of reinforcement, the participants for this 

study only included children and adolescents (recruitment included participants between the 

ages of three to 21 years of age).  Moreover, intervention on children and adolescents may 

prevent more challenging and complex behaviors from developing as they get older.  All the 

participant characteristic information was collected via record review (for Luke, Michael, Sean) 

and parent report (for Bruce and Barry).  Additionally, all names are pseudonyms to protect the 

identity of the participants.  
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Luke was a 10 year, 9-month-old African American male diagnosed with autism and 

speech/language disorder by a developmental pediatrician at the age of two.  He received 

center-based ABA services for approximately five years at the onset of the study.  At the time of 

the study, he received 15.5 hours of therapy per week by a registered behavior technician 

(RBT).  He was not on a medication regiment during this study. The target behavior for this 

participant was self-licking behaviors which were reported to be of concern by his ABA service 

provider and caregiver.  The operational definition of this target behavior was determined by 

therapist interviews and direct observation (refer below for the operational definition).  This 

participant does not engage in vocal language and uses an augmentative communication device 

to make one-word mands for preferred items as determined by his Speech Language Pathalogist 

(SLP).  The study took place at his current ABA outpatient treatment facility in a room 

containing one bookshelf, a table, and two chairs.    

Michael was a 7 year, 1-month old African American male who was diagnosed with 

autism and speech/language disorder by a developmental pediatrician at the age of two  He 

received center-based ABA services from an ABA company for three years prior to the study.  

At the time of the study, he received four hours of therapy per week by a registered behavior 

technician (RBT).  He was not on a medication regiment.  The target behavior for this 

participant was vocal stereotypy which were reported to be of concern by his ABA service 

provider and caregiver.  The operational definition of this target behavior was determined by 

therapist interviews and direct observation (refer below for the operational definition).  This 

participant does not engage in vocal language and uses an augmentative communication device 

to make one-word mands for preferred items as determined by his SLP.  The procedure took 
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place at his current ABA outpatient treatment facility in a room containing one bookshelf, a 

table, and two chairs.   

Sean was a 6 year, 3-month old Caucasian male who was diagnosed with autism and 

apraxia by a developmental pediatrician at the age of four.  He received a combination of home 

and center-based ABA services for the 15 months prior to the study.  At the time of the study, 

he received 15 hours of therapy per week by a registered behavior technician (RBT).  He was 

not on a medication regiment at the time of the study.  The target behavior for this participant 

was vocal stereotypy which were reported to be of concern by his ABA service provider and 

caregiver.  The operational definition of this target behavior was determined by therapist 

interviews and direct observation (refer below for the operational definition).  This participant 

does not engage in vocal language and uses an augmentative communication device to make 

one-word mands for preferred items as determined by his SLP.  The procedure took place at his 

current ABA outpatient treatment facility in a room containing one bookshelf, a table, and two 

chairs.   

Bruce was an 8 year, 6-month old Caucasian male with no history of receiving ABA 

services but received art therapy at the time of the study.  He was diagnosed with autism on at 8 

years, 3 months of age.  He was on a medication regiment that consisted of 5mg of Ritalin to 

help him with focus and which appeared to decrease the challenging behavior.  The target 

behavior for this participant was clapping stereotypy (see below for operational definition) 

which was reported as a behavior of concern by his art therapist.  He had conversational 

language skills appropriate for his age. The procedure took place in his room and living room at 

his residence.     
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Barry was a 5 year, 1-month old Caucasian male who was diagnosed with autism by a 

developmental pediatrician at four years of age.  He received home-based ABA services for 

eight months prior to the study.  At the time of the study, he received 25 hours of therapy per 

week by a registered behavior technician (RBT).  He was not on a medication regiment.  The 

target behavior for this participant was insistence on sameness which was reported to be of 

concern by his ABA therapist and caregiver.  He had conversational language skills appropriate 

for his age.  The study took place at his current ABA treatment setting located in a room at his 

residence containing a bed, book shelf, dresser, nightstand, and chest.    

Five participants were recruited for the study, but only two participants met the criteria 

for completing the research (Luke and Barry). Two participants did not habituate to the vest 

(Michael and Sean) and another participant no longer exhibited the problem behavior upon the 

onset of the study (Bruce). Refer to Table 3.1 for a summary of the participants’ characteristics. 

Table 3.1 Participant Characteristics 

Name Age Sex Race 

Type of 

Repetitive 

Behavior 

Diagnosis 
Language  

Skill Level 

Medication 

Regimen 

Luke 

 

10.8 Male African 

American 

 

Mouthing ASD & SLD* 

 

One-word mands 

w/ACD** 

None 

Michael 

 

7.1 Male African 

American 

 

Vocal ASD & SLD* 

 

One-word mands 

w/ACD** 

None 

Sean 

 

 

6.3 Male Caucasian Vocal 

 

ASD & 

Apraxia 

One-word mands 

w/ACD** 

None 

Bruce 

 

 

8.5 Male Caucasian Motor 

 

ASD Vocal & 

Conversational 

5mg Ritalin 

Barry 

 

5.1 Male Caucasian Rigidity ASD Vocal & 

Conversational 

None 

*Speech/Language Disorder 

**Augmentative Communication Device (ACD) 
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Procedures  

The study contained two phases with various protocols.  Phase I consisted of an 

interview with the caregivers to determine potential function(s) of the problem behavior and to 

aid with the protocol specifics of the FA (e.g., the type of materials to be used, the conditions 

necessary, defining the problem behavior, etc.).  The formal interview used was the 

Questionnaire About Behavioral Functions (QABF).  A preference assessment was conducted to 

determine the reinforcers to be used during the functional analysis (FA).  In addition, a 

habituation procedure was conducted to assess the participants’ tolerance to wearing the vest for 

the collection of physiological measures prior to conducting the FA.  The last protocol of phase 

one was a FA using physiological measures.  Phase II consisted of a reinforcer assessment and 

treatment analysis with physiological measures on both to match physiological outcomes of the 

aberrant behavior during the treatment analysis.  Figure 3.1 represents the general experimental 

design. 

 
Figure 3.1 Flowchart of the general experimental design. 
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Independent and Dependent Variables 

The variables assessed during the FAs include the establishing operations (EOs) and 

consequences per condition as the independent variable and their effect on the targeted behavior 

(dependent variable).  That is, the condition that resulted in the highest rate of problem behavior 

determined the function (i.e., why the behavior occurred – social and nonsocial outcomes).  

Each condition is characterized by environmental variables that set the event for (i.e., 

establishing operations) the participant to engage in the target behavior according to function.  

Multi-element design is the single-subject design used for this study and most FAs given its 

ability to test for stimulus discrimination (differentiation in response rate based on the stimulus 

presented; see below for specifics).  For example, multi-element design allows for various 

conditions (i.e., control, attention, tangible, play, demand) to be presented in a rapidly 

alternating sequence regardless of the level of the target behavior and the differences in 

responding are credited to the effect of the conditions (Cooper et al., 2007).  

In addition, physiological measures were taken during the FA to assess heart rate and 

activity level (dependent variables) to determine whether there was a differential physiological 

response between social and nonsocial behaviors (independent variables) if social functions 

were found, and if there is differential physiological responding within non-socially mediated 

behaviors.  For instance, it was observed whether engaging in social or nonsocial behaviors 

resulted in different heart rate levels.  Also, it was observed whether there was a difference in 

physiology depending on whether stimulation was added or removed for non-socially mediated 

behaviors.   

During the treatment analysis, the independent variable was based on the assessment 

outcomes to address automatically reinforced behaviors (dependent variable).  That is, the 
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physiological effects of engaging in the problem behavior will be matched with a more 

appropriate behavior that produces the same physiological outcomes (i.e., lower or higher heart 

rate).  Physical activity data were collected to address this measure as a potential confounder 

effect of movement on heartrate.  Matched and non-matched interventions were assessed using 

an alternating treatment design during the treatment analysis. Alternating treatment design were 

used to compare interventions (see below for details of the design). This design was chosen 

because it enables the evaluation of the interventions based on the rapid changes of stimuli per 

condition like described for multi-element design.   

Response Measurement, Interobserver Agreement, Procedural Integrity  

Luke engaged in self-licking behavior defined as any instance in which he makes 

contact between any part of either hand and his tongue, typically followed by contact with 

another part of his body (e.g, forehead, arm, legs, etc.). A second rater collected data for 30% of 

the recorded functional analysis sessions for Luke.  It was determined that the inter-observer 

agreement (IOA) was 89% by calculating the agreements/agreements + disagreements x 100.  

Procedural integrity (PI) was also collected by a second rater for 30% of the sessions from the 

functional analysis recording (refer to the PI procedure protocol outlined at the end of this 

section).  It was determined that implementation integrity was 98% as calculated by the total 

correct procedures / total # of opportunities x 100.  IOA data and PI data were collected using 

the same calculations as used for the FA for 30% of the sessions.  The IOA for the treatment 

analysis was 98% and the PI resulted in 90% fidelity across the NCR protocol.  Correct 

implementation of the treatment analysis protocol involved whether the primary observer 

presented the correct SD and if prompts were provided within 5 seconds of nonengagement.  

Habituation IOA and PI were determined by the same calculations as the functional analysis and 
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treatment analysis.  The video was observed by a second observer for 100% of the habituation 

protocol.  The IOA for the habituation protocol was 100% and the PI was 100%.  Correct 

implementation of the habitation protocol involved whether the primary observer presented the 

opportunity for the participant to engage in each step of the procedure (look, touch, manipulate, 

wear, and adjust).   

Michael engaged in vocalizations defined as any instance in which he made high pitched 

“eeeee” noises.  Each episode of humming was separated by three seconds of nonoccurrence.  

This participant did not continue the study due to vest tolerance and was dismissed from the 

study when the FA was attempted, therefore there is no IOA or PI data to report for the 

functional assessment procedures.  The video was observed by a second observer for 100% of 

the habituation protocol.  Habituation IOA was calculated by using the following formula: 

agreements/agreements + disagreements x 100.  The IOA for the habituation protocol was 80%.   

PI was calculated using the following formula: total correct procedures / total # of opportunities 

x 100 and it resulted in 100%.  Correct implementation of the habitation protocol involved 

whether the primary observer presented the opportunity for the participant to engage in each 

step of the procedure (look, touch, manipulate, wear, and adjust).   

Sean engaged in vocalizations defined as any instance in which he made humming 

noises.  Each episode of vocalization was separated by three seconds of nonoccurrence.  This 

participant did not continue the study due to vest tolerance and was dismissed from the study 

when the FA was attempted, therefore there is no IOA or PI data to report for the functional 

assessment procedures.  The video was observed by a second observer for 100% of the 

habituation protocol.  Habituation IOA was calculated by using the following formula: 

agreements/agreements + disagreements x 100.  The IOA for the habituation protocol was 
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100%.   PI was calculated using the following formula: total correct procedures / total # of 

opportunities x 100 and it resulted in 100%.  Correct implementation of the habitation protocol 

involved whether the primary observer presented the opportunity for the participant to engage in 

each step of the procedure (look, touch, manipulate, wear, and adjust).   

Bruce engaged in motor stereotypy defined as any instance in which he engaged 

clapping his hands by making palm to palm contact.  Each episode of clapping was separated by 

five seconds of nonoccurrence.  This participant did not continue the study due to decreased 

levels of problem behavior and was dismissed from the study after the habituation procedure, 

therefore there is no IOA or PI data to report for the functional assessment procedures.  The 

video was observed by a second observer for 100% of the habituation protocol.  Habituation 

IOA was calculated by using the following formula: agreements/agreements + disagreements x 

100.  The IOA for the habituation protocol was 100%.   PI was calculated using the following 

formula: total correct procedures / total # of opportunities x 100 and it resulted in 100%.  

Correct implementation of the habitation protocol involved whether the primary observer 

presented the opportunity for the participant to engage in each step of the procedure (look, 

touch, manipulate, wear, and adjust).   

Barry engaged in high-order problem behavior (insistence in sameness) defined as any 

instance in which he engaged in rigid behavior involving ritualized patterns, including rigid play 

with items or positioning of items in particular and rigid ways (e.g., repetitive play with marble 

tower with specific positioning of piece, spinning only one particular color of disc down, 

placing certain toys in a particular area, etc.).  The onset and offset of the behavior was 

determined by the first step of the ritual (touching the object) until the ritualistic pattern was 

completed (e.g., arranging particular items a certain way before he played with them).  A second 
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rater collected data for 30% of the recorded functional analysis sessions for Barry.  It was 

determined that the inter-observer agreement (IOA) was 100% by calculating the 

agreements/agreements + disagreements x 100.  Procedural integrity (PI) data were also 

collected by a second rater for 30% of the sessions from the functional analysis recording (refer 

to the PI procedure protocol outlined at the end of this section).  It was determined that 

implementation integrity was 94% as calculated by the total correct procedures / total # of 

opportunities x 100.  IOA data and PI data were collected using the same calculations as used 

for the TA for 30% of the sessions for the treatment analysis.  The IOA for the treatment 

analysis was 100% and the PI resulted in 100% fidelity across the NCR protocol.  Correct 

implementation of the treatment analysis protocol involved whether the primary observer 

presented the correct SD and if prompts were provided within five seconds of nonengagement.  

Habituation IOA and PI were determined by the same calculations as the functional analysis and 

treatment analysis.  The video was observed by a second observer for 100% of the habituation 

protocol.  The IOA for the habituation protocol was 80% and the PI was 100%.  Correct 

implementation of the habitation protocol involved whether the primary observer presented the 

opportunity for the participant to engage in each step of the procedure (look, touch, manipulate, 

wear, and adjust).   

Procedural integrity procedures were similar to Lloyd et al. (2015). Percentages of 

fidelity were calculated per trial as per the number of correct responses by the number of 

planned components, multiplied by 100.  Codes for each antecedent and consequent responses 

designated for each of the conditions of the FA were analyzed for integrity of implementation.  

The following steps were followed to assure procedural integrity (refer to the appendix C for the 

procedural integrity checklist used): 
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1. An observer recorded the presence or absence code of each possible EO to ensure 

only the planned EO was in place per condition.   

2. The presence or absence code of each possible reinforcer was recorded to ensure 

only planned reinforcer was in place. 

3. The correct consequence per condition was presented within 3 seconds of the 

occurrence of the target behavior.  

Explicitly, the codes used for the procedural integrity will reflect the following 

specifications per condition (Patel, Carr, Robles, & Eastridge, 2000): 

1. Alone/Ignore/No-interaction: Recording any interactions by the participant and 

implementer.  This condition is characterized by providing a barren environment (no 

attention, demands, activities/items, or attention) as the EO and with no programmed 

consequences for problem behavior.  

2. Attention: The EO is characterized as withholding attention in the absence of the 

target behavior. Recording the number of times attention was provided contingent on 

problem behavior within 3 seconds as the consequence.  

3. Demand: The EO is characterized as providing demands in the absence of the target 

behavior. Recording the number of times contingent escape for problem behavior 

was allowed within 3 seconds. 

4. Control/Play: Recording of whether (or not) the implementer provided attention 

within 3 seconds of the fixed-time schedule. This condition is characterized by 

continuous availability of leisure activities, attention, absence of demands, and 

absence of programmed consequences for problem behavior (Van Camp et al., 

2000). 
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Recording Technique  

The data recording technique was determined at the onset of each assessment based on 

the specific target behavior assessed.  Based on this information, the data collection technique 

that best suited the topography of the response was chosen (e.g., rate, duration, latency, inter-

response time). Frequency data were collected for both participants throughout the study since 

the target behaviors had a clear onset and offset. The data were collected on a portable computer 

with software with video capabilities. Each assessment area had a video camera in which 

images were projected to the portable computer. Refer to the Apparatus and Physiological 

Response Measurement Procedures section for the software and hardware specifications and for 

physiological measurement equipment.   

Research Design 

Single-subject design in which the participant serves as its own control was used to 

evaluate assessment and treatment evaluation outcomes. This type of design helps to assess and 

change the behavior of individuals (versus assessing group behavior).  Specifically, a variation 

of an alternating treatments design was used during the functional analysis (i.e., multi-element 

design) and an alternating treatment design was used for the treatment analysis. This 

experimental design enables a comparison of different conditions by rapidly alternating their 

presentation independent on level of responding (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007).  Explicitly, 

each alternative sequence of the treatment analysis contains at least five repetitions to 

demonstrate a treatment effect (Kratochwill, Hitchcock, Horner, Levin, Odom, Rindskopf, & 

Shadish, 2013). The assessment alternating treatment design involved the comparison of at least 

4 conditions (i.e., alone/ignore, attention, demand, play).  For the treatment analysis, one 

baseline condition with at least five data points were conducted. The baseline phase data were 
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the same as the alone/ignore condition from the functional analysis followed by two alternating 

treatments with at least five data points per intervention conducted in a randomized manner 

during the second phase. A final phase was used to demonstrate the maintenance of the most 

effective intervention when applicable (not applicable in this study).   

Given that treatment outcomes of targeted behaviors are affected by the severity, 

topography, and/or function, each treatment was individualized per participant to address each 

of their specific needs while keeping the protocol consistent to ensure validity and reliability of 

the protocol being tested.  That is, each participant had specific reinforcers based on the 

physiological outcomes, but all participants received the same intervention (i.e., matched NCR; 

see below for details).   

Phase I Protocols 

Questions About Behavioral Function (QABF).  The QABF is a questionnaire 

designed to gain information regarding possible functions of behavior (why the behavior 

occurs) (Matson & Boijoli, 2007).  This procedure was included to answer Question #1 in 

determining the extent in which an empirically validated assessment (FA) facilitates finding the 

sources of automatic reinforcement as measured by physiological assessments.  That is, the 

QABF was used to gather specific data highlighting the probable sources of reinforcement, and 

the conditions in which they occur, in order to run the FA and measure physiological activity.  

The QABF uses a Likert-scale ranging from the target behavior occurring never, rarely, 

sometimes, and often to determine if the problem behaviors occur during attention, escape, non-

social, physical, or tangible situations.  Caregivers provided the answers for the questionnaire 

after consent to participate in the research was given.   
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Preference Assessments.  A stimulus preference assessment based on the individual’s 

skill level was conducted to determine what items were preferred by the participants to use as 

part of the tangible, play, and attention conditions of the FA.  This protocol was used to answer 

Question #1 to determine the extent in which the FA helped to assess the functions of the target 

behaviors (i.e., finding the sources of reinforcement).  A free-operant preference assessment and 

a paired stimulus preference assessment were chosen for Luke and Barry, respectively.  A free-

operant preference assessment involves continuous access to multiple items in which the 

participant can engage with other items while duration of engagement is recorded (Roane, 

Vollmer, Rihgdahl & Marcus, 1998).  The paired-choice preference assessment allows the 

participant to choose between two items presented concurrently and randomly counter-balanced 

to avoid side-bias (Fisher, Piazza, Bowman, Hagopian, Owens, & Slevin, 1992).   

Habituation.  The habituation procedure was used to assess the participants’ tolerance 

to wearing the vest for the collection of physiological measures.  The habituation protocol 

involved a repeated presentation procedure to decrease possible sensitivity to the vest 

(Thompson & Spencer, 1966).  This protocol was included to facilitate the collection of 

physiological data to answer Research Questions #1, #2, and #3.  Specifically, the habituation 

protocol was a tool to sensitize the participants to the vest, allowing the collection of 

physiological data.  This helped to address the degree in which physiological measures help 

differentiate between social and nonsocial behaviors and how the outcomes assist in treatment 

development.   

The participants wore the device for one hour within one day of the assessment or until 

habituation of the equipment occurred.  The habituation process entailed putting the vest 

comfortably under the participant’s shirt and around the torso area like a snug shirt.  Behavioral 
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momentum was used prior to the instructions to wear the vest (e.g., easy and fun tasks will be 

asked right before the instructions to put on the vest).  If the participant wore the vest without 

any signs of distress (crying, screaming, etc.), the participant wore it for up to one hour to 

approximate an average assessment session or as soon of signs of habituation occurred (did not 

touch, talk about, or made gestures of discomfort (e.g., wiggles or squirms).  If the participant 

cried or screamed when the caregiver and investigators attempted to put it on, the participant did 

not wear the vest.  Two more attempts were made to try on the vest, but if the participant did not 

allow for the vest to be put on, they did not participate in the experiment.  If the participant 

initially allowed the vest to be put on, but then attempted to take it off, the vest was taken off 

and the procedure was attempted two more times.  If the participant attempted to take off the 

vest within the habituation or at any point of the study, the participant did not participate in the 

experiment.  If the participant did not habituate to the vest, that participant did not participate in 

the study to avoid confounds due to arousal from refusal (i.e., attempts to remove and 

demonstrates atypical demeanor).  Protocol data were collected for the habituation procedure for 

five participants.  The protocol steps were whether the participant willingly looked, touched, 

manipulated, decorated, wore, and allowed for adjustment of the vest.    

Experimental Functional Analysis.  The functional analysis was used to answer 

Research Questions #1 and #2 in which the function of the problem behavior was used to 

facilitate finding the sources of automatic reinforcement as measured by physiological 

assessments.  This was necessary to compare the physiological data with the functions of 

behavior as determined by this empirically validated assessment (i.e., FA).   

The FA conditions occurred in the following order to maximize the motivating 

operations for the targeted behavior across experimental conditions: 1) No interaction, 2) 
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attention, 3) play, 4) demand (Hammond, Iwata, Rooker, Fritz, & Bloom, 2013).  The type of 

functional analysis was chosen based on the participant’s characteristics based on 

developmental level, behavior type and conditions, etc.  The experimenter wore a distinct color 

of shirt per condition to serve as discriminative stimuli throughout the functional analysis (i.e., 

red for ignore, yellow for attention, green for play, and blue for demand).  The Functional 

Analysis used were a brief functional analysis (10-minute sessions) and a trial-based FA (2 

minutes per trial) for Luke and Barry, respectively. The brief FA consisted of 10-minute 

sessions per condition until consistent patterns of responding occurred.  Frequency data were 

collected throughout each 10-minute session for all conditions.  For the trial-based FA, a two-

minute control trial was conducted prior to each of the two-minute test conditions until 

consistent patterns of the target behavior emerged.  Each trial was terminated when the problem 

behavior occurred for the test conditions and a new trial was conducted only when there had not 

been problem behaviors for a period of two minutes.  Table 3.1 describes each of the conditions 

that were assessed during the study.  The tangible condition was not conducted since it was not 

hypothesized to play a role in the function of the targeted behavior and in order to avoid false 

positive outcomes (Rooker, Iwata, Harper, Fahmie, & Camp, 2011). 

Table 3.2 Brief Summary of functional analysis procedures by condition. 

Condition Antecedent (EO Present) Consequence of Targeted 

Behavior 

Attention 

 

Diverted attention Behavior-specific attention 

Escape 

 

Difficult task presentation Removal of task 

Tangible 

 

Restricted access to preferred items Delivery of preferred items 

Alone/Ignore Student is alone or behavior is ignored 

with no tangibles 

No planned consequences for 

targeted behavior 

 

Control/Play 

 

Continuous access to preferred items, 

attention, and no demands 

 

No planned consequences for 

targeted behavior 
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Plans were made to terminate the assessment at any point in which the participant 

engaged in severe intensity or levels of self-injurious behavior, which may require medical 

attention. Criteria was set per participant based on individual needs prior to the onset of the 

assessment. Examples of injury that would merit assessment termination included but were not 

limited to: skin laceration that produces prolific bleeding, a high rate of forceful head hitting or 

banging (e.g., higher than 3 forceful consecutive head bangs), sustained pain from injury (pain 

from lump, hard bruising, etc.). Termination was not necessary throughout this study given that 

none of the participants engaged in dangerous behaviors.  

Phase II Protocols 

Reinforcer Assessment. Prior to the treatment analysis, a reinforcer assessment was 

conducted using items from the stimulus preference assessment or other hypothesized items that 

matched the problem behavior were utilized to determine what items increased the future 

probability of the replacement behavior (i.e., item engagement in the absence of problem 

behavior).  This protocol was included to answer Research Question #3 which focused on 

determining how the outcomes of the physiological data collected during the reinforcer 

assessment assisted in determining interventions for the treatment analysis Fisher et al., 1992).  

Specifically, replacement behaviors were assessed for the treatment of maladaptive behavior 

maintained by automatic reinforcement via matching the stimulation gained or attenuated by the 

targeted behavior.  

The researcher selected a task that is in the participant’s repertoire, but that was newly 

acquired or relatively difficult (making a choice for Luke and fine motor imitation and 

instructions for Barry). The participant was given a choice of the top three most preferred 

potential reinforcers to assess which of the items increases the probability of engaging in the 
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non-preferred task.  Each of the potential reinforcers were presented upon engaging in the task 

during 10 trials.  The participant could engage with the item for ten seconds per correct 

response.  This procedure was conducted with both participants.   

Luke had limited interests and was only observed interacting with a bin half-filled with 

rice during the preference assessment.  The bin contained objects to play with the rice such as 

shovels and cups.  During the reinforcer assessment, two hypothesized items that potentially 

matched the sensory input of the problem behavior (e.g., licking) were compared with the rice.  

The items were ointments that he could spread on his skin via different applicators (one with a 

sponge and another was a spray).   

For Barry, three hypothesized items that potentially matched the sensory input of the 

problem behavior (e.g., insistence in sameness) were compared.  Initially, a Fisher-Price Think 

& Learn Code-a-Pillar, fidget spinners, and the Fat Brain Toy SpinAgain®.  The fidget spinners 

had previously been associated with the rigid behavior if he only chose to play with a certain 

spinner and the SpinAgain® had been associated with repetitive behavior but the necessary 

component to engage in the problem behavior required response effort to engage in the problem 

behavior (the particular size and color was not readily available).  Only items that were 

associated with the problem behavior were chosen during the reinforcer assessment, so a second 

reinforcer assessment was conducted with items that were not previously associated with the 

repetitive behavior. For this reinforcer assessment, three items that were chosen were toys that 

could be arranged in various patterns.  For this participant, the items were Magnetic Match 

Rings®, Lakeshore Geometry Light-Up Activity Center®, and Fisher-Price Think & Learn 

Code-a-Pillar.  Barry did not demonstrate preference for any of the pattern toys available, so the 

reinforcer assessment was modified to provide the original items that he engaged in repetitive 
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behavior, except for the components necessary to engage in the repetitive behavior (e.g., marble 

tower and the Spin Again® toys without the specific tube and disc that he persisted on, 

respectively) and the Magnetic Match Rings® (because he had commented on that toy during 

that session). The toys and items associated with the problem behavior were also present in the 

room, of which he could request for during item engagement to determine if problem behavior 

was chosen over the item requested.   

The items were ranked based on the calculated percentages for each of the stimuli 

assessed (# of times the item was selected / # of times it was presented x 100).  Additionally, 

each item engagement was assessed to determine which produced matched or unmatched 

physiological responses in the reinforcer assessment based on the ten seconds of item 

engagement (i.e., level of arousal within the ten seconds of item engagement). The reinforcer 

that produced matched physiological outcomes with highest level of engagement and lowest 

problem behavior were utilized during the treatment analysis procedure for Luke and the items 

that were not used to engage in problem behavior were chosen for Barry (Magnetic Match 

Rings®, Lakeshore Geometry Light-Up Activity Center®). Refer to Appendix E for the 

reinforcer assessment data collection sheet. 

Treatment Analysis.  This protocol was conducted to answer Question #3 which 

focused on using the outcomes of the functional and physiological assessments to assist in 

determining interventions that replace maladaptive behavior maintained by automatic 

reinforcement.  Specifically, replacement behaviors that matched the physiological outcomes 

were assessed for the treatment of maladaptive behavior maintained by automatic 

reinforcement. 
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Item engagement that produced the same and different physiological effects (i.e., 

matched and unmatched) were available for each individual in an alternating treatments design 

during the treatment analysis using three phases when applicable: 1) baseline, 2) alternating 

treatments of matched treatment versus unmatched treatment, 3) most effective treatment if 

there was a matched effective treatment.  Most effective treatment refers to the stimuli that 

produced matched physiological effects (e.g.., lower or higher heart rate) and engagement 

without the target behavior during the functional analysis and reinforcer assessment.  

Noncontingent access (Non-contingent reinforcement; NCR) to the items from the reinforcer 

assessment were available in an alternating treatments design for each matched and unmatched 

item.  That is, each a treatment analysis session or trial (based on the FA conducted) was 

randomly presented per participant.  Item engagement was prompted using a three-step guided 

procedure (i.e., instruction followed by gesture, followed by physical guidance with three 

seconds to respond at each prompt level) each time the individual did not manipulate the item 

for more than five consecutive seconds (this is not expected to occur since the items will be 

preferred as per the preference assessment).  The rub (sponge) ointment was compared with the 

rice and the Magnetic Match Rings® and Lakeshore Geometry Light-Up Activity Center® were 

compared for Luke and Barry, respectively.  It was hypothesized that the physiologically 

matched procedures would produce lower rates of the problem behavior.   

 In conclusion, one preference assessment was conducted prior to the functional analysis 

and a reinforcer assessment was conducted prior to the treatment analysis.  The preference 

assessment and reinforcer assessment were necessary components to assure that the appropriate 

stimuli were selected to determine the function of the target behavior (preference assessment) 

and that the stimuli used during the treatment analysis effectively competed with the problem 
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behavior (reinforcer assessment).  The physiological measures were collected during the 

functional analysis, reinforcer assessment, and the treatment analysis to assure that the stimuli 

used in the NCR procedure (i.e., treatment) matched the physiological outcomes from the 

assessments. No other procedures were utilized during this investigation (e.g., medications, 

TENS, biological interventions, restraint procedures, ERP, habit reversals, or any punishment 

procedures).  

Apparatus and Physiological Response Measurement Procedures 

Data collection using physiological measures were included to answer Research 

Question #2 in determining the physiological sources of automatic reinforcement (i.e., patterns 

associated with positive or negative automatic reinforcement).  Additionally, physiological data 

collection was used to answer Question #3 in determining interventions that replace 

maladaptive behavior.  

Prior to the study, the experimenter received ongoing consultation from the apparatus 

manufacturer (Equivital®).  The training involved explaining product characteristics and its 

uses, technique for wearing and adjusting the vest appropriately, and how to organize and 

interpret the data based on the accompanied software.  The participants wore an Equivital® vest 

under their shirt throughout the assessment and treatment analysis conditions. The EQ02+ 

LifeMonitor (Equivital) comes with FDA medical certificates (FDA Device Classification Class 

II; Devise Safety EN60601-1 Classification) with a breathable elastic vest with three ECG 

electrodes (Agnieszka, Nowak, Grabiec, Paszkuta, Tajstra, & Wojciechowska, 2017; see 

appendix D for additional product specifications).  Validity (mean difference=1.2BPM, r = 

0.98) and reliability (mean difference=-0.8BPM, CV=3.8%, ICC=0.99) of the Equivital yield 

clinical acceptable outcomes when compared to a standard device (Liu, Zhu, Wang, Ye, & Li, 
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2013).  The Equivital was used in this investigation because it collects all the data needed with 

only one device.  Previous studies require multiple devices placed on the individual to obtain all 

the physiological data.  With the Equivital, one device collects all the information needed, 

making it a more comfortable equipment to use for the participant.  Additionally, the vest only 

has sensors that collect nonintrusive physiological data from the participant (i.e., data were only 

collected from the surface of the skin by sensors and does not collect any tissue or fluids from 

the participant).  One vest was adjusted with Velcro sewn on the material for one participant to 

ensure accurate measurement since the participant was smaller than the smallest Equivital vest 

size (Barry).  

The Equivital Manager software was used to synchronize all physiological data 

(Equivital, 2017).  The Equivital Manager is a software application for viewing, downloading, 

and splicing SEM status information and files. The software pairs with the Equivital Bluetooth 

for extracting data to excel or CSV files.  All software is compatible with Windows operating 

systems. A Hewlett Packard (HP) portable computer will be used for data collection purposes 

(technical specifications: HP Envy™ x360 Convertible 15-bp1xx, Intel Core I7-855OU).  See 

appendix for all product specifications and training material.  

In order to synchronize the behavioral and the physiological data, each assessment and 

treatment were recorded using a video camera (Logitech HD Webcam C615; HD 1080p).  The 

physiological data were transmitted after each experimental day to the computer via an USB 

cord provided by Equivital.  FA session videos were recorded directly to the portable computer 

for later synchronization with the behavioral data using the time stamp from the video and 

physiological software.  Data were analyzed based on a predefined list of operationalized 

behaviors.  Physiological raw data from each instance the target behavior occurred were 
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analyzed by examining the heart rate during a five second interval preceding and following each 

instance of the behavior (similar to the procedures in Barrera, Violo, & Graver, 2007). The heart 

rate was then compared to the average resting heart rate (baseline) of the first one-minute 

interval in which the participant did not engage in the target behavior for one-minute before and 

after the one-minute interval of baseline as an extra cautionary procedure in this study to avoid 

possible physiological carry-over effects. 

If significant positive correlation occurred (with a significant change in mean heart rate) 

between the target behavior and heart rate (i.e., heart rate increases during or after the behavior 

occurs as compared to the heart rate prior to the onset of behavior), then automatic positive 

reinforcement was hypothesized to be the underlying mechanism of the problem behavior.  

Alternatively, if significant negative correlation occurs between the target behavior and heart 

rate (i.e., as behavior occurs, the heart rate decreases compared to the heart rate prior to the 

onset of behavior), then automatic negative reinforcement was hypothesized to be the 

underlying mechanism of the target behavior.  This hypothesis is based on the 

operant/respondent model of arousal and arousal modulation theories which stipulate an optimal 

level of arousal sought by individuals and that some behavior may be elicited by physiological 

arousal (Berlyne 1960; Chok & Koesler, 2014; Hadley, 1984; Jennett et al., 2011).  A physician 

assistant, nurse, and/or clinical psychologist with an expertise in stress and the cardiovascular 

system was consulted for data analysis when applicable. 

Data Analysis 

 Effect sizes per intervention were analyzed using the Tau-U method (Parker, Vannest, 

Davis, & Sauber, 2011). Tau-U is a non-parametric index for single-case research (SCR) data 

that has shown to overcome limitations from non-overlapping techniques commonly used in 
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SCR (e.g., no artificial ceiling).  According to Parker et al. (2011), the Tau-U controls for 

undesirable baseline trend and performs well with auto-correlated data.  

Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the relationship between the 

changes in heart rate and problem behaviors before and after the problem behavior occurs.  This 

measure provides an index that describes the extent in which the two variables are related (value 

produced is between -1 and +1) (Hinkle, Wiersma, & Jurs, 2003).  

Data Management Plan 

All data were kept in the researcher’s portable computer. Each participant was coded for 

anonymity and the data were kept in a password protected computer. All the data analyses were 

conducted within the software specified above in the password protected computer. A hard 

drive with the data were kept for backup and were locked in a safe box at in the researcher’s 

office.  Additionally, the results were made available to caregivers of the participants in order to 

provide a rationale for the intervention and for training purposes (i.e., the results of the study 

were necessary to train the caregivers on how to implement follow-up procedures if necessary 

as offered by the two months of free consultative services).   

Summary 

 This chapter outlined the procedures needed to assess social and nonsocial functions of 

problem behaviors in order to compare the outcomes with physiological responses.  Preference 

assessments conducted prior to the functional analysis help to identify stimuli to facilitate the 

functional analysis.  A multi-element design was utilized to determine the function of the 

behaviors (i.e., functional analysis) to assess whether there were physiological response 

variations between socially and non-socially mediated behaviors if available and within non-

socially behaviors.  The reinforcer assessment helped in the selection of stimuli that competes 
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with the aberrant behavior and that produced matched physiological effects.  An alternating 

treatments design was used to conduct a treatment analysis consisting of matched versus 

unmatched NCR procedures per participant.  
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This chapter outlines the outcomes of the two phases of this study.  The first phase 

contains the Questions About Behavior Function (QABF) assessment, habituation protocol, 

preference assessment, and functional analysis (FA).  The second phase includes the reinforcer 

assessment and treatment analysis.  Specifically, the behavioral and physiological results of 

each phase of the study are detailed in this chapter per participant.   

Phase I: QABF, Preference Assessment, Habituation, and FA Outcomes 

The results of all the protocols for Phase I are outlined per participant below.  The 

habituation section provides the outcomes of the participants who wore the vest prior to the 

functional analysis to ensure that each individual tolerated the vest throughout the study.  The 

preference assessment and functional analysis section provides information about the 

participant’s hierarchy of their preferred items and the function of their problem behavior.  

Questions About Behavior Function (QABF) Results 

The QABF was conducted for both participants once consent was provided.  The results 

of the QABF for Luke and Barry indicate that their problem behavior was likely maintained by 

automatic reinforcement.  This section provides the summary and bar graphs of the QABF 

results to demonstrate the outcomes per participant.   

Luke.  The caregiver indicated that Luke engaged in self-licking when he was alone or 

when there were no social consequences (6 out of a total 15 possible points for the non-social 

situations).  None of the other conditions were chosen as a possible function of his challenging 

behavior.  Refer to Figure 4.1 for a summary of the results of Luke’s QABF. 
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Figure 4.1 Bar Graph of the QABF Results for Luke 

 

Barry.  The caregiver indicated that Barry engaged in the stereotypy at the highest 

frequency when he was alone or when there were no social consequences (14 out of 15 possible 

points) and when he had a physical problem such as pain, illness, uncomfortable, etc. (8 out of 

15 points). He also engaged in the problem behavior during all the remaining functions, but to a 

lesser degree (attention = 4 out of 15; escape = 4 out of 15; and tangible = 1 out of 15).  Refer to 

Figure 4.2 for a summary of the results of Barry’s QABF.  

 
Figure 4.2 Bar Graph of the QABF Results for Barry 
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 The results of the QABF helped to facilitate the FA in order to find the hypothesis of the 

function of the target behavior for both participants (Research Question #1).  That is, the QABF 

was a necessary component to determine if the participant engaged in the problem behavior for 

social or nonsocial reasons.     

Preference Assessment 

Two different types of preference assessments were conducted for Barry and Luke. A 

free-operant preference assessment was conducted on Luke (Roane, Vollmer, Rihgdahl & 

Marcus, 1998).  A paired-choice preference assessment was conducted on Barry (Fisher, Piazza, 

Bowman, Hagopian, Owens, & Slevin, 1992).  The results of the preference assessment 

provided items that could be used for the functional analysis and treatment assessment. This 

section provides the summary and bar graphs of the preference assessment outcomes per 

participant.   

Luke.  A free-operant preference assessment was chosen for Luke because he had 

limited interests, trouble making choices, and due to potential problem behavior arising from 

removal of the items as required by other forms of preference assessments.  Specifically, free-

operant preference assessments involve continuous access to multiple items for a predetermine 

amount of time (15 minutes for Luke) in which he could engage with any of the items while 

duration of engagement was recorded.  Items were not withdrawn at any point of the 

assessment.  He played with rice during 100% of the duration of the preference assessment 

despite having access to a variety of sensory toys/items (e.g., sand, toys of various textures, 

etc.).  Figure 4.3 provides a visual representation of the item chosen by Luke. 
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Figure 4.3 Bar Graph of the Free-Operant Preference Assessment for Luke 

 

Barry.  The pair-choice preference assessment conducted for Barry allows the 

participant to choose between two items presented concurrently.  Five different items were 

randomly presented in a counterbalanced fashion to avoid side-bias.  There was a total of 15 

presentation trial pairs during this assessment (allowing each item to be compared with all other 

items).  This protocol was chosen given that this participant had limited attention and poor 

instructional control at the onset of the study.  The following graph shows a hierarchy of his 

most to least preferred items. The most preferred items were coloring materials and markers 

(chosen during 80% of opportunities).  Moderate to low preferred items consisted of the marble 

tower (60%) spinners (40%) and drums (40%). Figurines were not chosen during any of the 

opportunities despite observations of Barry carrying such items before and after the preference 

assessment. Figure 4.4 provides a visual representation of the items chosen by Barry.  
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Figure 4.4 Bar Graph of the Paired-Choice Preference Assessment for Barry 

 

The results of the preference assessment helped to facilitate the FA by finding the items 

to use when manipulating establishing operations across conditions for both participants 

(Research Question #1).  That is, the preference assessment informed what items motivated the 

participants.   

Habituation  

A repeated presentation procedure was conducted to decrease possible sensitivity to the 

vest (Thompson & Spencer, 1966).  This analysis was conducted to facilitate the use of the 

physiological measures to identify the degree in which they help differentiate sources of 

automatic reinforcement (Research Question #2).   

Five participants were included in the habituation protocol and all five successfully 

completed the habituation protocol.  Two of the five participants (Michael and Sean) 

discontinued the study after the habituation procedure had successfully taken place (i.e., during 

the functional analysis) because there were indications that they wanted to take off the vest 

(verbal protest or pulling the vest off). There was not an opportunity to verify the lasting effects 
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of the habituation protocol for Bruce because the target behavior was absent at the onset of the 

study (upon meeting the participant and conducting the habituation protocol).  Protocol data 

collected for the habituation procedure indicated whether the participants willingly participated 

in the following steps: looked, touched, manipulated, decorated, wore, and allowed for 

adjustment of the vest.    

Luke.  The habituation procedure took place during one session with Luke.  He accepted 

wearing the vest during the first attempt.  He initially looked at it with one second latency upon 

retrieving it from the package and touched the vest with one second latency when placed in 

front of him.  The participant did not manipulate or decorate the vest but allowed the behavior 

analyst to put it on without any prompts. The latency for starting to wear the vest was zero 

seconds (did not engage in delay/escape behaviors) and it took 22 seconds to put on the vest.  

The participant allowed adjustments to be made to the vest while he wore it with zero seconds 

of latency as well and it took eight seconds to adjust the vest.  The vest was taken off after he 

wore it for 28 minutes since he had shown no indication of wanting to take it off or fidgeting 

with the vest from the onset of the habituation.   

Michael.  The habituation procedure took place during one session for Michael.  

Michael accepted wearing the vest during the first attempt. He initially looked at it with zero 

seconds latency upon retrieving it from the package and touched the vest with zero seconds of 

latency when placed in front of him.  The participant did not manipulate or decorate the vest but 

allowed the behavior analyst to put it on without any prompts.  The latency for starting to wear 

the vest was zero seconds (did not engage in delay/escape behaviors) and it took 34 seconds to 

put on the vest.  The participant allowed adjustments to be made to the vest while he wore it 

with zero seconds of latency and it took 47 seconds to adjust the vest.  The vest was taken off 
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after he wore it for nearly16 minutes since he had shown no indication of wanting to take it off 

or fidgeting with the vest from the onset of the habituation.   

Sean.  The habituation procedure took place during one session for Sean.  Sean accepted 

wearing the vest during the first attempt. He initially looked at it with zero seconds latency upon 

retrieving it from the package and touched the vest with zero seconds of latency when placed in 

front of him.  The participant manipulated the vest for 73 seconds and did not show interest in 

decorating the vest.  He allowed the behavior analyst to put it on without any prompts.  The 

latency for starting to wear the vest was zero seconds (did not engage in delay/escape behaviors) 

and it took 65 seconds to put on the vest.  The participant allowed adjustments to be made to the 

vest while he wore it with zero seconds of latency as well and it took ten seconds to adjust the 

vest.  The vest was taken off after he wore it for nearly 52 minutes since he had shown no 

indication of wanting to take it off or fidgeting with the vest from the onset of the habituation.   

Bruce.  The habituation procedure took place one session for Bruce.  Bruce accepted 

wearing the vest during the first attempt.  He initially looked at it with zero seconds latency 

upon retrieving it from the package and touched the vest with zero seconds of latency when 

placed in front of him.  The participant manipulated the vest for 28 seconds and did not show 

interest in decorating the vest.  He allowed the behavior analyst to put it on without any 

prompts.  The latency for starting to wear the vest was zero seconds (did not engage in 

delay/escape behaviors) and it took 18 seconds to put on the vest.  The participant allowed 

adjustments to be made to the vest while he wore it with zero seconds of latency and it took 11 

seconds to adjust the vest.  The vest was taken off after he wore it for 12 minutes since he had 

shown no indication of wanting to take it off or fidgeting with the vest from the onset of the 

habituation.  Refer to the table below for a summary of the habituation data. 
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Barry.  The habituation procedure took place during one session for Barry.  Barry 

accepted wearing the vest with only verbal prompts.  He initially looked at it with one second 

latency upon presenting the instruction to look at it and touched the vest with four seconds 

latency upon saying “here” and lifting it up in his line of sight.  The participant did not 

manipulate or decorate the vest but allowed the behavior analyst to put it on with two verbal 

prompts with 57 seconds latency and it took 40 seconds to put on the vest.  The participant 

allowed adjustments to be made to the vest while he wore it with zero seconds of latency and it 

took 15 seconds to adjust the vest.  He habituated to the vest and it was taken off after wearing 

it for 10 minutes since he had shown no indication of wanting to take it off or fidgeting with the 

vest from the onset of the habituation.   

Refer to Table 4.1 for a summary of the habituation data per participant indicating the 

highest prompt level achieved, number of trials it took to wear the vest (i.e., number of times 

the procedure had to do conducted), latency of compliance in seconds per step, and the amount 

of time it took for the participant to become habituated based on 10 consecutive minutes of 

nonengagement with the vest (touching, fidgeting, etc.).  

Table 4.1 Habituation Data Summary per Participant 

  Latency to Compliance in Seconds  

Child 

Highest 

Prompt 

# of 

Trial

s 

Looke

d 

Touche

d 

Manipulate

d 

Decorate

d 

Wor

e 

Adjuste

d 

 Duration 

Worn** 

Luke IND* 1 1 1 0 n/a 2 0 28 min 

Michael IND* 1 0 0 0 n/a 0 0 15 min 

Sean IND* 1 0 0 0 n/a 0 0 52 min 

Bruce IND* 1 0 0 0 n/a 0 0 12 min 

Barry Verbal 1 1 4 n/a n/a 57 0 10 min 

*Independent – no prompts needed 

**Duration worn based on 10 consecutive minutes of not touching the vest 
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Table 4.2 is a summary of the average latency per step (i.e., how long it took the 

participant to engage in each step), latency range, average duration per step, and duration range 

(i.e., how long it took for the step to be completed) for all participants. 

Table 4.2 Habituation Data Summary for all Participants in Seconds 

Steps x̄ Latency Latency Range x̄ Duration Duration Range 

Look .4 0-1 n/a n/a 

Touch 1 0-4 n/a n/a 

Manipulate 0 0 34.3 2-73 

Decorate n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Wear 11.4 0-57 35.8 18-65 

Adjust 0 0 18.2 8-47 

Total Average 2.56  29.43  

 

Functional Analysis 

Functional analyses were conducted with two participants.  This analysis helped to 

determine the function of the target behaviors to facilitate finding sources of automatic 

reinforcement as measured by physiological assessments (Research Question #1; i.e., once 

automatic reinforcement was established, the outcomes of the physiological assessment could 

be associated with non-social stimulation).  The function of the target behavior for both 

participants was automatic reinforcement based on the functional analysis data; hence, there was 

no comparison made between the physiology measures of social and nonsocial mediated 

behaviors.    

 Luke.  A multi-element treatment design took place on three nonconsecutive days for 

Luke (Iwata et al., 1985/1994).  Luke engaged in the highest rate of problem behavior during 

the ignore condition with a mean of 11.25 instances. The mean of the problem behavior during 

the attention condition was 10.33 times.  During the play condition, the mean of problem 

behavior occurrence was 7.33, followed by 6.33 during the demand condition.  Figure 4.5 

provides a visual representation of the frequency of problem behavior (self-licking) for Luke 
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during the functional analysis. The undifferentiated results indicate that he engages in the target 

behavior regardless of what is happening in his environment, indicating sensory seeking 

behavior.  

  
Figure 4.5 Multi-Element Design (FA) for Luke 

Barry.  A trial-based functional analysis was conducted with Barry on two 

nonconsecutive days (Sifagoos & Meikle, 1996).  Barry’s problem behavior occurred equally 

for both control and test trials (x̄ = 94.33 for both). During the control trials, the highest rate of 

the problem behavior occurred in the attention and demand trial conditions (100% of 

opportunities) and during 83% of the ignore control trials. During the test conditions, the 

highest rate of the problem behavior occurred in the ignore and demand trials (100% of 

opportunities) and during 83% of the attention trials. Figure 4.6 provides a visual representation 

of the frequency of problem behavior (insistence on sameness) for Barry during the trial-based 

functional analysis. The high frequency in all trial types indicates that he engages in the target 

behavior regardless of what is happening in his environment, indicating sensory seeking 

behavior.  
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Figure 4.6 Trial-Based FA for Barry 

 

Physiological Outcomes of the FA 

Heart rate, respiration rate, and activity levels were collected for both Luke and Barry’s 

functional analysis.  This analysis helped to determine the function of the target behaviors to 

facilitate seeking sources of automatic reinforcement as measured by physiological assessments 

(Research Question #1).  That is, physiological outcomes could be associated with non-social 

stimulation given that the function of the problem behavior was automatic reinforcement as 

indicated above.   

Luke.  Physiological measures were analyzed each time that Luke engaged in the 

problem behavior.  This procedure was used when assessing the relationship between the 

physiological responses and the problem behavior for all the phases in which physiological 

measures were collected per participant (i.e., FA, reinforcer assessment, and treatment analysis).      

Heart Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between change in heart rate and problem behaviors before, during, and after the 

problem behavior occurred.  The heart rate mean was highest during baseline conditions (i.e., 
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resting heart rate per session) (x̅ = 103.9, SD = 6.9), followed by the heart rate mean during the 

target behavior (x̅ = 103.3, SD = 8.6), heart rate mean after the target behavior (x̅ = 102.8, SD = 

8.4), and heart rate mean before the behavior occurred (x̅ = 101.9, SD = 8.5), respectively 

(normal heart rate for a 10 year-old is between 75-118).  There were high positive correlations 

across heart rate times and problem behaviors.  That is, there were significant correlations in 

heart rate before and after (r = .747), during and before (r = .705), and during and after (r = 

.697) the behavior occurred.  There was also a high correlation between baseline heart rate (or 

the resting heart rate per session) and Luke’s heart rate prior (r = .836), during (.718), and after 

(.787) the problem behavior occurred.  The Equivital® also collected the confidence interval of 

the heart rate data collected.  The heart rate confidence interval mean was 97.3 for baseline 

(resting heart rate), 96.1 (heart rate before the behavior), 96.0 (heart rate during the behavior), 

96.0 (heart rate after the behavior), indicating high validity of the heart rate data.  Refer to Table 

4.3 for the summary of the physiological data and problem behavior during the FA for Luke. 

Table 4.3 Heart Rate and Problem Behavior Summary for Luke 

    Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 4 

1 Baseline 113 103.9 6.9 97.3 1    

 

2 Before 

 

113 

 

 

101.9 

 

8.5 

 

96.1 

 

.836** 

 

1 

  

3 During 

 

113 103.3 8.6 96.0 .718** .705** 1  

4 After 113 102.8 8.4 96.0 .787** .747** .697** 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Activity Level Results.  Additionally, activity levels were collected to assess whether the 

heart rate was affected by movement.  The ambulation status had three settings indicating if the 

participant was stationary, moving slowly, or moving fast.  Luke was in a stationary position or 

moving slowly during the entire FA.  He was in a stationary position during 85%, 75.2%, 77.0% 
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of the time before, during, and after the target behavior occurred, respectively.  He was moving 

slowly during the remainder of the time (15% for before, 24.8 for during, and 23% after the 

target behavior occurred).  There was a weak correlation (r = .284) between the heart rate and 

the activity level before the target behavior.  There were no other significant correlations 

between the heart rate and activity levels during the FA.  Refer to Table 4.4 for a summary of 

the correlation values between activity level and heart rate.   

Table 4.4 Activity Level & Heart Rate Summary for Luke 

            Correlations 

 n HR Before HR During HR After 

Activity Before 113 .284** .063 .111 

 

Activity During 

 

113 

 

 

        .151 

 

.199 

 

.096 

Activity After 113         .108 .001 .200 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Respiratory Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between change in respiratory rate (as measured by the ECG respiratory motion 

detection; breathing responses per minute) and problem behaviors before, during, and after the 

problem behavior occurred.  The breathing rate mean was relatively the same for all three-time 

series (before x̅ = 24.2, SD = 3.7; during x̅ = 24.3, SD = 3.6; and after x̅ = 24.4, SD = 3.4) 

(normal respiratory rate for a 10-year-old is between 18-25).  There were high positive 

correlations across breathing rate times and problem behaviors.  That is, there were significant 

correlations in heart rate before and after (r = .923), during and before (r = .969), and during and 

after (r = .965) the behavior occurred.  The mean confidence interval for respiratory rate was 

86.6, 86.8, and 86.5 for before, during, and after, respectively, indicating high validity of the 

breathing rate.  Refer to Table 4.5 for the summary of the physiological data (BR) and problem 

behavior during the FA for Luke. 
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Table 4.5 Respiration Rate and Problem Behavior Summary for Luke 

        Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 

1 RPM Before  113 24.2 3.7 86.6 1   

 

2 RPM During 

 

 

113 

 

24.3 

 

3.6 

 

86.8 

 

.969** 

 

1 

 

3 RPM After 113 24.4 3.5 86.5 .923** .965** 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Barry.  Physiological measures were analyzed each time that Barry completed a 

ritualistic behavior (onset and offset of the behavior was determined by the first step of the 

ritual until the ritualistic pattern was completed (e.g., arranging items in a particular way before 

he played with them).  This procedure was used when assessing the relationship between the 

physiological responses and the problem behavior for all the phases in which physiological 

measures were collected per participant (i.e., FA, reinforcer assessment, and treatment analysis).    

Heart Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between change in heart rate and problem behaviors before, during, and after the 

problem behavior occurred.  The heart rate mean was highest while he was engaging in the 

target behavior (x̅ = 107.4, SD = 10.9), followed by the  heart rate mean after the target behavior 

(x̅ = 106.8, SD = 15.3), followed by heart rate mean before the behavior occurred (x̅ = 100.9, 

SD = 12.6), and baseline conditions (i.e., resting heart rate per session) (x̅ = 97.5, SD = .5), 

respectively (normal heart rate for a 5-year old is between 80-120).  There were high positive 

correlations across heart rate times and problem behaviors.  That is, there were high significant 

correlations in heart rate after and during (r = .736) and during and before (r = .732).  There was 

a moderate correlation between after and before (r = .485) the behavior occurred.  The 

confidence interval mean for the heart rate across time-series was 97.5, 89.4, 90.2, 90.4 for 

baseline (resting rate), before, during, and after, respectively.  The confidence intervals 
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measured by the ECG indicate that the heart rate data collected had high validity.  Refer to 

Table 4.6 for the summary of the physiological data and problem behavior during the FA for 

Barry. 

Table 4.6 Heart Rate and Problem Behavior Summary for Barry 

    Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 4 

1 Baseline 34 97.5 .5 97.5 1    

 

2 Before 

 

34 

 

 

100.9 

 

12.6 

 

89.4 

 

.418 

 

1 

  

3 During 

 

34 107.4 10.9 90.2 .190 .732** 1  

4 After 34 106.8 15.3 90.4 .051 .485** .736** 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Activity Level Results.  Activity levels were collected to assess whether the heart rate 

was affected by movement.  The ambulation status had three settings indicating if the 

participant was stationary, moving slowly, or moving fast.  The activity level during the FA for 

Barry before the target behavior occurred was 47.1%, in stationary position, 50.0% 

moving slowly, and 2.9% of the time moving fast.  Barry’s activity level while the target 

behavior occurred was stationary for 50% and moving slowly during 50% of the time (he did 

not move fast while the problem behavior occurred).  After the target behavior, Barry was 

stationary for 64.7% and moving slowly for 35.3% of the time.  There was a moderate 

correlation (r = .535) between the heart rate and the activity level before the target behavior.  

There were no other significant correlations between the heart rate and activity levels during the 

FA.  Refer to Table 4.7 for a summary of the correlation values between activity level and heart 

rate.   
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Table 4.7 Activity Level & Heart Rate Summary for Barry 

            Correlations 

 n HR Before HR During HR After 

Activity Before 34 .535** .292 .071 

 

Activity During 

 

34 

 

 

        .151 

 

.400 

 

.292 

Activity After 34         .108 .217 .193 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Respiratory Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between change in respiratory rate (breathing responses per minute) and problem 

behaviors before, during, and after the problem behavior occurred.  The breathing rate mean 

was relatively the same for all three-time series (before x̅ = 28.3, SD = 6.4; during x̅ = 28.7, SD 

= 6.4; and after x̅ = 28.6, SD = 5.6) (normal respiratory rate for a 5-year-old is between 20-28).  

There were high positive correlations across breathing rate times and problem behaviors.  

Specifically, there were significant correlations in heart rate during and before (r = .976), and 

during and after (r = .929), and before and after (r = .883) the behavior occurred.  The mean 

confidence interval for respiratory rate was 77.1, 77.3, and 77.7 for before, during, and after the 

target behavior occurred, respectively, indicating moderate validity of the breathing rate.  Refer 

to Table 4.8 for the summary of the physiological data (BR) and problem behavior during the 

FA for Barry. 

Table 4.8 Respiration Rate and Problem Behavior Summary for Barry 

        Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 

1 RPM Before  34 28.3 6.4 77.1 1   

 

2 RPM During 

 

 

34 

 

28.7 

 

6.4 

 

77.3 

 

.976** 

 

1 

 

3 RPM After 34 28.6 5.6 77.7 .883** .929** 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).   
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Phase II: Reinforcer Assessment and Treatment Analysis 

The results of all the protocols for Phase II are outlined per participant below.  The 

reinforcer analysis and treatment analysis section contain the type of reinforcers that could 

potentially compete with the problem behavior and the comparisons effects of the different 

items on problem behavior.  

Reinforcer Assessment 

Concurrent schedule reinforcer assessments were conducted with Luke and Barry.  The 

reinforcer assessment was used to help determine the strength of reinforcers chosen to increase 

the future probability of replacement behavior and decrease the probability of problem behavior 

(Fisher et al., 1992).  This analysis was used to determine the items that could potentially 

replace maladaptive behavior maintained by automatic reinforcement via matching the 

stimulation gained or attenuated by the targeted behavior (Research Question #3).     

Luke.  The reinforcer assessment was conducted with Luke on April 16 and 17, 2018.  

Ointment was chosen to assess its feasibility as a replacement behavior based on his history of 

eczema.  It was hypothesized that he may engage in the challenging behavior to alleviate 

symptoms of eczema. The results show that he had a high preference for engaging with the rice 

as indicated on the preference assessment previously conducted, although he also engaged in 

higher rates of problem behavior during rice play.  The second preferred item was with the 

ointment that involved a sponge on the tip.  He also engaged in problem behavior during 

ointment engagement but to a lesser extend as compared with the rice.  The spray ointment was 

not chosen during this assessment. Figure 4.7 shows the percentage of item engagement versus 

problem behavior per item. For Luke, the highest ranked item chosen was the rice (70%), 

followed by the ointment with the rub (sponge) applicator (30%), while the ointment spray 
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applicator was not chosen during any of the opportunities.  Rice engagement was associated 

with 50% of the total problem behavior and ointment was associated with 33% of the problem 

behavior.  The following graph represents the outcome of the reinforcer assessment for Luke. 

  
Figure 4.7 Bar Graph of the Reinforcer Assessment for Luke 

 

Barry.  The reinforcer assessment took place on two nonconsecutive days for Barry.  

Manipulative toys with a variety of options to make patterns were chosen to assess their 

feasibility as a replacement behavior based on Barry’s history of engaging in ritualized patterns 

of rigid behaviors.  It was hypothesized that he may engage in the challenging behavior to avoid 

or provide temporary relief of discomfort from unwanted item arrangement.  The results show 

that he had a high preference for engaging with the SpinAgain® for the first reinforcer 

assessment, but the lowest for the second reinforcer assessment.  The highest preference was for 

the marble tower during the second reinforcer assessment as compared to the magnet sorter and 

SpinAgain®.  The second preferred item was the fidget spinner compared to the Code-a-Pillar.  

He engaged in the highest rate of rigid behavior with the marble tower, fidget spinner, and 

SpinAgain, respectively.  Specifically, the first reinforcer assessment showed the highest level 
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of engagement with the fidget spinners (70%) and it was associated with 100% problem 

behavior. The item ranked second was the Fat Brain Toys SpinAgain® (30%) and it was 

associated with 70% of problem behavior. The Fisher-Price Think & Learn Code-a-Pillar was 

not chosen during any of the opportunities. For the second reinforcer assessment, the highest 

ranked item chosen was the marble tower (100%) and it was associated with 100% engagement 

with problem behavior; none of the other items were chosen during the reinforcer assessment.  

Figures 4.8 and 4.9s represent the outcomes of the reinforcer assessments for Barry. 

 
Figure 4.8 Bar Graph of the First Reinforcer Assessment for Barry 
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Figure 4.9 Bar Graph of the Second Reinforcer Assessment for Barry 

 

Physiological Outcomes of the Reinforcer Assessment 

The results of each of the physiological measures for the reinforcer assessment are 

outlined per participant below.  Specifically, heart rate, respiration rate, and activity levels were 

collected for both Luke’s and Barry’s reinforcer assessment.  This analysis helped to determine 

possible replacement behaviors to be used during the treatment analysis (Research Question 

#3).   

Luke.  Physiological measures during the reinforcer assessment were analyzed each 

time that Luke engaged in the problem behavior (i.e., each response was based on frequency 

data).  The data was then analyzed per item chosen.  For Luke, it was compared between rice, 

rub ointment, and spray ointment.     

Heart Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between the changes in heart rate compared with problem and alternative behaviors 

during the reinforcer assessment.  Each presentation (choice of three stimuli) was a trial 

consisting of four intervals of five seconds (20 seconds per interval).  Luke engaged in problem 
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behavior during five out of 28 intervals analyzed at an average heart rate of 87.7 (SD = 1.9).  He 

engaged with the rice (alternative behavior) for 16 out of 28 intervals with an average heart rate 

of 89.1 (SD = 4.5).  Luke also engaged with the ointment during seven out of 28 intervals with 

an average heart rate of 85.5 (SD = 4.8).  There were no significant correlations between 

engaging in the problem behavior and the alternative behavior.  Refer to Table 4.9 for a 

summary of the reinforcer assessment results.   

Table 4.9 Heart Rate and Behavior Summary for Luke 

    Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 

1 Problem Bx 5 87.7 1.9 97.0 1   

 

2 Rice Alt. Bx 

 

16 

 

 

89.1 

 

4.5 

 

96.8 

 

.376 

 

1 

 

3 Ointment Alt. Bx 7 85.5 4.8 97.0 -.564 -.294 1 

 

Activity Level Results.  Activity levels were collected to assess whether the heart rate 

was affected by movement during the reinforcer assessment.  The ambulation status had three 

settings indicating if the participant was stationary, moving slowly, or moving fast.  Luke was in 

a stationary position or moving slowly during the reinforcer assessment.  He was in a stationary 

position for 60%, 87.5%, 71.4% during problem behavior, rice, and ointment engagement 

intervals, respectively.  He moved slowly during the remainder of the time (40% during 

problem behavior intervals, 12.5% during rice engagement intervals, and 28.6% of ointment 

engagement intervals).  There were no significant correlations between the heart rate and 

activity levels during the reinforcer assessment.  Refer to Table 4.10 for a summary of the 

correlation values between activity level and heart rate.   
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Table 4.10 Activity Level & Heart Rate Summary for Luke 

            Correlations 

 n HR Problem Bx HR Rice HR Ointment 

Activity Problem Bx 5 .807 .189 -.836 

 

Activity Rice 

 

16 

 

 

-.232 

 

 

.378 

 

.130 

Activity Ointment 7 -.142 .385 .622 

 

Respiration Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between change in respiratory rate (breathing rate) and problem behaviors for 

intervals in which he engaged in the problem behavior and alternative behaviors (rice and 

ointment engagement).  The breathing rate mean was relatively the same during problem 

behavior (x̅ = 21.8, SD = 1.6, rice engagement (x̅ = 22.4, SD = 1.2), and ointment engagement 

(x̅ = 2.1, SD = 1).  There were no significant correlations between respiration rate and 

alternative behaviors (rice and ointment engagement).  The mean confidence interval for 

respiratory rate was 96.0, 88.8, and 92.0 for problem behavior, rice engagement, and ointment 

engagement, respectively, indicating moderately high validity of the breathing rate.  Refer to 

Table 4.11 for the summary of the physiological data (BR) and problem behavior during the 

reinforcer assessment for Luke. 

Table 4.11 Respiration Rate and Problem Behavior Summary for Luke 

        Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 

1 RPM Problem Bx 5 21.8 1.6 96.0 1   

 

2 RPM Rice 

 

 

16 

 

22.4 

 

1.2 

 

88.8 

 

-.408 

 

1 

 

3 RPM Ointment 7 21.1 1.0 92.0 -.444 .411 1 

 

Barry.  Two separate reinforcer assessments were conducted for Barry in order to find 

activities that could replace his rigid and repetitive behavior, but only the results from the 
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reinforcer assessment that resulted in behaviorally matched items were analyzed.  Physiological 

measures during the reinforcer assessment were analyzed per episode (i.e., each episode 

consisted of the onset and offset of the ritualistic behavior and based on frequency data).  The 

data was then analyzed per item chosen.   

Heart Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between the changes in heart rate compared with problem and alternative behaviors 

during the reinforcer assessment.  Each presentation (choice of three stimuli) was a trial 

consisting of four intervals of 5 seconds (20 seconds per interval).  Barry engaged in problem 

behavior during 19 out of 28 intervals analyzed at an average heart rate of 110.4 (SD = 24.6).  

He engaged with the spinners in a nonrigid manner (alternative behavior) for 10 out of 28 

intervals with an average heart rate of 130.6 (SD = 29.5).  Barry also engaged with the 

SpinAgain® during nine out of 28 intervals with an average heart rate of 98.0 (SD = 13.7).  

There were no significant correlations between engaging in the problem behavior and the 

alternative behaviors.  The results of the second reinforcer assessment conducted with Barry, 

showed that he engaged in problem behavior during 28 out of 28 intervals analyzed at an 

average heart rate of 87.1 (SD = 7.2).  He engaged with the marble tower in a rigid manner and 

did not choose any other available item during the reinforcer assessment.  Refer to Table 4.12 

for a summary of Barry’s reinforcer assessment.   

Table 4.12 Heart Rate and Behavior Summary for Barry’s First Reinforcer Assessment 

    Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 

1 Problem Bx 19 110.4 24.6 68.8 1   

 

2 Spinner Alt. Bx 

 

10 

 

 

130.6 

 

 29.5 

 

86.7 

 

.087 

 

1 

 

3 SpinAgain Alt. Bx 9 98.0 13.7 79.7 -.552 .053 1 
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Activity Level Results.  Activity levels were collected to assess whether the heart rate 

was affected by movement during the reinforcer assessments for Barry.  The ambulation status 

had three settings indicating if the participant was stationary, moving slowly, or moving fast.  

Barry was in a stationary position for 68.4%, 30.0%, 55.6% during problem behavior, spinner, 

and SpinAgain® engagement intervals, respectively.  He moved slowly during the remainder of 

the time (31.6% during problem behavior intervals, 70.0% during spinner engagement intervals, 

and 44.4% of SpinAgain® engagement intervals).  There were no significant correlations 

between the heart rate and activity levels during the reinforcer assessment.  The results of the 

second reinforcer assessment conducted with Barry, showed that he was in a stationary position 

for 66.7% and moving slowly for 33.3%.  Refer to Table 4.13 for a summary of the correlation 

values between activity level and heart rate for the first reinforcer assessment.    

Table 4.13 Activity Level & Heart Rate Summary for Barry 

            Correlations 

 n HR Problem Bx HR Spinner HR SpinAgain® 

Activity Problem Bx 19 .270 -.178 -.672 

 

Activity Spinner 

 

10 

 

 

-.020 

 

 

.762 

 

.073 

Activity SpinAgain® 9 -.027 -.250 .413 

 

Respiration Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between change in respiratory rate (breathing rate) and problem behaviors for 

intervals in which he engaged in the problem behavior and alternative behaviors (spinner and 

SpinAgain®).  The breathing rate mean was 36.5 during problem behavior, 34.6 during spinner 

engagement, and 31.2 during SpinAgain® engagement.  There was one strong positive 

correlation between problem behavior and SpinAgain® engagement (r = .943).  There were no 

other significant correlations between respiration rate and other item engagement.  The mean 
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confidence interval for respiratory rate was 82.3, 86.7, and 78.7 for problem behavior, spinner, 

and SpinAgain® engagement, respectively, indicating moderate to high validity of the breathing 

rate.  Refer to Table 4.14 for the summary of the physiological data (BR) and problem behavior 

during the reinforcer assessment for Barry. 

Table 4.14 Respiration Rate and Problem Behavior Summary for Barry 

        Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 

1 RPM Problem Bx 19 36.5 9.6 82.3 1   

 

2 RPM Spinner 

 

 

10 

 

34.6 

 

9.5 

 

86.7 

 

-.166 

 

1 

 

3 RPM SpinAgain® 9 31.2 3.9 78.7 .943** -.406 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Treatment Analysis 

Systematic implementation of hypothesized function-based interventions using an 

alternating treatment design was used to evaluate treatment effects.  This analysis was used to 

assess whether the outcomes of the functional and physiological assessments helped to 

determine interventions that replace maladaptive behavior maintained by automatic 

reinforcement (Research Question #3).    

Luke.  The treatment analysis for Luke took place on two consecutive days.  The results 

of the treatment analysis for Luke show an increase in problem behavior from a mean of 11.25 

instances during baseline and 32.6 during the NCR rub ointment treatment.  There was a slight 

initial decrease followed by a minor increase in the problem behavior during the NCR rice 

compared to the baseline which resulted in an overall decrease in self-licking (x̄ rice = 6). Refer 

to Figure 4.10 for a visual representation of Luke’s treatment analysis.  
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Figure 4.10 Alternating Treatments Design (Treatment Analysis) for Luke 

 

Barry.  The treatment analysis took place on one day for Barry.  The results of the 

treatment analysis for Barry show a decrease to zero instances of problem behavior during both 

NCR treatments compared to the baseline (x̄ baseline = 4.33). Figure 4.11 below provides a 

visual representation of Barry’s treatment analysis. 

 

  
Figure 4.11 Alternating Treatments Design (Treatment Analysis) for Barry 
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Physiological Outcomes of the Treatment Analysis 

Heart rate, respiration rate, and activity levels were collected for both Luke and Barry’s 

treatment analysis.  Comparisons were made between the physiological outcomes of each of the 

two alternative behaviors and the problem behavior per participant.  Barry did not engage in 

problem behavior during the treatment analysis; therefore, only the physiological outcomes for 

the alternative behaviors (not for problem behavior) were analyzed.  

Luke.  Physiological measures during the treatment analysis were analyzed each time 

that Luke engaged in the problem behavior (i.e., each response was based on frequency data).  

The data was then analyzed per item chosen for each of the ten sessions.  For Luke, it was 

compared between rice and the rub ointment.     

Heart Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between the changes in heart rate and alternative and problem behaviors during the 

NCR procedure.  Each five second interval (e.g., as signified by “n” on Table 4.12) in which 

Luke engaged with the rice, ointment, and problem behavior was included in the analysis.  

Luke’s heart rate was the highest when he engaged in the problem behavior (x̅ = 100, SD = 

29.9), followed by ointment engagement (x̅ = 97, SD = 28.5), and by rice engagement (x̅ = 90.1, 

SD = 13.9).  There were no significant correlations in heart rate between rice and ointment 

(.072), rice and problem behavior (-.008), or ointment and problem behavior (r = .005) 

engagement.  The heart rate confidence interval mean was 96.0% (rice heart rate), 86.7% 

(ointment heart rate), 86.9% (problem behavior heart rate), indicating high validity of the heart 

rate data.  Refer to Table 4.15 for the summary of the physiological data, alternative behavior, 

and problem behavior during the treatment analysis for Luke. 
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Table 4.15 Alternative Behavior and Problem Behavior Heart Rate Summary for Luke 

        Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 

1 Rice 566 90.1 13.9 96.0 1   

 

2 Ointment 

 

 

432 

 

97.0 

 

28.5 

 

86.7 

 

.072 

 

1 

 

3 Problem Behavior 190 100.0 29.9 86.9 -.008 .005 1 

 

Activity Rate Results.  Activity levels were collected to assess whether the heart rate 

was affected by movement during the treatment analysis.  The ambulation status had three 

settings indicating if the participant was stationary, moving slowly, or moving fast.  Luke was in 

a stationary position or moving slowly for most of the treatment analysis.  During rice 

engagement, Luke was in a stationary position for 86.6% of the time, moving slowly for 13.1% 

of the time, and moving fast for .4% of the time.  During ointment engagement, the percentage 

of the time he was stationary was 94%, followed by moving slowly at 6% (he did not move fast 

during ointment engagement).  Finally, during the problem behavior, he was stationary for 

71.1% and moving slowly for 28.9 (he did not move fast when engaging in the target behavior.  

There was a weak correlation (r = .222) between the heart rate and the activity level during rice 

engagement.  There were no other significant correlations between the heart rate and activity 

levels during the treatment analysis.  Refer to Table 4.16 for a summary of the correlation 

values between activity level and heart rate.   
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Table 4.16 Activity Level & Heart Rate Summary for Luke 

            Correlations 

 n HR Rice HR Ointment 

HR Problem 

Behavior 

Activity Rice 566 .222** .001 -.022 

 

Activity Ointment 

 

432 

 

 

        -.013 

 

.-.063 

 

.133 

Activity Problem Behavior 190         -.073 .-.023 -.174 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Respiration Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between change in respiratory rate (breathing responses per minute) and problem 

behaviors during the treatment analysis during rice, ointment, and problem behavior 

engagement.  The breathing rate mean was 21.9 for rice (SD = 3.9), 24.4 for ointment (SD = 

8.5), and 24.0 for problem behavior (SD = 8.8) (normal respiratory rate for a 10-year-old is 

between 18-25).  There was a low negative correlation between rice engagement and problem 

behavior breathing rate (r = -.256).  There were no other significant correlations between 

breathing rate and any of the type of engagements (i.e., ointment and problem behavior, 

ointment and rice).  The mean confidence interval for respiratory rate was 89.0, 89.7, and 89.8 

for rice, ointment, and problem behavior engagement, respectively, indicating high validity of 

the breathing rate.  Refer to Table 4.17 for the summary of the physiological data (BR) and 

problem behavior during the treatment analysis for Luke. 

Table 4.17 Respiration Rate and Problem Behavior Summary for Luke 

        Correlations 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ 1 2 3 

1 RPM Rice  566 21.9 3.9 89.2 1   

 

2 RPM Ointment 

 

 

432 

 

24.4 

 

8.5 

 

89.7 

 

-.071 

 

1 

 

3 RPM Problem Behavior 190 24.0 8.8 89.8 -.256** .132 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Barry.  Physiological measures during the treatment analysis were analyzed per episode 

(i.e., each episode consisted of the onset and offset of the ritualistic behavior and based on 

frequency data).  The data was then analyzed per item chosen in each of the ten trials.  For 

Barry, it was compared between Geometric Puzzles and Magnetic Rings.   

Heart Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between the changes in heart rate and alternative and problem behaviors during the 

NCR procedure.  Each five second interval (e.g., as signified by “n” on Table 4.15) in which 

Barry engaged with the Geometric Puzzle and Magnetic Rings was included in the analysis.  

Barry’s heart rate was relatively the same when he engaged with the Geometric Puzzle (x̅ = 

87.5, SD = 19.7) followed and Magnetic Rings (x̅ = 86.6, SD = 17.3).  There was no significant 

correlation in heart rate between Geometric Puzzle and Magnetic Rings (-.189).  The heart rate 

confidence interval mean was 81.8% for Geometric Puzzle and 82.7% for Magnetic Rings, 

indicating moderately high validity of the heart rate data.  Refer to Table 4.15 for the summary 

of the physiological data and alternative behavior during the treatment analysis for Barry. 

Table 4.18 Alternative Behavior and Problem Behavior Heart Rate Summary for Barry 

 n Mean 

 

SD 

 

CI x̅ r 

Puzzle 99 87.5 19.7 81.8 -.189 

 

Rings 

 

81 

 

86.6 

 

17.3 

 

82.7 

 

-.189 

 

Activity Level Results.  Activity levels were collected to assess whether the heart rate 

was affected by movement during the treatment analysis.  The ambulation status had three 

settings indicating if the participant was stationary, moving slowly, or moving fast.  During 

puzzle engagement, Barry was in a stationary position for 83.8% of the time and moving slowly 

for 16.2% of the time (he did not engage in fast movement during puzzle play).  During 
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magnetic ring engagement, the percentage of the time he was stationary was 85.2%, followed 

by moving slowly at 13.6%, and was moving fast during 1.2% of the time.  There were no 

significant correlations between the heart rate and activity levels during the treatment analysis.  

Refer to Table 4.16 for a summary of the correlation values between activity level and heart 

rate.   

Table 4.19 Activity Level & Heart Rate Summary for Barry 

            Correlations 

 n HR Puzzle HR Rings 

Activity Geometric Puzzle 99 .153 .014 

 

Activity Magnetic Rings 

 

81 

 

        -.034 

 

-.065 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Respiratory Rate Results.  Correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were used to assess the 

relationship between change in respiratory rate (breathing responses per minute) during the 

treatment analysis with the Geometric Puzzle and Magnetic Rings.  The breathing rate mean 

was 24.0 for the puzzle (SD = 7.0) and 26.6 for the rings (SD = 4.9).   There were no significant 

correlations between breathing rate and any of the type of engagements.  The mean confidence 

interval for respiratory rate was 84.1% for puzzle and 78.3 for magnetic rings, indicating 

moderate validity of the breathing rate.  Refer to Table 4.17 for the summary of the 

physiological data (BR) and problem behavior during the treatment analysis for Barry. 

Table 4.20 Respiration Rate and Problem Behavior Summary for Barry 

 n x̅ SD CI x̅     r  

RPM Geometric Puzzle  99 24.0 7.0 84.1 -.161  

 

RPM Magnetic Rings 

 

81 

 

26.6 

 

4.9 

 

78.3 

 

-.161 

 

 

Effect Size 

Effect sizes per intervention were conducted using the Tau-U method (Parker, Vannest, 

Davis, & Sauber, 2011).  A comparison of effect size between baseline and treatment was 
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conducted for Luke and Barry.  Additionally, a comparison of effect size between the two 

treatments was conducted to assess the effect size between baseline and each treatment for 

Luke, but not for Barry given that there were no differences between them (the problem 

behavior decreased to zero for both treatments).  The results show that the data paths between 

the baseline and treatment conditions were non-overlapping and significant.  

Table 4.21 shows the results for the effect sizes per comparison.   

Phase Comparison Tau-U P 90%CI 

Luke BL vs Luke TX1 -.06 0.14 -1; 0.07 

Luke BL vs Luke TX2 1 0.01 0.33; 1 

Barry BL vs Barry TX1 -1 0.01 -1; -0.4 

Barry BL vs Barry TX2 -1 0.01 -1; -0.4 

 

Summary 

This chapter contained the results of the analysis of each phase of this study.  The results 

were summarized per participant based on the outcomes of Questions About Behavior Function 

(QABF) assessment, habituation protocol, preference assessment, and functional analysis (FA) 

for phase one.  Additionally, the results of phase two were summarized for the reinforcer 

assessment and treatment analysis per participant.  The results for the behavioral data were 

provided in bar or line graphs.  Summary tables displayed the physiological results of each 

phase of the study per participant.  Group summaries were provided for the habituation protocol 

and a table was used to outline the effect sizes for the treatment analysis.   
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Automatic reinforcement (AR) as a function of aberrant behaviors presents unique 

problems for clinicians because the reinforcers are difficult to identify and/or control (Patel, 

Carr, Robles, & Eastridge, 2000).  These non-socially mediated reinforcers present challenges 

that are different from those that are socially-mediated given that differentiating automatic 

positive and negative reinforcement functions may be necessary to better match sources of 

reinforcement, and therefore, facilitate treatment design.  The purpose of this study was to 

differentiate behaviors that have a positive versus a negative automatic function with the aid of 

functional analysis (FA) and physiological measures to design physiologically matched 

replacement behaviors as treatment for repetitive behaviors.   

This chapter will provide a thorough response to each of the research questions by 

explaining and interpreting the research outcomes of each phase of the study.  This will include 

a summary of the different heart rate tracking procedures conducted in previous studies.  

Additionally, this chapter will describe the various contributions that this study makes to the 

assessment and treatment of automatically reinforced behavior.  This chapter also contains a 

discussion of the limitations of the current study and areas for future research.   

Explanation and Interpretation of Outcomes Based on the Research Questions 

The research questions that this study sought to answer were 1) To what extent does an 

empirically validated assessment (FA) facilitate seeking sources of automatic reinforcement as 

measured by physiological assessments?; 2) To what degree can physiological measures help to 

differentiate between automatic positive and negative reinforcement?; and 3)  How do outcomes 

of the functional and physiological assessments assist in determining interventions that replace 
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maladaptive behavior maintained by automatic reinforcement via matching the stimulation 

gained or attenuated by the targeted behavior?  The following sections address each question 

specifically.   

Research Question 1: FAs for Facilitating Using Physiological Measures 

First, this study sought to answer the extent in which an empirically validated 

assessment (i.e., functional analysis) facilitated seeking sources of automatic reinforcement as 

measured by physiological assessments.  The results of this study provide evidence for the 

feasibility of taking physiological data during functional analysis to compare the behavioral 

function to the physiological outcomes.  That is, behavioral functions were found that allowed 

for physiological comparison.  Previous research using physiological measures to assess 

repetitive and aberrant behavior rarely verified the behavioral function of the target behaviors 

(refer to Barrera, Violo, & Graver, 2007; Chok & Koesler, 2013; Hall, Hammond, & Hustyi, 

2013; Jennett, Hagopian, & Beaulieu for the exceptions).  This is a problem because the 

distinction between social and non-social maintained behavior may differ in biological or 

physiological stimulation or activity within the body.  In those studies, physiological measures 

were taken without assuring that the problem behavior was maintained by automatic 

reinforcement.  Due to this, behaviors that occur due to social functions may not be 

accompanied by changes in physiological arousal, whereas those that are nonsocial in nature 

may result in physiological changes (Lyndon, Healy, and Dwyer, 2013).  The functional 

analysis in this study was instrumental for empirically verifying that the problem behavior 

emitted by both participants was due to automatic reinforcement.   

Luke.  The functional analysis resulted in an automatic reinforcement function 

demonstrated by undifferentiated patterns of responding during the brief functional analysis for 
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Luke.  Undifferentiated and elevated levels of responding across functional analysis conditions 

are two out of the three patterns of responding for automatic reinforcement (Fritz, Iwata, 

Rolider, Camp & Neidert, 2012, Lindberg, Iwata, & Kahng, 1999).  In addition, the condition 

with the highest levels of repetitive behavior were during the ignore sessions on Luke’s 

functional analysis.  According to Fritz et al. (2012), undifferentiated patterns of the target 

behavior across all conditions with maintenance in alone or ignore also indicate automatic 

reinforcement.  For Luke, these undifferentiated patterns may be an indication that there are few 

sources of reinforcement competing successfully with the targeted behavior across the various 

conditions, especially in the barren ignore condition.  It is worth noting that Luke’s problem 

behavior was a lower order behavior (self-licking) and that these results provide evidence for 

the environmental restriction theory which states that the individual engages in problem 

behavior due to lack of stimulation (Hadley, 1984).   

It was also noted that Luke engaged in relatively less problem behaviors during the 

control/play conditions.  This may indicate a need to gain stimulation when there is a barren 

environment (his highest rates of problem behavior were in the ignore condition).  An 

intervention based on an enriched environment may prove to be beneficial based on these 

results.  Another indication that this may be the case is that the instances of his problem 

behavior during the escape condition in the functional analysis occurred after the demands were 

removed (in the absence of the EO).  That is, when demands were not being placed, he would 

engage in higher levels of self-licking than during demand presentation.  

Barry.  Barry’s trial-based functional analysis also resulted in an automatic 

reinforcement function as evidenced by elevated levels of problem behaviors across all 

functional analysis conditions (Fritz, Iwata, Rolider, Camp & Neidert, 2012, Lindberg, Iwata, & 
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Kahng, 1999).  Barry’s functional analysis results showed that the problem behavior was 

occurring despite the availability of other sources of reinforcement, which makes it difficult for 

alternative behaviors to compete with the problem behavior (Fritz et al., 2012).  It is also 

noteworthy that Barry’s problem behavior was a higher order behavior (insistence in sameness) 

and that these results provide evidence for the arousal modulation theory (Berlyne, 1960).  This 

theory states that the individual engages in problem behavior to get rid of aversive stimuli that 

arises from the sight of objects not being arranged in a preferred manner or from the 

anticipation of playing with activities in rigid ways (Berlyne, 1960). 

Research Question 2: Physiological Measures to Facilitate Finding Sources of AR 

This study sought to answer the degree in which physiological measures help to 

differentiate between automatic positive and negative reinforcement.  Based on the results from 

Research Question #1, the physiological outcomes from the functional analysis were used to 

pursue Question #2 regarding the degree in which physiological measures could facilitate 

finding sources of automatic reinforcement for two participants in which non-social functions 

had been empirically verified.  The results provide moderate evidence to help identify 

individual physiological differences to determine sources of automatic reinforcement.  Change 

in correlation shows consistency across time segments for both participants for heart rate and 

respiration rate during the functional analysis.  

Luke.  The data from this study show that Luke’s heart rate mean did not significantly 

change before, during, or after the problem behavior indicating stable heart rate across intervals.  

Specifically, no significant change in heart rate (range difference was 2 beats per minute) may 

indicate that the heart rate was not influenced by problem behavior, or perhaps, the behavior 

was multiply controlled (i.e., behavior served to gain and attenuate internal stimulation).  
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Another less probable explanation is that the small difference in heart rate indicates automatic 

positive reinforcement since the heart rate slightly increased while engaging in the behavior and 

automatic negative reinforcement due to the slight decrease upon completing the behavior.  That 

is, engaging in the problem behavior added stimulation as evidenced in slight heart rate increase 

(103.3 from 101.9 before the behavior), but completing the licking behavior reduced the level of 

discomfort associated with eczema as evidenced by a slight lower average heart rate (x̄ heart 

rate = 102.8). 

It was initially hypothesized that the target behavior for Luke (self-licking) had an 

automatic negative reinforcement function due to his history of eczema, although there were no 

obvious physical signs of flares. The rationale was that he licked himself to lubricate the areas 

of his skin that felt uncomfortable given that his heart rate slightly decreased after engaging in 

the problem behavior during the functional analysis.  An alternative behavior chosen was 

noncontingent access to ointment to replace his saliva.  Contrary to expectations, the availability 

of ointment increased the licking behavior when the ointment was available.  Despite this, the 

ointment may have alleviated the potential symptoms of eczema, and thereby, increasing the use 

of the ointment while still engaging in the problem behavior.  That is, despite the availability of 

ointment, the replacement behavior did not compete with the problem behavior.  It was noted 

that the participant applied the topical ointment correctly onto his skin, but then proceeded to 

lick his hand after the application.  This indicated that his eczema, or alleviating symptoms 

associated with it, was only one variable associated with the licking behavior.   

Given this outcome, it is possible that the problem behavior was multiply controlled by 

both automatic positive and negative reinforcement which served to increase the behavior 

exponentially i.e., (the availability of both positive and negative reinforcement helped to 
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increase the problem behavior).  One example of a behavior maintained by automatic 

reinforcement with possible multiple sources of reinforcement is scratching.  Scratching an itch 

may initially serve as automatic negative reinforcement when the persistent stimulation appears, 

but the continuation of the behavior after the sensation is alleviated may serve an automatic 

positive reinforcement function if the individual also experiences positive sensations (e.g., via 

endorphins secretion, etc.).  Similar hypotheses have been made regarding self-injurious 

behavior in which the participants may hit themselves because it induces endorphin secretion, 

consequently reinforcing a potential, initial painful stimulation (Fisher, Bowman, Thompson, 

and Contrucci, 1998).  This automatic negative followed by an automatic positive reinforcement 

loop may create a viscous cycle that is difficult for the participant to break without professional 

assistance.  

Barry.  There was a significant change in heart rate for Barry which may indicate 

automatic negative reinforcement function since his heart rate increased at the sight of the 

aversive stimulus (100.9 compared to 97.5 during baseline).  The heart rate showed an increase 

during engaging in the behavior as well which may be interpreted as a continued increase of 

arousal due to the aversive stimuli (107.4 compared to 97.5 in baseline).  The results for Barry 

were inconclusive since the heart rate did not significantly decrease after the problem behavior 

occurred (heart rate after the problem behavior was 106.8).  This could possibly be due to the 

limited window of a five second interval that was analyzed after the problem behavior occurred.  

It was hypothesized that the target behavior for Barry (insistence on sameness) had an 

automatic negative reinforcement function because these types of repetitive and restrictive 

behaviors have been associated with OCD.  It has been noted in the literature that similar 

physiological patterns were observed with self-mutilation and OCD, suggesting an escape 
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function (Barrera et al., 2007).  The rationale for this was that Barry’s mean heart rate increased 

prior to engaging in the problem behavior (x̄ heart rate = 100.9 before compared to 107.4 during 

with a nonsignificant decrease after).   

The physiological assessment outcomes from this study partially confirmed the 

automatic negative reinforcement hypothesis since Barry’s heart rate increased at the 

anticipation of engaging in the rigid behavior (possibly showing signs of distress) for the 

functional analysis and decreased after engaging in the replacement behavior compared to 

baseline levels (x̄ heart rate = 97.5).  While further investigation is needed to assess 

differentiated physiological outcomes between social and nonsocial behavior, the data 

comparing nonsocial behaviors as indicated by functional analyses in two children with autism 

shed some light to possible sources of automatic reinforcement in these participants.  

Research Question 3: Outcomes of FAs and Physiological Measures to Assist in Treatment  

Finally, this study sought to answer how the outcomes of the functional and 

physiological assessments could assist in determining interventions that replaced maladaptive 

behavior maintained by automatic reinforcement via matching the stimulation gained or 

attenuated by the targeted behavior.  The treatment analysis sought to answer this question by 

using items that matched the physiological stimulation gained or attenuated by the target 

behavior using NCR (Noncontingent Reinforcement).  Based on the results it was found that the 

physiological measures can somewhat help with treatment design.   

Luke.  The hypothesis of matched physiology was not tested for Luke because there was 

no significant change in heart rate during the functional analysis or the reinforcer assessment.  

There was partial evidence for the functional analysis interpretation (i.e., multiple functions) 

since the problem behavior frequency was at baseline levels with rice but had a significantly 
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lower heart rate with rice engagement (rice behavior was unrelated to the licking behavior).  

The problem behavior increased with the ointment and more closely matched the problem 

behavior heart rate.  That is, the ointment engagement matched the problem behavior heart rate 

while increasing the rate of the problem behavior with the behaviorally matched item 

(ointment).   

During the reinforcer assessment, it was determined that Luke’s engagement in the 

problem behavior was not significantly correlated with the alternative behaviors.  Despite this, 

one of the alternative behaviors, rice, had an average mean heart rate higher than the problem 

behavior (89.1 compared to 87.7) and the other alternative behavior (ointment) had a lower 

mean heart rate than the problem behavior (85.5 for ointment) as indicated above.  This gave 

some indication to use both alternative behaviors to test if either item engagement would reduce 

the frequency of the problem behavior.  It was hypothesized that the use of ointment would 

decrease the problem behavior since it had the lowest mean heart rate which matched the 

reduction in heart rate when engaging in the problem behavior during the functional analysis.  

This hypothesis was not confirmed by the treatment analysis since the ointment increased the 

probability of the behavior and the rice maintained the baseline rates of the problem behavior.  

That is, the lubricated portions of his hand served to increase licking instead of decreasing it.  

This could possibly be due to multiple sources of automatic reinforcement as discussed 

previously.  

Barry.  The hypothesis of negative reinforcement function was confirmed by the 

treatment analysis for Barry since puzzle & magnetic ring decreased problem behavior to zero, 

both resulting in significant decrease in heart rate compared to the baseline functional analysis.  

For Barry, both replacement behaviors decreased his rigid behavior to zero levels despite having 
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access to the materials that he typically used to engage in the problem behavior in the room.  

The alternative behaviors chosen were noncontingent access to items that had built-in, non-rigid 

patterns to manipulate.  For instance, two of the items used for the treatment analysis were the 

Geometric Puzzle and Magnetic Rings.  Each of the stimuli required following patterns but 

provided a variety of patterns to follow which presumably replaced the problem behavior while 

increasing alternative behavior of appropriate play.  During the reinforcer assessment, it was 

determined that Barry’s engagement in the problem behavior was not significantly correlated 

with the alternative behaviors.  Despite this, one of the alternative behaviors (SpinAgain®) had 

an average mean of heart rate lower than the problem behavior (98.0 compared to 110.4).  

Initially, this gave some indication to use this item for the treatment analysis.  The item was not 

used ultimately because Barry refused to play with it in a non-rigid manner.  It was 

hypothesized that the use of other items (e.g., pattern making toys) that served the same purpose 

as his rigid behavior would decrease the problem behavior since the functional analysis 

indicated that Barry’s heart rate would decrease after engaging in the problem behavior during 

the functional analysis.  This hypothesis was confirmed by the treatment analysis since both 

puzzle and magnetic ring engagement decreased the behavior to zero levels.  Physiological 

measures from both alternative behaviors resulted in a decreased heart rate compared to the 

problem behavior from the functional analysis.   

Summary of Heart Rate Tracking Across Studies 

 Four studies were found in the literature that used physiological measures, including 

heart rate, when assessing functions of problem behavior (Barrera, Violo, & Graver, 2007; 

Chok & Koesler, 2013; Hall, Hammond, & Hustyi, 2013; Jennett, Hagopian, & Beaulieu, 
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2011).  Three out of the four studies assessed self-injurious behavior (SIB) and one study 

assessed wiping behavior (repetitive OCD-type behavior).   

Barrera et al. (2007) reported the percentage in difference from mean heart rate and 

reported differences between 111.1 beats per minute (BPM) during random non-occurrences 

and 132.2 BPM during instances of SIB.  The remaining three studies all reported BPM rather 

than percentage in difference from the mean.  Chock et al. (2013) for example, provided heart 

rate per minute and reported heart rate differences between 89 BPM to 124 BPM for one 

participant and 105 BPM and 132 BPM for the second participant.  Both participants in this 

study engaged in repetitive, OCD-type behaviors.  The remaining two studies reported BPM for 

within-session and/or between-session (session by session) heart rate.  Specifically, the study by 

Hall et al. (2013) the session by session and within session (plotted in 10-second bins) heart rate 

per minute was reported and data was analyzed using Kendall Tau.  In this study, results of 

positive Kendall Tau coefficient indicated increase an increase in heart rate during bouts of skin 

picking compared to the play condition.  The reported heart rate difference was between 95 

BPM and 115 BPM.  Finally, Jennett et al. (2011) analyzed within session analysis of heart rate 

throughout conditions of restraint in which they recorded the heart rate every 30 seconds BPM 

with a reported range of approximately 65 BPM and 140 BPM with an average resting heart rate 

of 95.7 and a spike in heart rate when restraints were removed (74 BPM to 104 BPM). 

 It is worth noting that most of the behaviors assessed by these studies were self-injurious 

in nature.  It is unknown whether these behaviors differ from those that are repetitive non-

injurious behaviors, including higher order behaviors.  The study by Chock et al. (2013) 

measuring higher order behavior showed greater differences in heart rate range than the other 

studies, except for the study by Jennett et al. (2011).    
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Contributions to the Assessment and Treatment of AR 

 The current study added to the knowledge base of assessment and treatment of behaviors 

with automatic reinforcement functions by examining a physiology-based assessment protocol 

for examining the sources of reinforcement and providing function-based treatments based on 

stimulation.  The contributions include expanding the theoretical underpinnings of automatic 

reinforcement, testing new or promising protocols, and examining diverse types of behaviors 

and individuals.   

Theoretical Contributions 

From a theoretical perspective, this study extended the empirical basis for differentiating 

operant psychology principles of automatic positive and negative reinforcement.  For example, 

there was some evidence indicating that the problem behaviors engaged by the participants were 

maintained by specific sources of reinforcement.  This information provides possible evidence 

for the hypothesis that automatic reinforcement functions may be maintained by adding or 

reducing/removing stimulation (i.e., positive or negative reinforcement).   

Additionally, some evidence is provided regarding environmental restriction theory and 

arousal modulation theory (Berlyne 1960; Hadley, 1984, Woods et al., 2001).  Arousal 

modulation and environmental restriction theories also align with operant functions of problem 

behavior (operant/respondent model of arousal).  Specifically, these theories have functionally 

equivalent explanations for explaining behavior that are comparable to gaining stimulation 

(positive reinforcement) and escape-avoidance behaviors (negative reinforcement) in operant 

and respondent conditioning.  The operant/respondent model of arousal proposes that behavior 

may be elicited by physiological arousal (i.e., heightened state of arousal) and that 

environmental contingencies shape and maintain the behavior. 
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Previous studies have tested the environmental restriction theory and found that the 

function of the problem behavior was automatic positive reinforcement since the participants 

were attempting to gain stimulation in a low motor activity environment (Dufrene et al., 2008; 

Woods et al., 2001).  For example, Woods et al. (2001) found that the six research participants 

in their study engaged in nail biting during alone-idle or alone-tv conditions as compared to the 

physical activity condition.  This dissertation study also shows some evidence of the 

environmental restriction theory for Luke, since he was in a sedentary position for most of the 

evaluation.  As per the functional analysis results, he also engaged in the problem behavior at 

higher rates during the ignore condition compared to the play condition.  

Arousal modulation and environmental restriction theories closely align with operant 

functions (escape-avoidance, gaining stimulation).  These theories have been compared when 

assessing automatic reinforcement outcomes (Dufrene et al., 2008; Woods & Miltenberger, 

1996).  For instance, Woods and Miltenberger (1996) manipulated boredom (environmental 

restriction theory), anxiety (arousal modulation theory), and neutral activities (control 

condition) and found that lack of activity and anxiety conditions increased habit behaviors.  In 

this dissertation study, it was found that Barry became visibly upset when he was not allowed to 

engage in rigid behavior.  The functional analysis showed that he engaged in the problem 

behavior regardless of the condition, meaning that he was not trying to seek stimulation, but 

rather was attempting to escape or avoid aversive stimulation.  That is, the results indicating 

automatic negative reinforcement for Barry, provide evidence for the arousal modulation theory 

for this participant.  
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Based on the results from previous studies and this study, arousal modulation theory 

may be related to automatic negative reinforcement and environmental restriction theory may be 

related to automatic positive reinforcement function.   

Promising Protocols and Protocol Findings 

The habituation and physiological assessment protocols used in this study show promise 

for expanding the field’s procedural repertoire in assessing problem behaviors with automatic 

reinforcement functions.  Additionally, this study helped to differentiate between necessary & 

sufficient components upon deciding when to add physiological measures.  

Habituation protocol.   During the habituation protocol, none of the participants 

required a lengthy fade in protocol for wearing the vest.  For instance, when stickers or other 

decorative materials were presented to the participants to engage with the vest upon initial 

introduction of it, they either ignored the material or vocally indicated that they were not 

interested.  The most successful procedure for accepting to wear the vest was allowing the 

participant to look or touch the vest, closely followed by a clear and concise instruction to put it 

on (instruction was based on their functioning level; for instance, “Put on vest” for lower 

functioning individuals or “You want to check it out?” while the participant reached for it for 

higher functioning individuals).  All participants successfully completed the habituation 

protocol in this study.  Based on these results, apparatus using these types of physiological 

measures are feasible for conducting this type of research.  This had been an area of concern 

upon examining physiological measures that were reliable and that collected all the data 

necessary given that some children with autism are hypo- or hyper-sensitive to touch.  These 

findings should encourage other researchers interested in this area of assessment.  
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Physiological assessment.  The collection of physiological data for assessing the 

function of problem behaviors is rarely used in the field of ABA.  As per Iwata et al.’s (1994) 

seminal functional analysis paper, the researchers did not “address the issue of environmental 

versus physiological determinants of self-injury".  Unfortunately, the limited research in this 

area continues to this day, restricting potential innovations in the etiology and interventions for 

automatically reinforced behaviors (some exceptions include Barrera, Violo, & Graver, 2007; 

Chok & Koesler, 2013; Hall, Hammond, & Hustyi, 2013; Jennett, Hagopian, & Beaulieu, 

2011).  This study provides evidence that this type of research is feasible and fruitful.  This is 

important given that automatic functions account for 25% of all self-injurious behavior (SIB) 

and 16.9% of all functions of problem behaviors assessed via functional analysis (Beavers, 

Iwata, & Lerman, 2013; Hagopian, 2015).  Romanczyk and Gillis (2006) recommended that 

psychophysiological assessments should be conducted as part of functional analyses to 

determine response patterns and their relationship to physiological and environmental events.  

This study adds to this line of research by using heart rate, breathing rate, and activity levels to 

assess and treat individuals with problem behaviors with an automatic reinforcement function.   

 Necessary and sufficient components.  Additionally, this study helped to determine the 

necessary and sufficient components for physiological assessment for determining sources of 

automatic reinforcement.  It was observed that a functional analysis did not require a 

physiological measure if the problem behavior was compared with the heart rate during the 

treatment analysis only.  The functional analysis is necessary in determining function, but the 

treatment analysis has sufficient components to compare physiological responses (e.g., baseline, 

problem behavior engagement, and treatment comparisons).  It was determined that using 

physiological assessments to determine resting heart rate (baseline) and during treatment 
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analysis (comparing multiple alternative behaviors to the problem behavior) is sufficient to get 

enough information for data analysis and treatment evaluation.    

Type of Behaviors 

This study assessed both lower order and higher order problem behaviors.  Most 

research in the field of ABA has focused on the functional analysis and treatment of lower order 

behavior.  In fact, based on the literature review from this study, higher order behaviors (e.g., 

arranging, ordering, washing, cleaning, etc.) only accounted for 1.4%, or four out of 287, of the 

behaviors assessed using functional analysis of automatic reinforcement.  This study adds to the 

limited number of studies assessing higher order behaviors.     

A finding of this study based on these behaviors worth noting is Luke’s lower order 

behavior (self-licking) resulted in both automatic positive and negative reinforcement and 

Barry’s higher order behavior (insistence on sameness) resulted in automatic negative 

reinforcement function.  According to a study from Chock & Koesler (2013), behaviors that are 

OCD-type or high order behaviors tend to have an automatic negative reinforcement function.  

This study provides some evidence for this hypothesis.  Additionally, for the higher order 

behavior, the participant did not choose to engage in other similar, but non-repetitive behavior 

unless he was provided with the alternative behavior as the only choice.  That is, Barry did not 

choose items to engage in alternative behaviors during reinforcer assessment opportunities 

where he had the options of engaging in an array or three items but engaged with the alternative 

behavior when there was no other choice available (i.e., NCR treatment analysis).  It is possible 

that it is so aversive to not engage in the problem behavior when the option to engage in the 

problem behavior is available (i.e., the participant cannot resist the temptation).  This aligns 
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with reports of individuals who engage in ritualistic behaviors associated with OCD behaviors 

(Chock & Koesler, 2013; Rodriguez, Thompson, Schlichenmeyer & Stocco, 2012).   

Limitations 

 The following is a discussion of the limitations of the current study that could have 

affected the outcomes of each participant.  The following areas outline limitations with the 

functions according to the physiological assessment, carry-over effects, and the physiological 

measure itself.   

Social versus Non-Social Physiological Outcomes 

Although physiological measures were adopted in the current study, it is unclear 

whether social and non-social sources of reinforcement are associated with specific patterns of 

physiological responses.  That is, when a behavior is emitted for social purposes, it may be 

assumed that the correlates to internal stimulation are absent or minimal.  If the sources of 

reinforcement are internal (versus external in the form of social attention, tangibles, or escape), 

physiological measures may help elucidate the type of stimulation the individual is seeking.  

This hypothesis needs further research to determine if there are differences in physiological 

arousal between social and nonsocial reinforcement.  This study did not compare the functional 

analysis outcomes of social and nonsocial physiological measures because there were no 

participants who finished the study who engaged in problem behavior due to social 

reinforcement.   

Carry-Over Effects   

Carry-over effects may have affected the reinforcer assessment for Luke since 

lubrication from the ointment was difficult to remove completely.  This carry-over effect was 

countered by taking time to thoroughly wash out his arms, hands, and use wet wipes to clean 
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other areas of his body (head, legs, etc.), but this was only done during the treatment analysis.  

It is unclear how this may have affected the results of the reinforcer assessment.   

For Barry, carry-over effects from previous ABA treatment for compliance may have 

affected his use of the alternative items during the treatment analysis.  Specifically, although the 

items he used for engaging in problem behavior were present, Barry may have engaged with the 

replacement items merely because he was instructed to and not because the items were 

available.  That is, the alternative items may not serve to compete with the problem behavior if 

the instruction to engage with them was not present.  This limits generalizability to the natural 

environment where he may have access to more free play opportunities.  This was also 

hypothesized because it was observed that when Barry received options (e.g., reinforcer 

assessment, free play, etc.) he opted to engage in rigid and repetitive behaviors instead of 

engaging with alternative materials.  Despite this limitation, guided or structured play may 

contribute to increasing more appropriate play while decreasing rigid play by Barry. 

Physiological Measurement 

Some limitations with the physiological measurement were regarding the habituation 

protocol, vest adjustments, confounding heart rate variables, and data analysis.  Along with the 

limitations in physiological measurement, ways in which these limitations can be counteracted 

are reviewed.  These limitations also provide information about future research in physiological 

assessment of automatic reinforcement.   

Habituation.  The first limitation was regarding the allotted time used to determine if 

the participant was habituated to the vest.  The procedure used was for the participant to wear 

the vest for up to two hours without asking to take it off or based on 10 consecutive minutes of 

nonengagement with the vest (e.g., touching, fidgeting, etc.).  Perhaps a duration of 
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nonengagement longer than 10 minutes would have better determined if the participants could 

tolerate completing the study.  This additional time could possibly assure that the participant did 

not show signs of vest intolerance at the end of the habituation protocol.  Different habituation 

times could be tested in the future.    

Vest.  Equivital ® makes vests of various sizes according to the range in diameter of the 

torso of individuals.  Vest size number two fit Luke perfectly within one of the three levels 

provided for that size.  The smallest size vest (size one) did not perfectly fit Barry, therefore the 

vest had to be adjusted with Velcro sewn on the material to ensure accurate measurement.  This 

could be a limitation given that the adjustment was not standardized to Equivital standards of 

reliability and validity.  Equivital was consulted regarding this matter and despite this 

limitation, the vests had been previously adjusted by other consumers without any problems 

being reported.  Although the confidence intervals resulting from the measurement were 

acceptable for both individuals, this limitation can be the reason why the confidence intervals of 

heart rate and breathing rate were lower for Barry than for Luke.  

Heart rate confounders.  Many different variables may affect heart rate since it is a 

robust measure of arousal.  For instance, obesity, exposure to agents, temperature, positioning, 

psychological distress, and medication use are some variables that may affect heart rate.  Any of 

these variables had the potential to affect the participants’ heart rate when attempting to isolate 

the effects of the problem behavior.  This study attempted to account for these confounders by 

measuring activity levels, excluding individuals with change in medication regimen, and 

attempts at reducing psychological distress (breaks throughout the experimental procedures, 

conducting the study in familiar locations, pairing with the individual at the onset of sessions, 

etc.).  Although it is impossible to control for all environmental variables that may affect heart 
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rate, attempts can be made when measuring this physiological response.  Despite the limitations, 

measuring heart rate is a promising measure for the assessment and treatment of automatic 

reinforcement because researchers have access to a great deal of information about the 

cardiovascular system and can try to account for potential confounding variables.   

Data analysis.  A limitation to conducting this research is that data analysis was time-

consuming.  Practitioners may find it difficult to analyze the data to make data-based decisions 

due to the extensive time and effort required to pinpoint each occurrence of the problem 

behavior on videos and match them to the correct heart rate interval time.  The data analysis was 

equal or more time consuming than conducting the procedures.  One way to reduce the time of 

data analysis is to only collect data during sufficient and necessary protocols as discussed 

above.  Further research may also help to determine what are the optimal time intervals to 

assess the problem behavior.  It may be fruitful to conduct a parametric analysis to determine 

necessary and sufficient parameters of analysis.  Even though there are software analysis tools 

that save time matching behaviors with physiology, these are unattainable to most practitioners 

due to the extensive cost of the equipment and software.  Technological advances may make 

these tools affordable in the future.    

Future Research 

 The following is a discussion of the direction for future research in this area of study.  

These topics are related to the discoveries of this study as well as the limitations of the current 

and previous studies.  Social versus nonsocial physiological measurement, type of behaviors 

and individuals assessed, and using physiological measures for treatment are discussed below as 

promising directions for future research.  
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Social versus Non-social Functions and Physiology Measurement 

Future research is needed for comparing the physiological outcomes of both social and 

nonsocial-mediated behaviors, as well as, between non-social behaviors.  Although this research 

helped to identify possible sources of automatic reinforcement, aggregate data are needed to 

further contribute to the current findings and this area of research.  This is necessary especially 

since previous studies have found conflicting outcomes based on physiological assessments.  

One example where functional analysis and physiological measures were used was a study by 

Barrera, Violo & Graver (2007).  The authors found that all SIB occurrences assessed, despite 

of function, were accompanied by a clear reduction in HR and that all had a sharp increase prior 

to the SIB and heart rate during random non-occurrences of SIB showed no apparent pattern.  

The limited number of studies in this area make it difficult to make any definitive conclusions.   

Type of Behaviors, Individuals, and Functions Assessed 

 Research in assessing different levels of functioning of individuals and different types of 

automatically reinforced behaviors is needed to better understand sources of automatic 

reinforcement.  Additionally, the possibility of multiply controlled functions may further 

elucidate the etiology of automatic reinforcement.  High functioning versus low functioning or 

low order behaviors versus high order behaviors may provide useful information for the 

assessment and treatment of automatically reinforced behaviors.  Based on the results of this 

study, this information was essential for interpreting results of the physiological measurements 

and function of problem behaviors.   

High functioning versus low functioning individuals.  It is interesting to note that both 

participants who were excluded for lack of tolerance for the vest during the functional analysis 

were lower functioning (e.g., limited communication and adaptive skills).  Their level of 
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functioning may be associated with uncertainty regarding how long the vest will stay on, 

inadvertently causing distress.  In general, higher functioning individuals appeared calmer about 

wearing the vest, especially once they knew what to expect (i.e., after the protocol explanation).  

Future research is needed to determine if wearing physiological measures is more feasible with 

higher functioning individuals.  In general, there is less literature in the functional analysis of 

problem behavior inhibited by higher functioning individuals than with low functioning 

individuals.  

High versus low order behavior.  Research is needed to elucidate reinforcing 

properties of higher and lower order behaviors.  There is lack of research conducting functional 

analysis with individuals who engage in high-order behavior.  Based on this research, there 

were differences in habituation or tolerance to the vest between individuals who were high 

functioning versus low functioning.  Two of the five participants protested the vest to be taken 

off during some point of the functional analysis. One reason for this is that some conditions of 

the functional analysis may increase socially-mediated escape behaviors.  Additionally, higher 

order behaviors were associated with higher functioning individuals in this study and in the 

review of the literature.     

Multiple-controlled AR functions.  Additional research in the development of multiply 

controlled automatic reinforcement functions is needed.  Specifically, research based on 

behaviors that serve to alleviate a sensation, as well as, provide a pleasurable sensation upon 

alleviating an aversive stimulus were not found in the literature.  For instance, SIB has been 

hypothesized to add and remove stimulation, but research has not focused on finding weather it 

has multiply-controlled functions (Fisher, Bowman, Thompson, and Contrucci, 1998).     
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Treatment Using Physiological Data 

 In a study by Chok and Koesler (2013), exposure & response prevention (ERP) served 

to “decrease physiological reactivity in the presence of evocative stimulus that evoked” for the 

individual’s repetitive, high order behavior.  This strategy was chosen because they found that 

preventing him from wiping increased his heart rate but allowing him to engage in the behavior 

resulted in a decrease in heart rate; hence, the treatment consisted of exposure to the aversive 

stimulation until his heart rate showed resting levels.  Once automatic negative reinforcement is 

found, physiological measures can be promising for determining when to remove the exposure 

treatment.  More research is needed to determine the extent that this procedure is effective.   

Summary 

Automatic reinforcement is unique in that the origin of the sources of reinforcement lie 

within the individual and stimulation associated with the behavior.  Hence, assessment of 

automatic reinforcement by using physiological or biological measures is a necessary 

component to advancing the etiology of this type of reinforcement.  This understanding can 

further aid to assess and treat automatically reinforced behaviors.  It would be a mistake not to 

use these readily accessible measures since they give us further knowledge to the individuals’ 

experience, especially for those who cannot communicate.   

In a verbal behavior sense, physiological responses are a form of communication.  It is 

important not to ignore that physiological behavior, such as heart rate, is not only a function of 

the cardiovascular output associated with the energy required to engage in overt behavior, but 

also functions in regard to the autonomic nervous system as a measure of distress (especially for 

automatic SR-).  An apt example of this is the arousal associated with the aversive sensation 

prior to engaging in OCD behavior.  Even inner verbal behavior associated with the thoughts of 
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what may happen if the OCD behavior is not reinforced, may cause this physiological arousal.  

We can learn from examining these relationships further.   

Based on this study’s literature review, interventions that are used for socially-mediated 

behaviors are relied on for treatment of problem behavior with automatic reinforcement 

functions.  That is, treatments consisting of social- and nonsocial-based interventions are used 

irrespective of the automatic reinforcement function.  Specifically, the studies that used either 

social consequences or a combination of antecedent and social consequence interventions 

accounted for 53% of all treatments, although the problem behavior was maintained by non-

social functions.   

Given the interpretations of this study, it is important to find physiological matched 

treatments because these could potentially decrease the treatment length time due to a decreased 

response effort of the individual and therapist.  Given that most treatments of automatically 

reinforced behaviors are social-based interventions consisting of consequences (e.g., 

punishment-based interventions such as response interruption and redirection; RIRD), using 

antecedent and physiologically matched interventions may not only decrease treatment length, 

but it could also provide least restrictive interventions.  Decreased response effort and length of 

treatment is of social relevance for the individual, caregivers, therapists, and funding sources.     

This chapter provided a response to each of the research questions by explaining and 

interpreting the research outcomes.  Contributions that this study made to the assessment and 

treatment of automatic reinforcement were discussed, including its limitations and future 

research in this area.  The purpose of this study was to differentiate behaviors that had positive 

versus negative automatic reinforcement function.  This was done by using functional analysis 

and physiological measures to design physiologically matched replacement behaviors as 
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treatment for repetitive behaviors.  This study and its outcomes provide novel information 

regarding the assessment and treatment of automatic reinforcement as a function of challenging 

behaviors.  Although current procedures in Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) help in the 

assessment and treatment of automatic reinforcement, the field cannot advance our 

understanding of the etiology of automatic reinforcement without exploring physiology or 

biology due to nature of reinforcement of this function.   
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Appendix B 

 

Texas Tech University 

Assessment and Treatment of Automatically Reinforced Behaviors: Examining the 

Relationship between Physiological Responses and Aberrant Behaviors 

Participants Wanted for Research Study 

 

Introduction:  Hello, my name is Nancy Salinas.  I am a doctoral candidate at TTU in the 

Education Department. I am conducting research on the function of aberrant behaviors in the 

Southwest Region of the United States.  I am seeking recruitment of participants because you 

provide services or information to individuals that may engage in these problematic behaviors.  

 

Purpose & Procedures:  The current investigation seeks to apply the knowledge of functional 

analysis and the use of physiological measures to investigate the role that automatic positive and 

automatic negative reinforcement play in problem behaviors.  The first phase will include a 

screening process to recruit participants with automatic reinforcement. The second phase will 

include two participants with automatic reinforcement as a function. Phase I will include: 1) 

assessment to determine their preferred items/activities (Preference Assessment), 2) assessment 

to determine why they are engaging in the problem behavior (Functional Analysis).  Phase II will 

include: 1) An assessment to determine what preferred items result in lower problem behavior 

and that match physiological responses (Reinforcer Assessment), & 2) the effects of matched 

versus unmatched physiological responses of preferred items on problem behavior (Treatment 

Analysis).  Physiological data will be collected during the functional analysis, reinforcer 

assessment, and treatment analysis.  The physiological measures involve wearing an Equivital® 

vest under the shirt.  

Eligibility Criteria:  Children and adolescents from 3-21 will be included in this study with no 

medical illnesses that may affect heart rate or other physiological responses (seizure disorders, 

irritable bowel syndrome, etc.) at the time of the study.  Six participants with automatic 

reinforcement as a hypothesized function will be included to participate in the study. 

Benefits: The participant will benefit from free assessment and treatment analysis of their 

presenting problem behaviors.  Additionally, free consultative services will be offered as 

incentive for participation in the study for up to two months follow-up for the interventions 

recommended for the study for individuals who choose to participate in the study.  The services 

will be provided at the conclusion of the study based on caregiver concerns and/or follow-up on 

the intervention recommendations based on the treatment analysis outcomes.  Additionally, a $25 

visa gift card will be offered as incentive per participant for participation upon the conclusion of 

the study. 
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Location & Contact Information: The investigation will be conducted in the client’s home or 

location of service (varies per participant), or office.  This research is conducted under the 

direction of Dr. Stacy Carter in the Department of Educational Psychology and Leadership at 

Texas Tech University. Please contact Nancy Salinas at (956) 483-5036 or 

nancy.salinas@ttu.edu if you wish to participate in this study.  

Investigator:   Nancy Salinas, MA, BCBA, LBA 

Advisor (Chair)  Stacy Carter, PhD, BCBA 

Affiliated University:  Texas Tech University 
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Appendix C 

 

INFORMED CONSENT TO BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH 

 

Please share your thoughts on our research project. 

 

What is this project studying?  

This study is called “Assessment and Treatment of Automatically Reinforced Behaviors”. This 

study will help us learn why children and adolescents behave in repetitive ways that may cause 

them harm. What we learn may help children with similar issues, and we hope to publish this 

study widely to make it as beneficial as possible.  

 

What would I do if I participate?  

In this study, you will be asked questions about your child’s repetitive behavior. After that, you 

may be asked if you would like for your child to be participate in activities with the therapists to 

see why they are acting in repetitive ways. If you agree to participate, the therapist will come to 

your home or center and will watch your child, play with your child, ask your child to do things 

that are frequently asked in his home or therapy, ask your child questions, and sometimes just 

wait to see what your child does in a room within your home or center.  The therapist will also 

show your child how to play with toys that they like and wear a small stretchy vest under his or 

her shirt, so that we can track their heartbeat, breathing, temperature, and skin to see what 

happens when they act in repetitive ways. 

 

How will I benefit from participating? 

Besides providing the project with valuable information, you will be given a $25 visa gift card 

for volunteering your and your child’s time. Also, the therapist will give you free training for up 

to two months to do the recommendations given by the therapist at the end of the study or to help 

you with your concerns about your child’s behavior.   

 

Can I quit if I become uncomfortable? 

Yes, absolutely. Your and your child’s participation is completely voluntary.  Ms. Salinas and 

the Institutional Review Board have reviewed the study activities and think you and your child 

can participate comfortably. You may skip any question or activity that does not make you or 

your child comfortable. You can also stop answering questions or participating in activities at 

any time. You are free to take your child any time you wish. You can keep the gift card of 

participating when you stop. Participation is your choice. However, we do appreciate any help 

you are able to provide.  

 

How long will participation take? 

It will take about 15 minutes to answer questions about your child’s repetitive behavior. If your 

child participates in the rest of the study, it will take between 2 hours to 6 hours to complete the 

study. The amount of time will be broken down to make sure that your child can easily 

participate in the activities. 
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How are you protecting my privacy? 

Your name or your child’s name will not be linked to any documentation and any use of this 

material in reports, publications, or presentations will never be associated with participants in 

this study without permission. No one other than the researchers associated with this project will 

have access to the information collected. All related documentation will be stored in a locked file 

cabinet in the researcher’s office or on a password protected computer.  

 

Are there any risks that I will be taking if I participate in this study? 

There are no known risks with answering questions about your child’s behavior. The activities 

done by the therapist help to know why problem behaviors occur in a safe environment in a play 

room with the therapist. During this time, the repetitive behavior or other behaviors may happen 

more often or with more intensity, because we will be looking at situations that may make the 

behavior happen. Special care will be taken to closely monitor all activities and to end any 

activity to prevent injury or distress. By knowing why the repetitive behavior happens, we will 

be able to use that information to give you recommendations on how to prevent it.    

 

Who can I call if I have questions about this study? 

• The study is being run by Nancy Salinas from the Department of Education at Texas 

Tech University. If you have any questions, please call her at 956-483-5036. 

• This research is conducted under the direction of Dr. Stacy Carter in the Department of 

Educational Psychology and Leadership at Texas Tech University. You can reach him at 

stacy.carter@ttu.edu or 806-834-3343. 

• TTU also has a Board that protects the rights of people who participate in research. You 

can ask them questions at 806-742-2064. You can also mail your questions to the Human 

Research Protection Program, Office of the Vice President for Research, Texas Tech 

University, Lubbock, Texas 79409 or email them to hrpp@ttu.edu. 

 

 

I, _____________________________ have had all parts of the study explained to me and all my 

questions have been answered to my satisfaction.   

 

  Yes, ____________________________, am my own legal guardian and I do agree to 

participate in the study outlined above (for participants 18-21).  

 

  Yes, as a legal guardian to ____________________________, I do agree for him/her to 

participate in the study outlined above. 

   

  No, as a legal guardian to _____________________________, I do not agree to let him/her 

to participate in the study outlined above. 

 

This consent form is not valid after __________________. 
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_____________________________________   ____________ 

Guardian or Participant Signature    Date 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________   ____________ 

Nancy Salinas, MA, BCBA, LBA    Date 

Investigator         
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INFORMED ASSENT TO BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH 

 

 

Project Name: “Assessment and Treatment of Automatically Reinforced Behaviors” 

 

The following answers will be read aloud to the children: 

 

1. What is this about? “You have been picked to spend some time with new friends to get to 

know you better. I will tell you what you will do with your new friends.”  

a. For younger children: “Your mommy/daddy let me play with you. I’ll show you 

how we will play.”  

b. For children with limited language: “Play” with “Nancy” will be added on their 

device with a picture card or icon of the symbol (e.g., icon for play and picture of 

the investigator).    

 

2. What will we play? We will go to a play room, so I can get to watch you and play with you. 

I will ask you questions and let you pick things that you like to play with. Sometimes I will 

just wait for us to play.  I will also show you how to play with toys that you like and wear a 

small stretchy vest under your shirt, so I can listen to your heartbeat. 

a. For younger children: I will ask you to play with me in a play room. I will show 

you how to use toys and ask you questions.  You will wear a stretchy shirt so that 

I can hear your heartbeat.  

b. For children with limited language: “Walk” to “Playroom” will be added on 

their device with a picture card or icon of the symbol (e.g., picture of playroom). 

“Play” with “Toy” will be added on their device with a picture card or icon of the 

symbol (e.g., icon for the toy or activity).  “Wear” “vest” will be added on their 

device with a picture card or icon.  

 

3. How long will it take? I will spend about 2 hours with you each time I come to visit you. 

a. For younger children: I will come and play with you until the timer rings like 

this (and allow them to hear the alarm sound).  

b. For children with limited language: “Play” with “Nancy” will be added to the 

device along with a visual of an analogue children’s “Clock” counting down the 

time and sounding an alarm when the time is up.  

 

4. Voluntary Participation: Your parents said it is okay for me to get to know you.  It is okay 

to say “No” or show me No (the investigator shakes head from left to right two times) if you 

don’t want to play with me.  If you say “Yes” or show me Yes (the investigator nods two 

times), you can change your mind without getting in trouble. Just let me know and we will 

stop. Do you want to play? 

a. For younger children: Your parents say it is okay for us to play. You can stop 

playing if you want. You can say “No” (while investigator shakes head) if you 

don’t want to play.  You can say “Yes” (while investigator nods head) if you want 

to play.  Do you want to play?  
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b. For children with limited language: “Do this (the investigator shakes head from 

left to right two times) to stop playing”. “Do this (the investigator nods two times) 

to play.” 

 

5. Videotape: I will take video of our time together and I will watch it later. No one will see the 

videotape except the people helping me. 

a. For younger children: I will take video of you like this (the investigator will 

record an assistant and show the video to the child).  We will watch you on the 

video later.  

b. For children with limited language: Same as for younger children.  

 

6. Confidentiality of Answers: This study is confidential. That means I won’t tell other people 

about what we are doing. Your parents and teachers know what we are doing. But I will not 

tell anyone else.  

a. For younger children: I will not tell anyone about our play time.  I will only talk 

to mommy/daddy and my helpers about our playtime.  

b. For children with limited language: I will not tell anyone about our play time 

while showing “play” and “Nancy” icon.   

 

 

 

*Verbal or nonverbal assent:  ______________________ has verbally indicated THAT 

(S)HE IS INTERESTED in participating in the study.  

 

 

 

 

Witnessed by: _____________________________________ Date:  ____________   

 

 

 

 

 

For Parents or Caregivers: Who can I call if I have questions about this study? 

• The study is being run by Nancy Salinas from the Department of Education at Texas 

Tech University. If you have any questions, please call her at 956-483-5036. 

• TTU also has a Board that protects the rights of people who participate in research. You 

can ask them questions at 806-742-2064. You can also mail your questions to the Human 

Research Protection Program, Office of the Vice President for Research, Texas Tech 

University, Lubbock, Texas 79409 or email them to hrpp@ttu.edu. 
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Appendix D 

 

 
 

 

 

# of 

Opportunities

Correct 

Responses

EO

SD

SR

EO

SD

SR

EO

SD

SR

SD

P

SR

EO

SD

SR

Conditions

Instructions:  The rater should fill out all components of this PI check. Fill out the session information above (rater initials, 

experimenter initials, participant code name, the date, and the session number). Tally each opportunity in which a FA step 

had to be conducted. Tally each correct step conducted in the second column.  Add the total number of correct steps 

followed. Add the total number of opportunities of steps that were required for the session observed. Divide the number of 

total correct steps conducted by the total number of opportunities and multiply the quotient by 100. The resulting score is 

the precent correct of steps conducted for the session.

Demand

The correct SD was presented. For this condition, the participant is told that 

it is time to work and they are presented with difficult tasks. 

3 step prompting procedure was used when the participant did not follow the 

instruction in the absense of the target behavior. 

The correct consequence was presented. For this condition, the demand is 

removed each time they engage in the problem bx for a predertermined time. 

Play

The correct EO was presented. Attention & highly preferred items are 

presented noncontingently according to a predetermined schedule.

The correct SD was presented. No instructions are presented during this 

condition. 

The correct consequence was presented. For this condition, there are no 

demands presented and all problem beahvior is ignored. 

Rater:                    Implementer:                    Participant:                    Date:                    Session:                    

Total Correct __________  /  Total # Opportunities __________  X 100  =  Percent Correct __________

Alone / 

Ignore

Attention

Tangible 

(when 

applicable)

Procedural Steps

The correct EO was presented. The environment was barren and measures 

were taken if the participant engaged with inadvertant materials.

The correct SD was presented. For this condition, only the distinct stimulus 

per condition (e.g., color of shirt; applies to all condition SDs).

No programmed consequences during this condition. No attention, demands, 

activities/items, or attention was presented.

The correct EO was presented. Attention was withheld in the absence of the 

target behavior. 

The correct consequence was presented. For this condition, tangibles are 

presented to the participant every time they engage in the problem bx.

The correct SD was presented. For this condition, the participant is told to 

play with moderately preferred toys and that implementer will be busy.

The correct consequence was presented. For this condition, attention is 

presented to the participant every time they engage in the problem bx.

The correct EO was presented. The participant is allowed highly preferred 

items for a predetermined time. Items are withheld once the session begins.  

The correct SD was presented. The participant is told to play with tangibles 

during predetermined time. The tangibles are removed.

Functional Analysis Procedural Integrity Checklist
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Appendix F 

 

 
 

 

Correct 

Trials
Problem Bx

1 1 2 3 Yes     No

2 1 2 3 Yes     No

3 1 2 3 Yes     No

4 1 2 3 Yes     No

5 1 2 3 Yes     No

6 1 2 3 Yes     No

7 1 2 3 Yes     No

8 1 2 3 Yes     No

9 1 2 3 Yes     No

10 1 2 3 Yes     No

Totals # Item 

Chosen

% Chosen Per 

Item

Problem Bx 

per Item

% of Problem 

BX per Item

Concurrent Schedule Reinforcer Assessment

Item 1:                         Item 2:                         Item 3:                         

Implementer:                    Participant:                    Date:                                      

Item Chosen

Instructions:  Circle each item that was selected per correct trial. Provide the 

item selected for 5 seconds after it was chosen. Repeat this for the 10 trials. 

Add the total number that each item was chosen. Divide the total number of 

times that each item was chosen by the total number of opportunities the item 

could be chosen (total # chosen / 10) and multiply the quotient by 100. The 

resulting score is the precent that the item was chosen.  Do the same for each 

item in which the problem behavior occurred. 

Highest Chosen 

Item:

Lowest Item 

w/Problem Bx:


